
ABSTRACT 

KITE, VANCE JEFFERY. Pulling the Plug on Computational Thinking: Preparing Inservice 
Science Teachers to Bring CT to Their Students (Under the direction of Dr. Soonhye Park). 
 

Computational thinking (CT) is described as a set of cognitive practices engaged when 

using computing technology to solve complex problems. Recently, CT has been advanced as a 

component of the 21st Century Skills which are foundational to ALL students’ success in the 

digital era. Historically, CT has been taught in computer science (CS) classes through computer 

programming. For a variety of reasons (e.g. inadequate access to technology, pressure from state 

testing regimes, a reduced number of computing classes, teachers without a background in CS), 

this approach has restricted marginalized communities’ access to these fundamental skills. 

Growing recognition of the importance of CT for all students has motivated multiple 

stakeholders to pursue broad CT access by integrating CT into K-12 core curricula. While there 

has been exponential growth in the number of CT-focused studies published in the last five 

years, only a handful of this work has focused on CT integration with disciplinary curricula and 

scholars have recognized the absence of a consensus framework to guide CT/content integration 

as problematic. Additionally – though a number of scholars have highlighted technology-related 

barriers to programming-based CT interventions – the vast majority of the small body of CT 

integration literature is built around approaches that require students to use technology to write 

computer code.  

As is the case with most educational reforms, realization of high-quality implementations 

of new approaches to instruction depends on preparing both preservice and inservice teachers to 

bring new practices to their students. While research on CT/content integration is emergent, 

investigation of professional support programs for inservice teachers is nascent. Similar to the 

existing body of CT integration literature relating to classroom implementation and student 



learning, all of the extant studies of computational thinking professional development (CT-PD) 

for teachers are based on educators learning various technologies and programming languages. 

This emphasis on programming-focused interventions is in spite of the fact that the literature on 

CT-PD and CT integration frequently identifies access to technology and teacher discomfort with 

programming/technology as significant barriers to successful CT/content integration.  

Understanding that the importance of CT/science integration was highlighted through 

CT’s inclusion as one of eight essential science practices outlined in the Next Generation Science 

Standards (NGSS). Recognizing the absence of research on both preparing inservice science 

teachers to integrate CT with their science curriculum and unplugged approaches to CT/science 

integration, my dissertation addresses a single question through three interlocking studies. The 

central question guiding my dissertation is How does professional development focused on 

process-based, unplugged strategies for integrating computational thinking with science 

curriculum affect inservice science teachers’ ability to bring CT-infused science to their 

students? Study one uses a statewide survey of inservice science teachers to investigate the 

educators’ understanding of CT and perceived barriers to CT/science integration, and to gather 

their suggestions for the design of CT-PD. Study two draws on insights gleaned from the first 

study and teacher professional development literature to discuss the design, implementation, and 

effectiveness of a weeklong CT-PD for inservice science teachers that focused on a process-

based and unplugged approach to CT/science integration. Study three examines the PD teachers’ 

implementation of process-based, unplugged, CT-infused science lessons in their classrooms. 

Findings from this dissertation reveal that (1) secondary science teachers view their lack of CT 

understanding as a primary barrier to CT/science integration; (2) a process-based and unplugged 

approach to CT/science integration significantly enhances secondary science teachers’ CT 



understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration; (3) secondary science teachers’ 

teaching context is a primary moderator of their implementation of CT-infused science activities.   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Problem Statement 

In 2008 Jeanette Wing argued that “Computational thinking will influence everyone in 

every field of endeavor. This vision poses a new educational challenge for our society, especially 

for our children” (pg. 3717). These remarks from Wing built on her seminal 2006 article – 

Computational Thinking – which drew the education community’s attention to a suite of 

practices collectively recognized as computational thinking (CT). Though first identified as the 

practices and habits of mind employed by computer scientists when solving complex problems, 

over the past decade CT has been decoupled from computer science (CS) and forwarded as a 

core component of Twenty-first century life (Grover & Pea, 2018; Li et al., 2020). At the most 

basic level, CT practices form the foundational competencies underpinning jobs in the high-

paying and rapidly growing field of software development (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

2021). Apart from the field of CS, CT has become a fundamental component of careers as 

disparate as computational biology is from textile manufacturing (Beheshti et al., 2017; Orton et 

al., 2016). In addition to CT as a core aspect of future-work, Grover and Pea (2018) contend that 

the ubiquitous presence of artificial intelligence, big data, speech and facial recognition, cloud 

computing, and a host of other technologies have fundamentally transformed society. Thus, they 

argue “In a world saturated by computing, ‘Computational Thinking’ … is now recognized as a 

foundational competency for being an informed citizen” (Pg. 20, Grover & Pea, 2018). 

Though the need for the inclusion of CT practices in K-12 education has been recognized 

for more than a decade, the CT education community has struggled to arrive at a consensus 

definition to guide curricular integration (Grover et al., 2020). In the absence of a consensus 

definition and framework for CT and in recognition of the fundamental need for clear CT 
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implementation guidance for teachers, most of the work in this dissertation will adopt Fraillon et 

al. 's (2019) definition of CT (Table 1.1). In adopting this framework, the author provides the 

caveat that he follows Wing’s (2008) lead in allowing that the “computer” mentioned in Fraillon 

and colleagues’ definition and framework could be either human or machine. Additionally, the 

author has chosen this framing of CT because it provides a guide for operationalizing CT in K-12 

science classrooms as a systematic process to scaffold curriculum planning and student learning.  

Table 1.1 

The 2018 ICILS Computational Thinking Assessment Framework (Adapted from Fraillon et al., 
2019) 

 
Strand Aspect   

 
Conceptualizing Knowing about and understanding digital systems 
Problems     

Formulating and analyzing problems 
  
Collecting and representing relevant data  

  
Operationalizing Planning and evaluating solutions  
Solutions  

Developing algorithms, programs, and interfaces   
 
Definition Computational thinking refers to an individual’s ability to recognize 

aspects of real-world problems which are appropriate for computational 
formulation and to evaluate and develop algorithmic solutions to those 
problems so that the solutions could be operationalized with a computer 
(pg. 27).   

 
 

Historically, opportunities for students to practice CT have existed primarily in CS 

classes and enrichment programs that often lack racial, ethnic, and gender diversity (Google & 

Gallup, 2016). Given that both CS and other science, mathematics, engineering, and technology 

(STEM) fields generally suffer from a lack of representation, and women and students of color 

often self-select out of CS courses, numerous scholars (e.g., Ketelhut et al., 2020; Repenning et 

al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2016) have argued that the most promising strategy for providing ALL 

students with access to CT-rich learning experiences is to infuse required disciplinary curricula 
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(i.e., Science, Math, English Language Arts, Social Studies) with integrated CT learning 

experiences. Unfortunately, achieving broad infusion of CT into core curricula depends upon a 

number of unresolved issues (Yi et al., 2020).  

First, a consensus CT framework to guide CT/content integration – particularly in STEM 

education – does not yet exist (Grover et al., 2020). Second, though a tremendous amount of 

research has been conducted on CT in the last five years, only a very small portion of these 

studies have pursued investigations of promising methods for CT/content integration (Kite et al., 

2021; Li et al., 2020). Third, though teachers’ technology access and proficiency have been 

identified as significant barriers to CT/content integration (Bower et al., 2017; Israel et al., 

2015), the vast majority of CT interventions examined to date have centered on engaging 

students in computer programming and very little attention has been given to non-technological 

(i.e., Unplugged) approaches (Kite et al., 2021; Li et al., 2020). Fourth, exceedingly little effort 

has been made to understand how to prepare teachers to infuse their disciplinary content with 

CT, and most of the studies that do exist pertain to preservice teachers (Kite et al., 2021; Li et al., 

2020; Sands et al., 2018). Finally, developing computational thinking professional development 

(CT-PD) programs to prepare inservice teachers to bring CT to their students depends not only 

on a foundational understanding of effective CT-integration strategies, but on knowledge of the 

barriers that teachers encounter when attempting to enact CT-infused curricula in their 

classrooms (Li et al., 2020).  

Research Questions and Dissertation Structure 

My dissertation addresses each of the above-discussed challenges through three 

interlocking studies that pursue one overarching question: How does professional development 

focused on process-based, unplugged strategies for integrating computational thinking with 
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science curriculum affect inservice science teachers’ ability to bring CT-infused science to their 

students? Figure 1.1 provides a visual overview of the structure of this dissertation and gives a 

sense of the connections between each of the studies and their relationship to the central 

question. To summarize, study one yielded data about secondary science teachers’ CT 

perceptions, perceived barriers, and suggestions for CT-PD. These insights were used in the 

design of the CT-PD that is the foundation of study two and acts as a starting point for 

addressing the central question of this dissertation. Study two presents the CT-PD – 

Computational Thinking Unplugged for Science (CT-UP-S) – that is at the core of the central 

question and connects to study three in that the teachers who participated in CT-UP-S are the 

same teachers whose implementations are investigated in the third study. Finally, Study three 

addresses the implementation component of the central question by examining secondary science 

teachers’ use of CT-infused lessons in their science classrooms. 

Figure 1.1  

Overview of Dissertation Structure, Study Designs, Participants, Data Collection, and Analysis 
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Investigation of the central question is decomposed into the following specific research questions 

that guided each study: 

• Study one focuses on secondary science teachers’ conceptualizations of CT, perceived 

barriers to CT/science integration, and suggestions for the design of CT-PD offerings 

through the following questions: 

o What is the nature of secondary science teachers’ conceptualizations of 

computational thinking and its’ role in science learning? 

o What factors do secondary science teachers identify as barriers to integrating 

computational thinking into their science curriculum and what types of 

professional support do these teachers believe that they need to overcome the 

barriers? 

• Study two implements insights drawn from study one to discuss the design, 

implementation, and evaluation of a weeklong CT-PD for inservice secondary science 

teachers: CT-UP-S. This study is guided by the following questions: 

o In what ways did the CT-UP-S professional development program influence 

secondary science teachers’ understanding of computational thinking? 

o In what ways did CT-UP-S influence secondary science teachers’ self-efficacy in 

CT/science integration? 

o What factors influenced CT-UP-S teachers’ ability to write CT-infused science 

curriculum? 

• Study three follows ten of the teachers who participated in CT-UP-S as they implemented 

process-based, unplugged CT activities in their science classrooms. This investigation is 

guided by the following questions: 
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o How do secondary science teachers who participated in the CT-UP-S program of 

professional development implement CT-infused science lessons in their 

classrooms? 

o What factors influenced CT-UP-S teachers’ implementation of unplugged, CT-

infused science lessons in their classrooms? 

Methodological Overview 

Overview of the research design. As discussed, this dissertation is structured as a set of 

three interlocking studies that address the previously presented research questions. Study one 

consists of a statewide survey study of inservice secondary science teachers. Study two utilizes 

findings from the first study and employs an embedded mixed methods design (Creswell & 

Plano, 2006) to discuss the design, implementation, and evaluation of CT-UP-S. Study three 

focuses on a collective case study (Hamilton & Corbett-Whittier, 2013) of ten teachers from 

study two who implemented CT practices learned and curriculum written during CT-UP-S.  

Overview of participants and data collection. The first study investigates science 

teachers’ conceptualizations of CT, understanding of CT, and suggestions for CT-PD through a 

survey distributed via Qualtrics to 1001 secondary science teachers working in North Carolina 

public schools; 123 completed surveys were returned, and participant demographics are provided 

in chapter two. Study two evaluates the effectiveness of the five-day CT-PD, CT-UP-S, which 

took place in August of 2019. Eleven secondary science teachers from North Carolina 

participated and the following data was collected: pre-, post-, and three-month-delayed-post 

surveys of CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration, daily reflection 

journals, daily exit tickets, lesson plans created during the PD, and audio recordings of whole-

group discussions. Demographics for the participating teachers are provided in chapter three. 
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Study three presents a collective case study of ten teachers from study two who implemented 

process-based, CT-infused lessons in their science classrooms. Data collected for this study 

includes portions of the post- and delayed-post-surveys from study two and 20-minute semi-

structured interviews with each of the teachers. Two of the ten teachers agreed to classroom 

observations. In addition to the above-mentioned data, pre- and post-observation interviews were 

collected from each of these teachers, as well as field notes and audio recordings from the 

observations and photos of student work samples. 

Overview of data analysis. Each chapter provides a full description of the analytic 

methods employed; a summary follows. (1) Statistical analysis of quantitative data gathered from 

surveys of teachers’ CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration was conducted 

using the SPSS statistical package. Descriptive statistics provide an overview of the data and 

paired sample t tests were used to identify differences between teachers’ pre-, post-, and delayed-

post scores on measures of CT understanding and CT integration self-efficacy. Cohen’s d 

(Cohen, 1988) was used to calculate the direction and magnitude of the effect of the PD on 

teachers’ CT understanding and CT integration self-efficacy. (2) Qualitative analysis of all 

written and audio data was conducted using the qualitative analysis software Atlas.ti 9, employed 

inductive qualitative analysis via the constant comparative method explained by Corbin and 

Strauss (2015), included interrater reliability checking of randomly-selected portions of the data, 

and proceeded according to the Data Analysis Spiral described by Creswell and Poth (2016) (i.e., 

Data collection, Managing and organizing data, Reading and memoing emergent ideas, 

Describing and classifying codes into themes, Developing and assessing interpretations, and 

Representing and visualizing data).  
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Significance & Contribution 

Given the relative newness of the field of CT education research, progress on each of the 

challenges discussed above is just beginning. First, some scholars (e.g., Malyn-Smith et al., 

2018; Weintrop et al., 2016) have worked to address the absence of a coherent and agreed upon 

CT-integration framework. To date, Weintrop et al. (2016) seems to be the framework that has 

gained the most traction in the CT/STEM integration community, however, the suite of 22 CT 

practices outlined in Weintrop et al.’s. (2016) Computational Thinking in Mathematics and 

Science (CT-MS) taxonomy lend themselves to piecemeal integration, rather than systematic 

implementation. Second, Yi and colleagues (2020) argue that CT education has been decoupled 

from the discipline of CS, such that future CT education interventions should place a premium 

on teaching students to think, rather than program. Presently, work on the CT unplugged 

integration front is nascent. Only two studies (i.e. Mensan et al., 2020 and Peel et al., 2019) have 

investigated fully-unplugged approaches to CT/science integration. Though, each of these studies 

demonstrated that the unplugged approach holds promise, neither investigates unplugged 

approaches to integrating a full suite of CT practices (e.g., Fraillon et al., 2019). Finally, 

speaking directly to the lack of foundational knowledge relating to CT/STEM integration best 

practices, teacher preparation, and barriers, Li and colleagues (2020) state that “Integrating CT 

with disciplinary education in STEM has scarcely been explored … There are abundant 

opportunities for exploration in both research and instruction, not because we can build on a 

solid, existing foundation, but because we know so little” (pg. 161).  

My dissertation contributes to the scholarship on each of these items in the following 

ways. First, study one represents the largest survey to date of American teachers’ 

conceptualizations of CT and perceived barriers to CT/science integration, and the only survey of 
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teachers’ recommended components of CT professional support. Thus, it provides actionable 

insights to guide the development of CT-PD for inservice science teachers. Second, study two 

explains a first example of CT-PD that implements a process-based approach to integrating 

unplugged CT activities with science content and demonstrates the utility of implementing the 

Fraillon et al. (2019) CT framework as a guide for both CT-PD creation and CT/science 

curriculum development. As such, CT-UP-S serves as a model for the creation of future CT-PD 

programs, demonstrates the effects of such PD on teachers’ CT understanding and integration 

self-efficacy, and yields insights into factors that influence science teachers’ ability to write CT-

infused science curriculum. Finally, study three offers a unique view of the approaches 

secondary science teachers take to implementing process-based, unplugged CT in their 

classrooms and the factors that influence their CT/science infusion efforts; supplying concrete 

implications for future initiatives to broaden CT access through CT/content integration. 
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CHAPTER 2: WHAT’S COMPUTATIONAL THINKING?: SCIENCE TEACHERS’ 

CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF COMPUTATIONAL THINKING AND PERCEIVED 

BARRIERS TO CT INTEGRATION 

Abstract 

Recognizing that the power of computation has changed the practice of science, the Next 

Generation Science Standards (NGSS) call for the inclusion of computational thinking (CT) in 

K-12 science education. As CT is a relatively new construct, preparing inservice science teachers 

to implement CT-infused learning experiences will depend on the creation of robust CT 

professional development (CT-PD) initiatives. Given that teachers’ understandings, attitudes and 

beliefs impact their teaching, an important step in the development of these programs is 

identification of teachers’ conceptualizations of CT and its role in science education as well as 

their perceived barriers to CT/science integration. Additionally, scholars have noted that teacher 

PD is more effective when it is tailored to the needs of participating teachers. To this end, this 

survey study examined secondary science teachers’ conceptualizations of CT, perceived barriers 

to CT/science integration, and the types of professional support they believe is needed to 

overcome these perceived barriers. Analysis of 123 open-ended surveys revealed that secondary 

science teachers: (1) Conceptualize CT as a specific type of thinking that can be used to build 

science students’ problem-solving skills; (2) View their lack of CT understanding as a primary 

barrier to CT/science integration; (3) Believe their students are academically unprepared for CT-

infused science; and (4) Want CT-PD focusing on the what, why, and how of CT/science 

integration. Drawing upon these findings, the author offers multiple implications for supporting 

science teachers in bringing CT-infused experiences to their students. 
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Introduction 

A global pandemic, climate-change-driven wildfires, pervasive mistrust in science; the 

year 2020 will stand as a subject of public interest and scholarly study for generations. Experts 

from a multitude of disciplines who investigate these challenges will rely heavily on the 

computational technologies that have fundamentally changed the nature of inquiry in the 

industries and universities working to address these generational crises (Grover et al., 2020; 

Orton et al., 2016; Wing, 2017). The practices and habits of mind employed when leveraging 

technology to address such complex problems have been termed computational thinking (CT, 

Wing, 2006), and have been identified by many scholars as fundamental to both living and 

working in the Twenty-first century (Grover & Pea, 2018; NRC, 2010). Consider the following 

from Henderson and colleagues (2007), “Computational [thinking] is the core of all modern 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines and is intrinsic to all 

other disciplines from A to Z” (pg. 195). Underscoring the centrality of computing to Twenty-

first Century work, the American Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020) reports that the number of 

careers created in computer and information technology is expected to grow much faster over the 

coming decade than those in other industries and that these jobs will have significantly higher 

median salaries. Given that CT is critical to both modern work and science, developing students’ 

facility with the practices that comprise CT has become a fundamental goal of modern education 

(Ketelhut et al., 2020; Wing, 2017). Historically, however, opportunities for students to practice 

CT have been confined to computer science (CS) classrooms that often lack both ethnic and 

gender diversity (Gallup & Google, 2016).  

Ensuring that all students have opportunities to practice CT – argues Repenning et al. 

(2015), Yadav et al. (2016), McGinnis et al. (2020) and many other CT scholars – depends on 
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integrating CT into K-12 core curricula. Further, the abovementioned scholars all identify 

science as an ideal point of CT infusion. Accordingly, CT has been included in the American 

Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (NGSS Lead States, 2013) as well as national 

standards and curricula in a number of other countries (e.g., Australia, Finland, Japan, Poland, 

Russia, South Korea, the United Arab Emirates, England) (Hsu et al, 2019). A fundamental 

element of the NGSS vision of science-as-practice is student engagement in eight essential 

science practices - including CT - through which students develop conceptual, procedural, and 

epistemological understandings of scientific inquiry (Osborne, 2014). Creation of rich learning 

experiences that immerse students in authentic science practices, however, depends on teachers 

who deeply understand the nature of each of the scientific practices (Kuhn et al., 2017). 

Unfortunately, both the general population of teachers and the specific population of science 

teachers have been shown to have weak understandings of the practices that comprise CT (Kite 

et al., 2021; Shute, 2017).   

A logical step toward both addressing science teachers’ low levels of CT understanding 

and developing their abilities to integrate CT practices into their science curriculum is the 

creation of targeted CT professional development programs (CT-PD). Given that teachers’ 

understandings, attitudes, and beliefs impact their instruction (Kuhn, 2016; Milner et al., 2017), 

building high quality learning experiences will depend on an understanding of science teachers’ 

existing (mis)conceptions of CT and the barriers they perceive to CT integration. A handful of 

extant studies (e.g., Corradini et al., 2017; Israel et al., 2015; Sands et al., 2018) have considered 

teachers’ conceptions of CT and perceived barriers to CT/content integration, however, few (i.e., 

Ketelhut et al., 2020) have specifically focused on inservice science teachers; which is 

problematic as CT is one of the essential science practices highlighted in the NGSS and other 
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international standards for science education. Additionally, as discussed by Lee (2005) and Eun 

(2008), effective teacher PD programs should be designed bearing in mind the stated learning 

needs of teachers. Only Israel and colleagues (2015) speak to this need. Bearing all of this in 

mind, Li et al. (2020) emphasize that exceedingly little is known about effective CT-PD for 

STEM educators. Taken together, there is a clear need for development of a basic knowledge of 

science teachers’ CT conceptualizations, their perceived barriers to CT integration, and their CT 

integration professional support needs, to guide the creation of robust programs of CT-PD for 

inservice science teachers. 

This qualitative study contributes to the development of these understandings by 

surveying 123 inservice secondary science teachers about their CT conceptualizations, perceived 

barriers to CT/science integration, and CT integration professional support needs. The research 

questions guiding this study are: 

1. What is the nature of secondary science teachers’ conceptualizations of computational 

thinking and its role in science learning? 

2. What factors do secondary science teachers identify as barriers to integrating 

computational thinking into science curriculum and what types of professional support do 

they need in order to overcome these barriers? 

Findings from this study will not only contribute to our understanding of inservice science 

teachers’ current understanding of CT and needs relating to CT/science integration but will also 

provide significant implications for the design and implementation of CT-PD initiatives for both 

preservice and in-service science teachers by highlighting the common uninformed conceptions 

of CT that teachers will bring to future programs. This study will also reveal commonly 

perceived barriers to CT/science integration, allowing designers and facilitators to anticipate 
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these concerns and provide CT integration strategies to overcome barriers that teachers are likely 

to believe they will encounter. 

Literature Review 

Conceptualizations of Computational Thinking 

Seymour Papert (1980) first described using computer programming to teach disciplinary 

content in his seminal work Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas, asserting 

that computers should be tools for creation and stimulators of metacognition, rather than “a 

means of putting children through their paces” (p. 19). In 2006, Jeannette Wing labeled the skills 

and practices leveraged when using computers to solve complex problems computational 

thinking (CT); arguing that these practices are as important as basic literacy and mathematical 

proficiency and contending that CT was for all people. In the decade following Wing’s (2006) 

article, computer scientists, education researchers, and teachers’ organizations worked to define 

the form and scope of the practices under the CT umbrella.  

Early CT definitions and frameworks (e.g., Barr & Stephenson, 2011; Brennan & 

Resnick, 2012; CSTA & ISTE, 2011) divided CT into a series of concepts, skills/practices, and 

dispositions. Comparing the work of Barr and Stephenson (2011) to that of the CSTA (2011), 

one finds significant overlap in that they both include data practices, abstraction, automating 

solutions, algorithm creation, problem decomposition, simulation, and parallelization. The CSTA 

(2011) framework moves beyond these concepts and practices to include a number of 

dispositions that students should develop while programming, including: tolerance for ambiguity, 

persistence in problem solving, confidence in complexity, and collaboration. Brennan and 

Resnick’s (2012) work demonstrates significant overlap with their predecessors in that most of 

the above practices, concepts, and dispositions are reflected in their framework. Additionally, 
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Brennan and Resnick (2012) add computational perspectives (i.e., Expressing, Connecting, 

Questioning) to their conceptualization of CT and place significant emphasis on particular 

programming concepts (e.g., Events, Operators, Loops, Conditionals). The above frameworks 

draw on CT definitions forwarded by scholars, such as Cuny et al. (2010), Ioannidou and 

colleagues (2011), and Wing (2008; 2010). In recognition of the growing number of components 

included in CT and the lack of consensus in the CT education community, Grover and Pea’s 

(2013) review narrowed the scope of CT to ten specific practices: Abstraction and generalization, 

Systemic processing of information, Symbol systems and representation, Algorithms, Problem 

decomposition, Iterative, recursive, and parallel thinking, Conditional logic, Efficiency and 

performance constraints, and Systematic debugging. Notably absent from this list is any mention 

of either Data or Modeling and Simulation.     

As CT scholarship has matured, conceptualizations of CT have further narrowed and 

moved away from emphasis on specific programming concepts (Yi et al., 2020). Recent 

prominent theoretical works and reviews of CT in education (e.g. Flórez et al., 2017; Grover & 

Pea, 2018; Moreno-León et al., 2018; Shute et al. 2017; Yi et al., 2020) all recognize the 

influences of the early CT frameworks and highlight the common CT practices of pattern 

recognition, problem decomposition, abstraction creation, automation, algorithm development, 

debugging, and iteration. While many of these works reference the importance of integrating CT 

with STEM subject areas, none situate CT in relation to STEM subject areas or provide explicit 

guidance for achieving CT/STEM integration. Though a general constriction of the scope of CT 

is helpful, as noted by Grover et al. (2020) and McGinnis et al. (2020), achieving CT/STEM 

integration has been challenging because there is not a unified definition of CT or agreed upon 

operationalization. 
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Computational Thinking in Science Education 

Despite the lack of concrete guidance for meaningful integration of CT into science 

classrooms, the importance of students developing CT proficiency and CT’s central role in 

contemporary science was underscored through the release of the American NGSS (NGSS Lead 

States, 2013), which explicitly include mathematical and computational thinking as one of eight 

essential science practices. Given prior CT frameworks’ focus on general CT skills and practices, 

and in response to the need for a CT conceptualization to guide the integration of CT with 

science and mathematics curricula (Grover et al., 2020), Weintrop et al. (2016) set forth the 

Computational Thinking in Mathematics and Science Taxonomy (CT-MS); which describes a set 

of 22 CT practices organized into four categories (i.e. Data Practices, Modeling and Simulation 

Practices, Computational Problem Solving Practices, Systems Thinking Practices).  

Though Weintrop et al. (2016) stands as the most prominent example of a framework for 

CT/science integration, other scholars have recently proposed frameworks that attempt to situate 

CT in relation to either science or general disciplinary content (e.g., Fraillon et al., 2019; Malyn-

Smith et al., 2018; Peel et al., 2019; Psycharis et al., 2020; Tatar et al., 2017). Importantly, these 

frameworks make a notable departure from their predecessors in that they reduce emphasis on 

CT practices that are explicitly tied to computer programming and move toward practices that 

leverage technology to solve problems. To this end, these frameworks reemphasize the practices 

of modeling and simulation and generating and analyzing data, and add systems thinking 

practices. These facets have been included with the express intent of moving students closer to 

authentic experiences that more closely mirror the practices of contemporary scientific inquiry 

(Grover et al., 2020; Malyn-Smith et al., 2018; Psycharis et al., 2020). Given the recent emphasis 

on data, systems, and modeling and simulation, in this study CT is conceptualized as “a thinking 
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process necessary when developing computer models of scientific phenomena and using those 

models as experimental testbeds to conduct simulation experiments” (Grover et al., 2020, p. 6). 

Both early and contemporary frameworks’ descriptions of CT as or including: (1) 

Structured/Algorithmic problem solving, (2) Data creation, analysis, and visualization, (3) 

Systems thinking, and (4) Creating or using models or simulations, guided the data analysis for 

this study, especially when probing teachers’ understanding of CT. 

Teachers’ Perceptions of CT and Barriers to CT Integration 

While a relatively robust body of research related to the field of CT education has begun 

to emerge, comparatively little is known about teachers’ perceptions of CT. This literature gap is 

both notable and problematic because designing CT-PD programs that seek to either inform or 

change teachers’ conceptions of CT will depend on an understanding of the (mis)conceptions 

that teachers are likely to hold upon entering the session. Of the existing studies that seek to 

understand teachers’ conceptualizations of CT (i.e., Bower & Falkner, 2015; Chang & Peterson, 

2018; Corradini et al., 2017; Fessakis, & Prantsoudi, 2019; Kong, 2019; Ling et al., 2017; 

Peracaula-bosch et al., 2020; Sands et al., 2018) most focus on preservice teachers and primary 

school teachers. Several studies only report teachers’ CT conceptions following CT learning 

experiences, and none focus on either the general population of inservice secondary teachers or 

the specific population of inservice secondary science teachers. 

Some general trends have begun to emerge in the literature. First, every study (e.g., 

Corradini et al., 2017; Ling et al., 2017; Peracaula-bosch et al., 2020; Sands et al., 2018) that 

attempted to quantify or otherwise rate teachers’ levels of CT understanding found that teachers 

generally possess very low levels of CT understanding. Second, most of the studies report that 

teachers frequently associate CT with problem solving – which is at the heart of CT – but 
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infrequently reveal deeper understandings of CT by linking either the use of technology or 

specific CT practices (e.g., Abstraction, Algorithms, Decomposition, etc.) to the act of solving 

problems (Bower & Falkner, 2015; Corradini et al., 2017; Peracaula-Bosch et al., 2020). Third, 

teachers often describe CT in terms associated with different types of thinking, for example 

logical thinking, mental calculations, analytical thinking, and critical thinking (Bower & Falkner, 

2015; Corradini et al., 2017; Fessakis, & Prantsoudi, 2019; Sands et al., 2018). Fourth, teachers 

generally associate CT with technology, technology use, and programming (Bower & Falkner; 

Peracaula-bosch et al., 2020; Kong, 2019; Ling et al., 2017; Sands et al., 2018); though, they 

sometimes believe that technology is not necessary to effectively develop students’ CT 

(Corradini et al., 2017). Finally, both Chang and Peterson (2018) and Peracaula-Bosch and 

colleagues (2020) note that teachers’ ideas and beliefs about teaching CT often align with their 

beliefs about the nature of teaching and learning, and Kong (2019) and Sands et al. (2018) point 

out that teachers cannot identify the role of CT in either their curriculum or their classroom.      

The same lack of focus on secondary teachers exists in the small body of literature 

recounting either teachers perceived or experienced barriers to CT integration (e.g., Bower & 

Falkner, 2015; Chang & Peterson, 2018; Israel et al., 2015; Ling et al., 2017; Lockwood & 

Mooney, 2018; McGinnis et al., 2020). Though there is still much work to be done on this front, 

some important insights can be gleaned from current research findings. First, as a logical 

extension of the above reported findings about teachers’ low levels of CT understanding, several 

of the articles in this set identify teachers’ lack of CT understanding as the chief barrier to CT 

implementation (Bower & Falkner, 2015; Chang & Peterson, 2018; Ling et al., 2017). The other 

commonly reported barriers to CT implementation can be placed in one of two categories: 

Teacher-level barriers and Systemic barriers. Important teacher-level barriers noted in these 
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articles include: a lack of technological competence and confidence, inability to conceptualize 

CT in the context of their classroom, lack of CT-infused lesson ideas, and concerns that only 

“certain types of students” will be ready for CT-infused lessons (Bower & Falkner, 2015; Chang 

& Peterson, 2018; Ling et al., 2017). With regards to systemic barriers to CT implementation, 

these authors identify the following: government policies, inadequate technological 

infrastructure, low levels of technology access, time constraints imposed by curriculum and 

evaluation regimes, lack of time to plan CT-infused lessons, little access to support from mentors 

with CT expertise, and students with alternative abilities and low technological literacy (Ling et 

al., 2017; Chang & Peterson, 2018; Israel et al., 2015; Lockwood & Mooney, 2018; McGinnis et 

al., 2020). My work contributes to both of these lines of literature by investigating inservice 

secondary science teachers’ conceptions of CT and perceived barriers to CT/science integration. 

Methods 

Study Design 

This qualitative study reports the results of a statewide survey of secondary science 

teachers. Given that this work is exploratory in nature, rather than conduct in-depth interviews, 

the author aimed to investigate prominent trends and patterns across a large sample of teachers 

(Kite et al., 2021). Thus, the author chose to use an online survey, because surveys allow for both 

cost and time efficient collection of qualitative data from a large and geographically dispersed 

sample of participants (Phellas et al., 2011). Additionally, compared to interviews or focus 

groups, surveys can provide greater anonymity to respondents and often elicit more honest 

responses (Erickson & Kaplan, 2000). 
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Data Collection 

Data for the present study was collected via an online survey (Appendix A) 

(Administered via Qualtrics) that consisted of 20 questions. Nine of the questions gathered 

teachers’ demographic data, including: gender, race, ethnicity, age, educational attainment, 

lateral entry status, school level, school locale, years at their present school, and years teaching 

science. Upon completion of the demographic questionnaire, participants moved through the 

progression of questions reported in Appendix A. The author chose to use primarily open-ended 

questions because the intent of this study was not to quantitatively assess participants’ level of 

CT understanding, but rather to investigate trends in their conceptualizations of CT and its role in 

science learning, perceived barriers to integration, and desired professional support. As noted by 

Allen (2017), open-ended survey questions are particularly ideal for qualitative and exploratory 

studies that seek to gain a diverse, holistic, and nuanced understanding of a topic or 

phenomenon. 

Participants 

To achieve a broad and geographically diverse sample, a database of 1000 email 

addresses for secondary science teachers serving in the public schools of a southeastern state was 

compiled. With the goal of equal representation of middle and high school teachers, the author 

collected the email addresses from five middle school teachers and five high school teachers in 

each of the state’s 100 counties. The database construction proceeded as follows: (1) the author 

identified the school district website for each county. (2) The author used district websites to 

locate the individual websites for each middle and high school in the county and located the staff 

directory on each webpage. (3) In the case of large counties with more than five middle or high 

schools a number generator was used to select five schools from each category. (4) For larger 
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counties, one science teacher was randomly selected from each randomly selected middle and 

high school. (5) For smaller counties, schools were placed in alphabetical order and one teacher 

was randomly selected from each school until the desired population of five teachers for each 

category was achieved. (6) In the case of counties with very few middle or high schools, the 

email addresses of all science teachers were gathered. If the requisite number of ten teachers was 

not achieved from that county, the available spots were filled by teachers from larger counties. A 

participation invitation email including a link to the survey was sent to each of the 1000 

identified secondary science teachers and participants were offered compensation in the form of 

a gift card upon completion of the survey. One hundred twenty-three teachers completed the 

survey in full, which, according to Yount (2006) is a sufficient response rate to assess trends 

across the population of teachers surveyed. Demographic information for the participants is 

provided in Table 2.1. Teachers were assigned ID numbers and are referred to throughout the 

manuscript as Teacher 1 (T1), Teacher 2 (T2), … Teacher 128 (T128). Note, some incomplete 

records were deleted after the teachers had been assigned IDs. Thus, while 123 teachers provided 

complete surveys, ID numbers go as high as T128. 

Table 2.1 

Demographics for Study Participants (n = 123) 
 

Characteristic   Percentage 
 

Gender Female  72.0 
Male  28.0 

Ethnicity White  79.8   
 Black or African American 11.6 

 Prefer not to respond  3.8 
 Asian  1.9 
 2 or more races  1.9 

Hispanic or Latino/a  1.0 
Other  1.0 
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Table 2.1 (Continued). 

Teaching Experience 1-2 Years  4.1 
 3-5 Years  20.3 

 6-10 Years  22.0 
11-20 Years  33.3 

 21+ Years  20.3 
Educational Bachelor’s Degree  23.1 
Attainment Some Master’s Coursework 19.2 
 M.Ed.  22.1 
 Discipline-specific Master’s 17.3 
 MAT  10.6 
 Some Ph.D. or Ed.D. Coursework 5.7 
School Level Middle School  36.6 
 High School  57.7 
 Other  5.7 
School Locale Rural (< 2,500 Residents)  52.0 
 Suburban (< 50,000 Residents 26.8 
 connected to an urban area) 
 Urban (> 50,000 Residents) 21.1 
CT Exposure None  53.7 
 Heard of CT but no CT-PD 38.2 
 Had CT-PD  8.1 

 
 
Data Analysis 

To understand quantitative trends in teachers’ perceived barriers to CT/science 

integration, the frequency with which each barrier was selected (Appendix A, Question 8) by 

teachers as one of their top three was counted and proportions were calculated by barrier. To 

qualitatively examine participants’ definitions of CT, perceptions of the role of CT in science 

learning, explanations of the barriers they selected, and suggestions for CT professional support; 

teachers’ responses were qualitatively analyzed using the constant-comparative method (Strauss 

& Corbin, 1994) and Atlas.ti 9, a computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software package. 

Multiple rounds of open-coding of data pertaining to items 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10 resulted in 75 

unique codes. Following open-coding, to establish the reliability of the coding scheme, a second 

researcher used the author’s coding scheme to independently analyze a randomly-selected 

sample of 25% of the data. Atlas.ti was used to compare the author’s coding to the coding of the 
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second independent researcher; an interrater reliability of 73.7% and a Kripendorff’s alpha of 

0.976 (Krippendorff, 2011) were calculated. 

Following open coding, axial coding was conducted within each of the five questions to 

collapse codes into larger categories by comparing and contrasting similarities and differences 

between the codes to identify potential connections (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Axial coding 

resulted in 23 categories across the five items. While analysis of data pertaining to items 4, 5, 

and 7 reached its logical conclusion at the axial coding stage, further analysis of the emergent 

categories for items 9 and 10 resulted in two emergent themes (Corbin & Strauss, 2015) relating 

to teachers’ reported barriers to CT integration and their expressed needs for CT integration 

professional support. The complete coding scheme with associated frequencies and example 

quotations is provided as Appendix B. 

Next, to understand the alignment of secondary science teachers’ perceptions of CT and 

its role in science learning with that of the broader CT community, the author classified teachers’ 

definitions of CT and descriptions of CT’s role in science learning into two categories: basic vs. 

informed. Teachers’ definitions of CT that include the following (or similar) practices were 

identified as informed: (1) Using computers to solve complex problems, (2) Structured problem 

solving, (3) Data creation, analysis, and visualization, (4) Systems thinking, (5) Creating or using 

models or simulations. Conversely, responses that did not include one of the above elements or 

that simply describe CT in terms of logic, general problem solving, or thinking like a computer 

were classified as basic. Conducting a similar informed/uniformed analysis for teachers’ 

perceptions of the role of CT in science education was not as straightforward, as authors of CT 

education literature have argued for myriad roles for CT in science curricula. Bearing this in 

mind, the author looked to the NGSS Appendix F (NGSS Lead States, 2013) for guidance on the 
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role of CT in fostering science learning. Accordingly, teachers’ discussions of the role of CT in 

science learning that included (1) career preparation, (2) supporting/facilitating data collection 

and analysis, (3) engaging students in model or simulation creation, or (4) creating algorithms 

were considered informed. Additionally, descriptions of CT’s role in science learning that 

include either building problem solving skills or providing students with structures for problem 

solving were considered informed because there is broad consensus in the literature that problem 

solving is a core component of CT (Li et al., 2020).  

Finally, to investigate possible connections between teachers’ CT conceptualizations and 

their ideas about the role of CT in science learning, teachers’ responses to items 4/5 and 7 were 

coded with a single code that consisted of a category code from item 4/5 and a category code for 

item 7. For example, if a teachers’ CT conceptualization was tagged with an open code that fell 

within the category of CT is a Specific Way of Thinking and their ideas about the role of CT in 

science learning was tagged with an open code that fell within the category of To Facilitate 

Authentic Science Experiences, their combined responses would be given the tag Specific Think 

+ Auth Sci. Two-category tags were then grouped according to their alignment with CT 

literature. If both the conceptualization and the role for a tag were considered informed, the tag 

was considered aligned. If one (but not both) of the categories in a tag were considered informed, 

then the tag was considered partially aligned. If neither of the categories in a tag were aligned, 

then the tag was considered not aligned. Additionally, the frequency of each two-category tag 

was analyzed to identify trends connecting teachers’ conceptualizations of CT with their thinking 

about the role of CT in science learning. 
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Results 

This study sought to understand broad trends in teachers’ conceptualizations of CT, their 

thinking about the role of CT in science learning, their perceived barriers to CT/science 

integration, and the elements they would like to see in CT-PD initiatives. The results of the 

analysis indicate that teachers conceptualize CT as a specific type of thinking, believe the role of 

CT in science is to facilitate both problem solving and authentic science experiences, name lack 

of CT understanding as their top barrier to CT/science integration, and describe a number of 

elements that they hope would be included in CT-PD offerings. Each of these findings will be 

presented in further detail. Please note, throughout the results report Themes are denoted with 

bold, italic text, Categories are denoted with bold text, and Codes are underlined.   

Teachers’ Conceptualize CT as a Specific Type of Thinking that Relates to Math 

As presented in Table 2.2, across all responses pertaining to teachers’ conceptualizations 

of CT (n = 137), the analysis indicates that teachers predominantly conceive of CT as either A 

Specific Way of Thinking (n = 46) or Solving Problems with Computers or Specific CT 

Practices (n = 34). Because the data collected did not investigate the specific nature of a 

teachers’ exposure to CT (unless they reported having CT-PD), we caution that the following 

should be interpreted cautiously. Nonetheless, striking differences in CT conceptualizations 

emerged between teachers who reported having heard of CT (n = 57) and those that had not (n = 

66). In particular, teachers who had not heard of CT predominantly defined the construct in 

terms of A Specific Way of Thinking (n = 40), with a focus on Thinking like a computer (n = 

12) and Logical thinking (n = 10). Conversely, teachers who reported having heard of CT or 

having had CT-PD predominantly conceptualized CT as Solving Problems with Computers or 

Specific CT Strategies (n = 25), with a focus on Using individual PRADA (Pattern recognition, 
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Abstraction, Decomposition, Algorithms) practices to solve problems (n = 11) and Solving 

problems with computers (n = 9). Further, teachers who had not heard of CT were more likely to 

relate CT to Math or data (n = 22) while teachers who had heard of CT were more likely to 

relate CT to General problem solving (n = 20). 

Table 2.2 

Coding scheme for teachers’ definitions of CT (n = 137). 
 

Category Code  Frequency Total 
 

A Specific Way of  Thinking like a computer  18 46 
Thinking Logical thinking  10 
 Mental calculations  9 
 Computer aided thinking  5 
 Higher-order thinking  2 
 Analytical thinking  2 
 
Solving Problems PRADA to solve problems  10 33 
With Computers or Solving problems with computers 9 
Specific CT Practices Algorithmic/structured problem solving 8 
 Canonical definition  6 
 
Related to Math or Data Quantitative analysis  16 28 
 Solving math problems  6 
 Math  6 
 
General Problem Logical problem solving  10 20 
Solving Interdisciplinary problem solving 6 
 Solving problems  4 
 
A Specific Pedagogy Problem/Project based learning 3 5 
 Engineering design process 2 
 
Unsure Unsure  3 3 
 
Computers Computers  2 2 

 
 

Considered in the light of the criteria for designating teachers’ conceptualizations as 

either basic or informed, the analysis revealed that only 49 of 137 quotations qualify as 

informed. Meaning that only 35.76% of the analyzed material presented a conceptualization of 

CT that would align with the CT definitions of the academic community as discussed in the 
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theoretical frameworks and methods. Further, of these 49 quotations only six (4.38%) provided 

what would be considered a complete (Canonical) definition of CT. The following excerpt is 

exemplary of these definitions “The ability to make sense of a problem through deconstruction 

and realization of patterns, with the ultimate goal being abstract representations or algorithmic 

development” (T61). The majority (n = 33, 61%) of quotations identified as informed were 

housed under the category of Solving Problems with Computers or Specific CT Practices, 

which includes codes such as PRADA to solve problems, Algorithmic/structured problem 

solving, Solving problems with computers, and Canonical definition. Quotations that fell outside 

of this category but were still considered as informed were included under the code Quantitative 

analysis. Interestingly, none of the provided definitions of CT included either the practices of 

Systems Thinking or Modeling and Simulation. Codes identified as informed are presented with 

frequencies and example quotations in Table 2.3. Additionally, it is worth noting an important 

difference between the ten teachers who reported having CT-PD and those who did not. When 

the CT-PD teachers’ responses were separated from those of the rest of the respondents, we find 

that only 15.07% of all non-PD responses could be categorized as informed, while 70% of 

teachers who reported having PD presented definitions of CT that would be considered in line 

with those of the academic community. 

Table 2.3 

Definition Codes Identified as Informed, Frequencies, and Example Quotations 
 

Code Frequency Example Quotation 
 

Quantitative Analysis 16 Using data to find patterns of behavior in the data to better 
understand what the data is trying to say. 

 
PRADA to solve 10 Break down a problem in order to find the (sometimes many) 
problems   possible solutions. 
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Table 2.3 (Continued) 
 
Solving problems 9 A problem solving technique using the computer. 
with computers 
 
Algorithmic/structured 8 Processing a problem in a logical and sequential manner. 
problem solving  
 
Canonical definition 6 See above quotation from T61. 

 
 
Teachers Believe the Role of CT in Science Learning is to Facilitate Authentic Science and 

Build Problem Solving Skills 

Across all responses pertaining to the role of CT in science learning (n = 95), we found 

that responding teachers primarily view CT as a means of Helping students build problem 

solving skills (n = 31) and Facilitating authentic science experiences (n = 28). For example, 

Teacher 97 noted that “[CT] Teaches them how CT is done in the real-world.” While another 

educator noted that “[CT] trains students to actively solve problems instead of just memorizing 

information” (T9). Additionally, teachers indicated that integrating CT in science curriculum 

could Develop students’ thinking skills, Support classroom learning, and Support career 

preparation. Categories, codes, and associated frequencies for question 7 are presented in Table 

2.4. 

Table 2.4 

Coding Scheme for the Role of CT in Science Learning (n = 95). 
 

Category Code  Frequency  Total 
 

*Helps students build *Structure for problem solving 22 31 
problem solving skills *Builds problem solving skills 9 
 
*Facilitates authentic *Facilitates authentic science 15 28 
science experiences *Facilitates interdisciplinary problem solving  7 
 Provides real-world application 3 
 *Helps students understand data 3 
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Table 2.4 (Continued) 
 
Develops students’ Develops critical thinking  15 19 
thinking Supports decision making  4 
 
Supports classroom Deepens conceptual understanding 4 8 
learning Supports content retention  1 
 Enriches students  1 
 Addresses learning styles  1 
 Builds student ownership  1 
 
*Supports career *Career preparation  5 5 
preparation 
 
Other Other  4 4 

 
* Denotes codes and categories considered Informed as described in the methods. 
 

Considering teachers’ thinking about the role of CT in fostering students’ science 

learning in light of the criteria outlined in the methods, the analysis revelaed that the majority 

(64.2%) of teachers’ ideas about the role of CT in fostering science education were informed, 

with the proportion of informed quotations fairly evenly distributed between the categories of 

Facilitating authentic science and Building problem solving skills. Informed quotations, such 

as the following from T49, gives some understanding of the role that science teachers see for CT 

in preparing students for future careers; “Students need to be aware of computers and their role 

in science due to future job opportunities.” Conversely, as shown in Table 2.4, 34 of the 91 

quotations (35.8%) were considered uninformed, with the majority of these quotations (n = 15, 

44.1% of uninformed quotations) falling under the code Develops critical thinking. Some may 

argue that developing students’ critical thinking falls under the umbrella of problem solving and, 

thus, should be considered informed. The majority of the Develops critical thinking quotations, 

however, were in the vein of “I think it [CT] helps build critical thinking skills” (T90), which 

does not provide any evidence that the teacher has made the connection between development of 

critical thinking skills and enhanced problem-solving abilities. Interestingly, the proportion of 

informed role quotations increased by CT exposure; 61.4% of no-exposure teachers quotes were 
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informed, 70.3% of heard-of-CT teachers were informed, and 80.0% of CT-PD teachers were 

informed. Additionally, teachers with CT-PD were much more likely to indicate that the role of 

CT in science education was to Facilitate authentic science experiences, with this category 

comprising 50.0% of all CT-PD teachers’ role descriptions. 

Combining Teachers’ Conceptualizations With their Perceived Role 

Combining teachers’ conceptualizations of CT with their perceptions of the role of CT in 

science education reveals that very few (n = 21, 17.1%) of the quotations analyzed reveal a 

combination of conceptualization and role discussion that is fully aligned with the existing body 

of CT literature. Teacher 61 is an exemplar of these individuals in that they defined CT as “The 

ability to make sense of a problem through deconstruction and realization of patterns, with the 

ultimate goal being abstract representations or algorithmic development” and said that “It [CT] 

prepares students for what they will eventually need to be able to do when pursuing careers 

within a STEM field.” As shown in Table 2.5, 50.4% of teachers’ responses were categorized as 

partially aligned, and 32.5% of teachers’ responses qualified as not aligned. Most common 

among the partially aligned quotations were those that combined a Specific type of thinking 

conceptualization with a Build problem solving skills role. For example, Teacher 35 defined 

CT as “A model for thinking based on how computers function” and said that CT could support 

science learning “By having students make decisions similar to how a program operates. It could 

help students systematically use information that is relevant to a problem to solve it.” Teachers 

with definition/role pairs categorized as unaligned most frequently (n = 12) defined CT in terms 

relating to Math and indicated that they were Unsure about the role of CT in science learning. 

Characteristic of this group of teachers is Teacher 30 who defined CT as “Solving math 

problems” and said about the role of CT in science learning that “I don’t know how to answer 
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this question since I have not heard of computational thinking.” Finally, the author highlights the 

differences between quotations from teachers with CT-PD and those without. Within the general 

population of teachers, the author found that 15.17% of the quotes were fully aligned, 49.10% 

were partially aligned, and 35.71% were not aligned. Conversely, 36.36% of quotations from 

CT-PD teachers were fully aligned, 63.64% were partially aligned, and none were unaligned.  

Table 2.5 

Combined Conceptualization/Role Coding and Frequencies (n = 123). 
 

Alignment Conceptualization Role              Frequency          % 
 

Fully Aligned.     *Canon Build problem solving skills           13                       10.57 
 *Canon Authentic science                6                         4.88 

 *Canon Career prep                2                         1.63 
 
Partially Aligned Specific think Build problem solving skills           16                       13.01 

 Specific think Authentic Science                7                         5.69 
Problem solving Authentic Science                7                         5.69 
*Canon Support classroom learning              6                         4.88 

 Math or data Authentic Science                6                         4.88 
 Problem solving Build problem solving skills             5                         4.07 

Math Build problem solving skills             5                         4.07 
*Canon **Barrier                3                         2.44 

 *Canon **Unsure                3                         2.44 
 Specific think Career prep                2                         1.63 

Problem solving Career prep                1                         0.81 
 *Canon Develop student thinking                1                         0.81 
 
Not Aligned Math **Unsure              12                         9.76 
 Specific think **Unsure                8                         6.50 
 Problem Solving Develop student thinking                5                         4.07 
 Specific think Support classroom learning              4                         3.25 
 Specific think Develop student thinking                4                         3.25 

Problem solving Support classroom learning              2                         1.63 
 Computers Develop student thinking                1                         0.81 
 Math Support classroom learning              1                         0.81 
 Math  Develop student thinking                 1                         0.81 
 Problem solving **Barrier                1                         0.81 
 Unsure **Unsure                1                         0.81 

 
*For the sake of simplicity, the category Solving problems with computers or specific CT practices was shortened to 
Canon. 
**These represent quotations that did not have an associated Role category. 
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Teachers’ Reported Barriers to Computational Thinking Integration 

As shown in Table 2.6, of the eight available barriers, teacher participants most 

frequently selected ‘I don’t understand CT’ as a top-three barrier to integrating CT with their 

science curricula. The next two most common selections were ‘My students aren’t academically 

prepared for CT-infused lessons’ and ‘I don’t understand how CT aligns with my content.’ 

Conversely, ‘Lack of administration support’ and ‘I don’t think CT will benefit my students’ 

were the least frequently selected options. In a notable contrast from the rest of the respondents, 

teachers who had participated in CT-PD identified students’ lack of academic ability (n = 5, 

22.73%) and a perceived lack of room in their curriculum (n = 5, 22.73%) as their top barriers to 

CT/science integration. 

Table 2.6 
 
Number and Percentage of Times Each Option was Identified as a Top-three Barrier (n = 272). 

 
Barrier   n % 

 
I don’t understand CT   91 33.46 
My students aren’t academically prepared for CT-infused lessons 43 15.81 
I don’t understand how CT aligns with my content  36 13.24 
I don’t have room in my curriculum  32 11.76 
I don’t have access to the necessary technology  31 11.40 
I’m not comfortable with technology  16 5.88 
Other   15 5.51 
Lack of administration support  8 2.94 
I don’t think CT will benefit my students  0 0.00 

 
 

Two major themes emerged from the analysis of teachers’ explanations for their barrier 

selections (Table 2.7). The first theme, Teacher-level Barriers captured 66.67% of the 

quotations (n = 132) and consisted of three code categories: Lack of CT Understanding, 

Teachers’ negative perceptions of students, and Teachers’ discomfort with technology. In 

line with teachers’ barrier selections, the bulk of teachers’ responses under this theme conveyed 

their lack of understanding of CT. In a statement characteristic of this code, Teacher 9 remarked 
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that “I do not know what computational thinking is, so I am not sure how to integrate it into my 

curriculum”. I was surprised, however, by the frequency with which teachers discussed their 

perceptions of their students as academically unprepared for CT-infused science curricula. 

Teacher 65 remarked that,  

Students arrive in my 8th grade classroom having only ‘regurgitated’ science material 

over their last 2 years in middle school. They expect to be fed definitions and vocabulary, 

only to spit them back out on test day. They are NOT equipped to critically analyze, and 

this process is VERY painful for them. 

While less-delicately-stated than some, through this statement, Teacher 65 has captured the 

essence of sentiments expressed by no fewer than 26 of the responding teachers. 

Table 2.7 

Coding Scheme for Barriers to CT/Science Integration (n = 198). 

 
  Theme Category Code      Frequency Total 

 
Teacher-level Lack of CT I don’t understand CT      53 98 
Barriers Understanding I need CT-PD      28 

I don’t understand how      10  
  CT aligns with my  
  curriculum 

I don’t understand how      7  
  CT will benefit my  
  students 
  
 Perceptions of Students My students aren’t      26 28 
  academically prepared  
  My students aren’t      1 
  interested in technology  
  My students are distracted      1 
  by technology 

 
Discomfort with I am uncomfortable with      5 6 
Technology coding/technology 

  I am uncomfortable with      1  
  new teaching strategies 
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Table 2.7 (Continued). 
 
Systemic Barriers Curriculum and Testing I don’t have room in my      23 32 
  Curriculum  
  State standards/testing      7 

My curriculum is focused      2  
on content over thinking 

 
Access to Resources I don’t have adequate      17 22 

  access to technology 
I don’t have sufficient      5 

  funding 
 

School Culture Lack of support from my        3 7 
 administration 

CT is outside my school’s      3 
culture 
My classes are too large      1 

 
 Inadequate Planning I don’t have time to write      3 5 
 Time curriculum 
  I don’t have time to      2 
  research CT  

 
 

The second emergent theme from the analysis was Systemic Barriers, which captured 

33.33% of the quotations and was comprised of four categories (i.e., Curriculum and testing, 

Access to resources, School culture, Inadequate planning time). Of these categories, 

Curriculum and testing was the most frequently discussed, receiving attention from 31 

teachers. Within this category, teachers primarily discussed both a Lack of room in the 

curriculum and State standards/testing. Referencing the lack of room in their curriculum and 

invoking a common perception of CT activities as an “add-on,” one Teacher (76) succinctly 

stated that “Our curriculum is jam packed with little time for extra activities,” while another 

noted that “Testing dictates how lessons are run” (T1). Within this theme, teachers also stated 

that “What I do know of CT is that we do not have all the technology needed” (T34), “I have 

been going against the status quo for years only to be forced to adhere to common practices” 

(T123), and “Without time I cannot develop good resources” (T128). 
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Teachers’ Professional Support Needs 

Two themes emerged from the analysis of teachers’ discussions of the types of 

professional support that they would need in order to overcome their perceived barriers to 

CT/science integration: Professional Support to Overcome Teacher-level Barriers and 

Professional Support to Overcome Systemic Barriers. As shown in Table 2.8, the majority of 

responding teachers indicated that they most need CT-PD that will help them to address Teacher-

level Barriers, with three-fourths of the quotations devoted to teachers seeking professional 

support to help them either understand what CT is and why it is important or to help them build 

CT-specific pedagogical skills. Capturing both the categories of To build CT pedagogy and To 

address a lack of CT nderstanding, Teacher 62 explained that they would like “Professional 

development on computational thinking and actually showing me how I could apply it in my 

own classroom.”   

Table 2.8 

Coding Scheme for Teachers’ CT Integration Professional Support Needs (n = 177). 

 
  Theme Category     Code                                Frequency 

 
To Address To build CT Pedagogy     PD on how to implement/integrate CT             29 
Teacher-level      Model lessons                                    22 
Barriers      Mentoring                                    10 
      PD that includes CT best practices                     6 
      PD that includes time to practice CT                  3 

    Observing CT lessons                                      2 
      PD that includes examples from classrooms      2 
 
 To address lack of CT     PD on what CT is and why it is important        53 
 understanding      Anything would help                                      6 
      Quality PD                                      4 
 
 To address discomfort     Technology support and training                       11 
 with technology     with technology  
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Table 2.8 (Continued) 
 
To Address To address curriculum     PD on how to align CT with state standards       9 
Systemic and testing     School system support                                      6 
Barriers      Flexibility in assessment                                     2 
 
 To address school culture     CT-PD for all teachers                                       3 
      Structures for intentional collaboration               3 
 
 To address access to      More resources                                       4 
 resources  
 
 To address inadequate     Dedicated time to write CT lessons                     2 
 planning time 

 
 

Considering teachers’ responses relative to the importance of designing PD programs that 

attend to the expressed needs of teachers, several of the emergent codes offer important insights 

into elements that secondary science teachers would like to see in CT-PD initiatives. First, it is 

clear that most teachers want to know what CT is and why it is important. Beyond that, however, 

teacher participants highlight the need for PD that focuses on showing them how they can bring 

CT to their science students. Specifically, teachers called out the need to show them strategies to 

Implement/integrate CT with their science curriculum and to provide them with Model lessons. 

Speaking to their desire for model lessons, Teachers 75 and 127 noted that they would like 

“Short CT activities already established to pull from” and “Premade resources that are easily 

usable for my content.” Further, teachers identified Mentoring, CT best practices, Time to 

practice CT, and Observing CT lessons as elements that they would hope to encounter in a CT-

PD event. Finally, a few teachers mentioned the importance of engaging all teachers in a school 

in any CT-PD initiative. 

Though mentions of a desire for professional support to address systemic barriers make 

up a minority of teacher responses, teachers’ need for CT professional support related to 

Curriculum and testing, School culture, Access to resources, and Inadequate planning time. 
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Chief among teachers’ desires under this theme was their concern that they receive support that 

helps them align CT-infusion attempts with their existing curriculum/state standards. Woven 

throughout the responses under this theme is a sentiment succinctly stated by Teacher 119, that if 

CT/science integration is to happen, teachers will need “PD specifically designed to show how to 

integrate [CT] within state curriculum.” Teacher 17 underscores the mediating role that state 

standards will play in the success of any CT-PD initiative in their statement that “I would like [to 

see] how it is seen for each standard not just one or two.” 

Discussion and Implications 

The results of the analysis indicate that: 1) A significant need exists for broad 

development and dissemination of CT-PD offerings for science educators. 2) Secondary science 

teachers conceptualize CT as a specific type of thinking that facilitates authentic science 

experiences and builds problem solving skills. 3) Teachers view their own lack of CT 

understanding and their students’ academic abilities as the biggest barriers to CT/science 

integration. 4) Participating secondary science teachers have a strong desire for CT-PD, and have 

provided significant insights for elements that should be included in that PD. Each of these 

findings provides important implications for the design of CT-PD initiatives, thus, each will be 

discussed in that context. 

The Need for CT-PD 

Given that only 16.4% of the participating teachers in Ling et al.’s. (2017) study and 

8.1% of the teachers in this study reported having attended CT-specific PD and recognizing that 

75.9% of the teachers in the work of Corradini et al. (2017) report feeling “scarcely” or “weakly” 

prepared to develop their students’ CT, a clear need exists for broad development and 

dissemination of high-quality CT-PD for inservice teachers. Considering that the vast majority of 
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teachers in this study, Corradini and colleagues’ (2017) work, and Israel et al.’s. (2015) study 

expressed a need for CT-PD focusing on CT integration, the author is hopeful that teachers 

would eagerly engage in these opportunities. With regard to the form and content of future CT-

PD initiatives, the author draws upon the findings of this study, as well as other CT literature and 

literature pertaining to general teacher PD to further discuss these findings. 

Teachers’ Conceptualizations of Computational Thinking 

Secondary science teachers’ conceptualizations of CT as revealed in this study provide 

insight into the types of CT-specific content that will be foundational to any CT-PD initiative. 

Participating teachers clearly believed that CT is a specific type of thinking that is useful for 

helping science students develop problem solving skills. These findings are in line with the work 

of other authors (e.g., Corradini et al., 2017; Ling et al., 2017; Sands et al., 2018), who found that 

teachers most frequently equated CT with logical thinking, doing math, solving problems, and 

using algorithms, but infrequently provided what would be considered as a complete (Canonical) 

definition of CT. While a large number of teachers in this study did conceptualize CT in terms of 

problem solving (which is related to CT) — like the preservice teachers who participated in the 

work of Bower and Falkner (2015) — few teachers demonstrated a deeper understanding of CT 

by connecting problem solving to either specific CT practices or technology. Thus, CT-PD 

designers will need to give effort to helping participants extend their conceptualizations of CT 

beyond vague ideas about problem solving or analytical thinking.  

This study extends the existing literature by offering insight into science teachers’ ideas 

about the role of CT in science education by showing that the majority of participating science 

teachers held either partially informed or uninformed understandings and believe that CT is most 

useful for building problem solving skills and facilitating authentic science experiences. This 
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expansion is important, because bringing teachers to a full understanding of the place of CT in 

the science classroom is a critical precursor to teachers’ actually enacting the practice with their 

students. As stated by Kuhn (2016), “Teachers will be unlikely to incorporate such practices into 

their objectives unless they are confident they know what they are — that they can recognize 

them when they see them and evaluate students’ proficiencies with respect to them” (p. 395). 

Though many of the teachers exhibited uninformed understandings of the role of CT, their 

existing perceptions of the role of CT in science teaching and learning that relate to building 

problem solving skills and facilitating authentic science experiences are a good foundation for 

the construction of robust and nuanced CT understandings through rich CT-PD experiences. 

Thus, designers of CT-PD will need to focus on supporting science teachers in knowing what the 

role of CT in science is, helping them recognize CT in contemporary science, and showing them 

how to both build and evaluate student experiences that foreground the role of CT in modern 

science.  

Professional Support to Overcome Teachers’ Perceived Barriers 

Combining the findings of this work with that of similar studies yields some insight into 

commonly perceived (or experienced) barriers to CT integration and the types of professional 

support teachers need to overcome these challenges. With regard to common barriers to CT 

integration, it seems that multiple studies are pointing to teachers’ lack of knowledge about CT 

and its’ relationship to their curriculum as THE barrier to CT integration (Bower & Falkner, 

2015; Chang & Peterson, 2018; Ling et al., 2017; Sands et al., 2018). Other barriers discussed in 

this work that frequently arise in similar studies include teachers’ negative perceptions of their 

students (Chang & Peterson, 2018), little understanding of alignment between CT and required 

curricula (Shute et al., 2017), insufficient curricular space for the inclusion of CT (Ling et al., 
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2017), inadequate access to technology (Israel et al., 2015), and state standards/testing 

(Lockwood & Mooney, 2018). Unequivocally, when asked what they need in order to overcome 

these challenges, teachers - both in this study and others - say they need targeted CT-PD 

focusing on CT integration (Bower & Falkner, 2015; Corradini et al., 2017; Israel et al., 2015). 

Beyond the above-discussed importance of supporting teachers in understanding the role of CT 

in science education, teachers in this study provide more specific suggestions to inform the 

design of future CT-PD programs. For CT-PD designers and researchers, the most actionable of 

their suggestions include: 1) Instruction on how to implement/integrate CT in their science 

curricula; 2) Model lessons or pre-written curricula; 3) Mentoring; 4) Exposure to CT best 

practices; 5) Time to practice CT; 6) Examples drawn from real classrooms; and 7) Support in 

aligning CT with their district-required curriculum. Many of these suggestions could be grafted 

into an existing framework for effective teacher professional development (e.g., Darling-

Hammond et al., 2017; Desimone, 2009; Kennedy, 2016) to produce highly effective CT-PD 

offerings that motivate teachers to adopt these new practices.  

The author offers three suggestions for designing CT-PD programs that attend to the 

recommendations from these teachers. First, as discussed by Darling-Hammond et al. (2017) and 

Desimone (2009), effective professional development programs must engage participants as 

active learners. Thus, to address suggestions 1, 2, 4, and 5 CT-PD designers must actively 

engage participants in learning experiences that place science teachers in the role of their science 

students, providing them with low-risk scenarios in which to practice CT-in-science. This 

approach, as noted by Chang and Peterson (2018) will place teachers in “Situations in which they 

can fiddle, struggle with, and collaborate with others as they learn” (pg. 370); allowing them to 

both see and experience the role of CT in science. Second, given that none of the teachers in this 
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study mentioned the CT practices of systems thinking and modeling and simulation, the author 

recommends that significant effort be devoted to involving teachers in both of these practices. 

One potential approach to accomplish this goal could be engaging teachers with either systems 

modeling tools like SageModeler (2020) or in Agent Based Modeling (ABM) (Wiebe et al., 

2020). CT-PD designers who take this path will need to bear in mind suggestion 6 and ensure 

that significant time is spent helping teachers create lessons that include modeling and simulation 

and that align with their state-mandated curriculum. Finally, the author recognizes teachers’ 

request for CT mentorship and echoes the suggestion of Sands and colleagues (2018) who note 

that CT-PD should draw on teachers’ existing content, pedagogy, and pedagogical content 

knowledge to identify points of intersection between science curriculum and CT. Upon 

identification of these crossovers that are fertile ground for the exploration of the role of CT in 

science, CT-PD providers, science educators, and CT mentors can collaborate to co-design (Wu 

et al., 2020) CT-infused science curriculum that allows students to experience the ways in which 

CT is used to produce contemporary scientific knowledge. The efficacy of this approach and the 

importance of leveraging teachers’ non-CT skills and experience during CT-PD offerings has 

also been highlighted by the recent work of Ketelhut et al., (2020) and Wu and colleagues 

(2020). 

Differentiating CT-PD Programs  

While the number of teachers in this study that report having participated in CT-PD is 

small (n = 10), they differ from the other teachers in our study in ways that support Bower et 

al.’s. (2017) finding that short-term CT-PD can be effective. Additionally, their unique CT 

understandings and concerns offer implications for CT-PD designers creating programs for 

audiences with varying levels of CT experience. Accordingly, the author suggests that CT-PD 
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designers and researchers consider pursuing the potential affordances of CT-PD opportunities 

that employ multiple tracks based on the prior CT experiences of participating teachers (Eun, 

2008). Based on the findings of this study, a track for teachers who have had prior CT-PD 

experiences should spend less time on explaining the what and why of CT and more time on the 

following: 1) Addressing teachers’ perceptions of their students’ ability to engage in CT-infused 

science activities, and helping teachers identify ways to adapt CT activities to the unique needs 

of their students (Tatar et al., 2017).  2) Providing teachers with support in identifying synergies 

between CT and their existing curricula (Aydeniz, 2018). 3) Time to collaborate with their peers 

to write CT-infused science lessons that adequately address state learning standards. 

Additionally, based on the responses of CT-PD teachers in this study and in line with the work of 

Lockwood & Mooney (2018), the realization of ubiquitous CT in science classrooms may hinge 

on states emphasizing CT in their educational standards and meaningfully including CT on 

standardized exams.  

Addressing Teachers’ Perceptions of Students 

Teachers’ lack of CT understanding is notable but can be addressed through relatively 

short and targeted CT-PD programs (Bower et al., 2017). Their negative perceptions of their 

students’ academic abilities, however, may be more problematic and must be given special 

attention. Similar to the teachers in this study, participants in the work of Chang and Peterson 

(2018) and McGinnis et al., (2020) believed that CT was either beyond their students or only for 

certain types of students (e.g., Advanced and Intellectually Gifted students). Unfortunately, in 

each of these studies, the authors report that teachers’ perceptions of their students’ academic 

abilities impacted their implementation of CT in their classrooms. Specifically, Chang and 

Peterson (2018) reported that teachers’ CT integration efforts often aligned with their beliefs 
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about teaching and learning, and McGinnis and colleagues (2020) indicated that teachers might 

fully understand CT, but still not integrate it into their practice if they believe their students to be 

lacking academic preparation. Thus, increasing the likelihood that science teachers will 

incorporate CT in their curriculum depends not only on increasing their understanding of CT and 

its role in science education, but also shifting their perceptions of the types of students that will 

benefit from CT-infused science curricula. 

Given the interaction between teachers’ beliefs and their instructional practice (Ketlehut, 

2020), CT-PD programs must employ a variety of approaches to combat teachers’ perceptions 

that their students are not ready for CT-infused science. To accomplish this goal, Chang and 

Peterson (2018) recommend the inclusion of information on the role of bias in computing. 

Additionally, considering that teachers requested examples from classrooms, the author suggests 

that CT-PD designers be strategic in their choice of exemplars of CT integration; focusing on 

implementations with students who have alternative abilities (e.g., Morrison et al., 2020), are 

from underrepresented groups (e.g., Leonard et al., 2016), or are from socioeconomically 

disadvantaged backgrounds (e.g., Vakil, 2014). Another potential approach could be creating 

collaborative teams of teachers from the same district or school that can collectively problem-

solve to adapt CT instruction to the unique needs of their students (Desimone, 2009; Eun, 2008). 

Finally, in particularly difficult situations, CT-PD designers may be able to leverage the concept 

of proto-computational thinking to provide students with introductory CT experiences that can be 

built upon at a later time by more-in-depth CT-infused science activities (Tatar et al., 2017). 

Conclusion 

In 2006, Jeanette Wing argued that Twenty-first Century education must elevate 

computational thinking to the same level as reading, writing, and arithmetic, and that CT was a 
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competency that should be developed by all students. Through the intervening 15 years, 

educators and researchers have pursued myriad avenues to realization of the ideal of CT for all. 

Ketelhut and colleagues (2020) contend that professional development for inservice teachers is a 

necessary component of the quest for ubiquitous CT-infused science education. As with any 

educational initiative, the development of high-quality offerings depends on an understanding of 

the learners that the program intends to serve. This work sought to contribute to the construction 

of this foundational knowledge through an investigation of secondary science teachers’ 

conceptualizations of CT and its role in science learning, their perceived barriers to CT/science 

integration, and the types of professional support they will need to infuse their science classes 

with CT. The findings of this study provide specific recommendations for supporting secondary 

science teachers, including: 1) The need to focus helping teachers construct nuanced 

understandings of what CT is and the role of CT in both modern science and science education; 

2) Developing multi-track CT-PD opportunities differentiated according to the CT experience of 

the participant; and 3) Employing a variety of strategies to combat teachers’ perceptions that 

their students are not academically prepared for CT-infused science activities. 
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CHAPTER 3: COMPUTATIONAL THINKING UNPLUGGED FOR SCIENCE (CT-UP-

S): A PROGRAM OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR INSERVICE SCIENCE 

TEACHERS 

Abstract 

Computational thinking (CT) has been forwarded as a crucial skill set for both living and 

working in the technology-saturated Twenty-first century. In light of significant concerns about 

equitable access to CT practice, scholars have advocated for integrating CT in core subject-area 

curricula. Achieving this goal, however, depends upon teacher preparation, which has been 

identified as a critical limiting factor to CT/content integration. In response to the reported lack 

of research on CT professional development (CT-PD) and in an effort to address teachers’ 

technology-related CT integration concerns, this work reports on the design, implementation, and 

evaluation of the Computational Thinking Unplugged for Science (CT-UP-S) program of 

professional development for inservice secondary science teachers. This work was guided by the 

following questions: In what ways does CT-UP-S influence secondary science teachers’ CT 

understanding and CT integration self-efficacy?; and What factors influence secondary science 

teachers’ ability to plan CT-infused curriculum? The findings of this study indicate that CT-UP-

S significantly improved teachers’ CT understanding and integration self-efficacy by 

operationalizing the CT framework proposed by Fraillon et al. (2019) as a series of 

interconnected practices. This approach scaffolded teachers’ learning and provided a useful 

guide for their CT-infused lesson planning. In addition, unplugged activities were shown to 

enhance teachers’ CT understanding and planning of CT-infused science lessons, and teachers’ 

understanding of scientific concepts seems to be a mediator of their ability to participate in CT-

infused activities and to write CT-infused science curricula. 
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Introduction 

More than a century ago, John Dewey (1899) wrote of the shifting nature of work and 

advocated for reform of the educational system to leverage the skills and interests of children to 

build skilled thinkers and lifelong learners who could thrive in the jobs of the future. More than a 

century later, well-past the Industrial Revolution that was the backdrop for Dewey’s writings, 

exists an infinitely-more-complex world of work that has made preparing students for jobs that 

don’t yet exist an educational imperative. Both Ketelhut et al. (2020) and Orton and colleagues 

(2016) place computational technology at the center of this new reality, and join other scholars 

(e.g., Wing, 2006, 2017; Yadav et al., 2016) in advocating for computational thinking (CT) 

education as central to the development of a computationally competent populace that will thrive 

in future-work.   

Preparing students to engage in CT-driven careers is a goal that can be accomplished 

through education; however, these efforts must recognize historic inequities in computing 

education by actively seeking to provide all students with access to CT-rich experiences 

(Ketelhut et al., 2020). As argued by Ketelhut et al. (2020), both economic and moral reasons 

necessitate broadening access to computing education. Economically, the global workforce will 

benefit from a deep and diverse pool of computing professionals. Socially, the number of careers 

that rely on computing technologies is predicted to grow much faster than other sectors and offer 

significantly higher salaries (US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2021). Thus, failure to provide all 

students with access to CT education would only further deepen existing socioeconomic 

inequalities (Ketelhut et al., 2020). Notable CT scholars argue that integrating CT into core 

curriculum is the most promising strategy for providing a diverse group of students with broad 

access to these critical tools (Grover & Pea, 2018; Repenning et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2016). 
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Though there is a growing push for CT/content integration as a foundational element of 

CT for all (Wing, 2006), there does not yet exist a consensus definition of CT to guide these 

efforts (Grover et al., 2020; Kite et al., 2021b). Nonetheless, both American and international 

educational systems are actively pursuing broad CT integration. In America, these efforts are 

seen in the inclusion of CT as one of the eight science practices outlined in the Next Generation 

Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Internationally, these efforts have a variety of 

forms, including nationally mandated curricula and standards, lucrative funding opportunities, 

and partnerships between industry and local/national educational institutions (Hsu et al., 2019). 

Even if an abstract consensus definition of CT was achieved, however, the educators tasked with 

enacting CT-infused lessons would need specific examples of CT in the context of their 

curriculum. Thus, any effort to achieve broad CT integration must make clear to K-12 educators 

the connection to their existing curricula and instructional goals and provide them with 

pedagogical tools that make CT-infused instruction possible (Ketelhut et al., 2020). 

Clarifying these connections for teachers and supporting them in the development of 

appropriate pedagogical strategies depends upon the creation and implementation of research-

supported programs of CT professional development (CT-PD). If these programs are to shift 

teachers’ existing practices, they must build teachers’ CT integration self-efficacy such that 

teachers feel that they have the skills necessary to implement CT in their classrooms and that 

they can do so in a manner that will benefit their students (Bandura, 1994; Soodak & Wodell, 

1996). Unfortunately, the author’s own work (i.e., Kite et al., 2021b), as well as the work of 

others has noted the lack of research on CT-PD to support the development of these initiatives, 

particularly those that focus on preparing inservice teachers (Sands et al., 2018). Further 

complicating efforts to support inservice teachers in CT/content integration is a tension between 
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teachers’ concerns about both adequate access to technology and their own technological 

proficiency (Israel et al., 2015) and the reality that a majority of existing CT instructional 

strategies rely on computer programming (Kite et al., 2021b).   

In response to the above, this study was developed to design, implement, and evaluate a 

weeklong program of CT-PD for inservice secondary science teachers called Computational 

Thinking Unplugged for Science (CT-UP-S). CT-UP-S focuses on building inservice secondary 

science teachers’ CT understanding and CT integration self-efficacy by engaging them in using 

process-based, non-technological (i.e., unplugged) activities to construct a solution to a 

socioscientific issue (SSI, Zeidler & Nichols, 2009). Further, CT-UP-S bridges the gap between 

experience and implementation by helping participants translate their CT-infused science 

experiences into CT-infused science curricula for their classrooms. The choice to involve 

secondary science teachers recognizes CT/science synergies that enhance students’ apprehension 

of both (Hutchins et al., 2018) and the reality that all secondary students are required to complete 

coursework in the sciences. The decision to focus on unplugged methods is in response to 

teachers’ concerns about technology access and proficiency and the general lack of research on 

unplugged methods for teaching CT (Moreno-León et al., 2018). 

In the context of CT-UP-S, the present study examined the effectiveness of the PD 

program in terms of secondary science teachers’ CT understanding, self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration, and planning of CT-infused science curriculum. The following research questions 

guided this work:  

1. In what ways did CT-UP-S influence secondary science teachers’ understanding of 

computational thinking? 
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2. In what ways did CT-UP-S influence secondary science teachers’ self-efficacy in 

CT/science integration? 

3. What factors influenced CT-UP-S teachers’ ability to write CT-infused curriculum? 

This work seeks to contribute to the extant CT-PD literature by demonstrating the effectiveness 

of contextualized unplugged CT practice, highlighting the potential of a process-based approach 

to planning CT-infused lessons, discussing factors that may influence teachers’ ability to plan 

CT-infused curriculum, and providing implications for both future research and practice. 

Theoretical Background 

Computational Thinking 

Seymour Papert (1980) first described using computer programming to teach disciplinary 

content in his seminal work Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and Powerful Ideas. Many of the 

skills that Papert believed students developed while working in his LOGO programming 

environment would later be recognized as the core practices of the software engineering 

community. In 2006, Jeannette Wing labeled these practices computational thinking and argued 

that they are as important as basic literacy and mathematical proficiency. Importantly, she 

theorized CT as being distinct from the field of computer science (CS), especially in that CT 

entails conceptualizing rather than programming, fundamental skills rather than rote syntax 

skills, and human thought based in creativity, not programmed computer-thought (Wing, 2006). 

In the decade since Wing’s article, a number of groups have forwarded definitions of and 

frameworks for CT, however, the CT education community has struggled to arrive at a consensus 

definition to guide curricular operationalization (Grover et al., 2020). In the absence of a 

consensus definition and framework for CT and in recognition of the fundamental need for clear 

CT implementation guidance for teachers, this study adopts Fraillon et al. 's (2019) definition of 
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CT (Table 3.1). In adopting this position, the authors provides the caveat that he follows Wing’s 

(2006) lead in allowing that the “computer” mentioned in Fraillon and colleagues’ definition and 

framework could be either human or machine. Additionally, the author has chosen this framing 

of CT because it may provide a guide for operationalizing CT in K-12 science classrooms as a 

systematic process to scaffold curriculum planning and student learning. 

Table 3.1 

The 2018 ICILS Computational Thinking Assessment Framework Adapted from Fraillon et al. 
(2019) 

 
Strand Aspect   

 
Conceptualizing Knowing about and understanding digital systems 
Problems     

Formulating and analyzing problems 
  
Collecting and representing relevant data  

  
Operationalizing Planning and evaluating solutions  
Solutions  

Developing algorithms, programs, and interfaces   
 
Definition Computational thinking refers to an individual’s ability to recognize 

aspects of real-world problems which are appropriate for computational 
formulation and to evaluate and develop algorithmic solutions to those 
problems so that the solutions could be operationalized with a computer 
(pg. 27).   

 
 
Computer Science (CS) Unplugged 

Programming-based (i.e., code-centric) instructional strategies are the dominant form of 

CT education (Kite et al., 2021b; Moreno-León et al., 2018). Given CT’s roots in CS, the 

community’s focus on programming is understandable, however, multiple scholars have 

identified low levels of access to technology (Israel et al., 2015), teacher discomfort with 

technology (Bower et al., 2017; Israel et al., 2015), and teachers without programming 

experience (Israel et al., 2015) as barriers to bringing CT to traditional classrooms (Kite et al., 

2021b; McGinnis et al., (2020). Additionally, Lu & Fletcher (2009) and Caeli and Yadav (2020) 
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forward convincing arguments that students and teachers should have fundamental CT practices 

well in hand before beginning programming. In 1998 Bell, Witten, and Fellows published a 

collection of games and puzzles to teach CS concepts without the use of a computer. Their 

approach (dubbed CSUnplugged) was originally intended as a tool for CS outreach and 

extension, however, as interest in CT has grown, the term “Unplugged” has expanded to 

encompass any CT or CS activity that does not use computing devices. Unplugged activities 

have been used by researchers and educators, alike, to introduce fundamental CT practices. In 

most cases, however, these activities are used as a precursor to code-based CT interventions. 

Bearing this in mind, Moreno-León and colleagues (2018) make clear that very little effort has 

been made to understand the affordances of unplugged strategies for teaching CT. More 

importantly, Caeli and Yadav (2020) (1) note the lack of teachers with sufficient CT 

understanding and proficiency, (2) identify unplugged strategies as an effective means of 

showing teachers connections between CT and their curriculum, and (3) identify a significant 

need for more research focused on understanding how to prepare teachers to teach CT. This 

study addresses each of these needs. 

Effective Professional Development 

According to Ketelhut et al., (2020), CT-PD is a central component of any effort to 

provide CT for all (Wing, 2006), and multiple scholars have pointed to the importance of 

implementing research-based best practices when designing PD initiatives. The design of the 

CT-UP-S program was guided by three frameworks for teacher professional development: 

Darling-Hammond and colleagues (2017), Desimone (2009), and Kennedy (2016). Kennedy’s 

(2016) review of twenty-eight studies of teacher PD demonstrated that programs which provide 

teachers with pedagogical strategies for portraying curricular content result in the strongest 
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classroom implementations and have the greatest impact on student learning. Thus, the CT-UP-S 

program is designed to provide secondary science teachers with unplugged strategies for 

integrating CT into their existing science curriculum. The works of Darling-Hammond et al. 

(2017) and Desimone (2009) served as the foundation for the day-to-day design of CT-UP-S. 

Each of these authors describe a set of research-based characteristics of effective PD programs. 

According to these authors, in order to effect change in teachers’ pedagogy, PD must include the 

following features: (1) A focus on subject-area content; (2) Active learning strategies;  (3) 

Opportunities for collaboration between teachers in similar grades/content areas; (4) More than 

20 contact hours; (5) Coherence with both teachers’ existing beliefs about teaching and 

school/district policies; (6) Modeling of effective teaching practices by facilitators; (7) Ongoing 

teacher support from coaches and other experts; (8) Time for teachers to reflect on what they 

have learned and to receive feedback on products and implementations. In an effort to create a 

highly effective CT-PD, these criteria were used as the design framework for Computational 

Thinking Unplugged for Science (CT-UP-S). 

The Importance of Teacher Self-efficacy 

Bandura (1994) describes self-efficacy as an individual’s belief in their own ability to 

initiate or engage in activities that will produce desired outcomes. Research has demonstrated 

that teachers’ beliefs in their own self-efficacy is a significant determinant of their instructional 

decision making and adoption of innovative pedagogical practices (Cerit, 2013). Prior research 

(e.g., Bower et al., 2017; Jaipal-Jamani & Angeli, 2017) has demonstrated that teachers who 

have not engaged in CT-PD generally exhibit low levels of self-efficacy related to their ability to 

bring CT to their students. While there are a number of factors that influence teachers’ CT self-

efficacy, teachers’ technological proficiency is often a primary concern (Israel et al., 2015), as is 
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their low level of CT understanding (Kite et al., 2021a). Bower and colleagues (2017) have 

demonstrated that relatively short CT-PD interventions can significantly enhance teachers’ CT 

self-efficacy, and CSUnplugged (Bell et al., 1998; Bell et al., 2009) activities have been 

recommended as a means of helping teachers build CT proficiency without having to contend 

with learning new technologies (Sands et al., 2018). While Peel and colleagues (2019) have 

demonstrated the benefits of using unplugged methods to teach CT practices (i.e., algorithm 

creation) in high school biology, there have not been any known investigations of CT-PD for 

science teachers that focuses on a fully unplugged approach to integrating all CT practices into 

science curriculum. 

Integrating Computational Thinking in Science Curriculum 

Integrating CT in disciplinary content is the surest method for providing all students with 

access to CT practices (Repenning et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2017). Multiple scholars have 

identified science curriculum as an ideal venue for CT integration (Ketelhut et al., 2020), and the 

NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013) identified CT as one of eight essential practices. As reported in 

Kite et al.’s. (2021b) review of CT education research, studies of CT/content integration in any 

subject area are rare. While there has been some effort made to investigate strategies for and the 

benefits of CT/science integration, this work has been primarily focused on creating simulations 

and Agent Based Modeling (ABM) (Wiebe et al., 2020). In most cases (e.g., Basawapatna, 2016; 

Sengupta et al., 2013), integrating CT into science curriculum has been shown to enhance 

students’ learning of both CT and science content (Kite et al., 2021b). Likewise, disciplinary 

activities that ask students to engage with complex systems or societal challenges (e.g., SSI 

(Zeidler & Nichols, 2009)) offer particularly fertile ground for CT/content integration (Kite et 

al., 2021b). To date, the work by Peel et al.’s. (2019) and Mensan and colleagues (2020) are the 
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only examples of an examination of the benefits of using unplugged methods to integrate CT 

with science curricula, and little is known about methods for preparing teachers to plan and 

implement these types of unplugged interventions, particularly in the context of a socioscientific 

issue. 

Methods 

This study employs both triangulation and embedded mixed methods designs (Creswell 

& Plano, 2006) to address the research questions. The triangulation design was appropriate for 

the first two research questions because the inclusion of qualitative data supports and expands 

the findings for the quantitative results. Likewise, fully qualitative data collection and analysis 

are embedded in the research design to address research question three. 

Overview of the Computational Thinking Unplugged for Science (CT-UP-S) Program 

CT-UP-S is a weeklong CT-PD for secondary science teachers that focuses on unplugged 

strategies for integrating CT practices into existing science curriculum. This CT-PD 

operationalizes the Fraillon et al. (2019) framework as a structure for moving teachers through 

the unplugged process of developing an algorithmic solution to a complex SSI (Zeidler & 

Nichols, 2009); in this case, human disturbance of an ecosystem. Each day of the program was 

split into two halves: experience and plan. In the morning, teachers acted as students to engage in 

activities that led them through the process of, first, identifying a human disturbance to an 

ecosystem, then, developing an unplugged algorithmic solution to the disturbance. In the 

afternoon, teachers translated their experiences into adaptations of their existing science 

curriculum. Table 3.2 provides an overview of the key features of CT-UP-S and their alignment 

with the features of effective professional development as described by Darling-Hammond et al. 
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(2017) and Desimone (2009). Appendix C provides an overview of the focal Fraillon et al. 

(2019) content and specific teacher activities for each day. 

Table 3.2 

Key Features of CT-UP-S and Their Alignment With Elements of Effective Teacher PD (Darling-

Hammond, 2017; Desimone, 2009) 

 
   Element               Description     CT-UP-S 

 
Content Focused A focus on subject knowledge 

and associated pedagogical 
knowledge. 

- Teachers engage in CT practices in the context of 
subject matter that they will teach (i.e., human 
disturbance of ecosystems).   
- Teachers are provided time to align CT practices with 
their content standards and write curriculum.   
- Each day of CT-UP-S is devoted to building CT 
understanding and efficacy by engaging in unplugged 
practices that focus on one of the CT aspects described 
by Fraillon et al. (2019). 
  

Active Learning Engaging in the process of 
constructing knowledge rather 
than passively receiving 
knowledge through lectures. 

- Teachers participate as learners in unplugged CT-
infused science activities. 
- All content dissemination occurs via collaborative 
groupwork protocols (i.e., no lecture). 
  

Collaboration Providing opportunities for 
teachers to share knowledge 
while engaged in learning and 
writing curriculum. 

- All learning activities occur in teams. 
- Curriculum alignment and lesson planning occurs in 
teams. 
- Teams provide one another with feedback on 
curriculum products. 
  

Collective 
Participation 

Collective participation from 
teachers in the same school, 
grade, or district. 
  

- Teachers placed in teams of 2-3 based on their grade 
level, subject area, and district. 

Sustained 
Duration 
  

Twenty or more contact hours. - CT-UP-S consists of 30 contact hours over 5 days. 

Coherence Coherence to curriculum, student 
needs, teacher knowledge and 
beliefs, and school, district, and 
state reforms and policy. 
  

- Teachers teamed based on grade level and district to 
allow teachers to write a curriculum that aligns with both 
state standards and district reforms and policies. 

Modeling Facilitators model effective 
pedagogical strategies. 

- The facilitator models effective instructional practices 
while implementing “student” activities. 
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Table 3.2 
(Continued). 
 
 
Feedback and 
Reflection 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
Participants receive peer and 
facilitator feedback on work  
products and are given 
opportunities to reflect on their 
learning. 

 
 
 
 
- Teachers keep a reflection journal where they are asked 
to respond to daily prompts that encourage them to 
reflect on the day’s activities, curriculum alignment, 
implementation barriers, and the state of their own 
knowledge and confidence. 
- Debrief discussions focusing on classroom 
implementation follow each activity. 
- Teams present their curriculum-in-progress to other 
teachers at multiple points and receive feedback. 

 
 
Participants 

An invitation to participate in CT-UP-S was distributed via email to all secondary science 

teachers serving in public schools in two counties in a southeastern state in the US. Eighteen 

teachers initially responded to indicate their interest in joining the program. For a variety of 

reasons, seven of the initial respondents chose not to participate. Thus, eleven teachers took part 

in the CT-UP-S program. Their demographics are provided in Table 3.3 and all names used 

throughout the manuscript are pseudonyms. 

Table 3.3  

Demographic Characteristics of CT-UP-S Participants (n = 11) 

                        n (%)   n (%) 
 

Male 1 (9) Teaching Experience 
 

Female 10 (91)           3-5 Years 4 (36) 
Race/Ethnicity 

 
          6-15 Years 3 (28) 

          African American 4 (36)           20 or More Years 4 (36) 
          Asian  1 (9) Middle School 6 (55) 
          White 6 (55) High School 5 (45)   

Low Income (Title 1) School 6 (55) 
 

 
Data Sources 

Multiple forms of quantitative and qualitative data were gathered to investigate the 

influence of CT-UP-S on teachers’ understanding of CT and their self-efficacy in CT/science 
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integration, as well as any factors that may influence their ability to write CT-infused science 

curricula. A pre-post group comparison design was used to assess the influence of CT-UP-S on 

teachers’ CT understanding and CT integration self-efficacy. Participating teachers completed 

pre- and post-surveys immediately before and after the PD, as well as, a three-month-delayed-

post survey. The surveys gathered the following information: 1) teacher demographics, 2) 

teachers’ definitions of CT, 3) teachers’ perceived benefits of and strategies for CT/science 

integration, 4) teachers’ perceived barriers to CT/science integration, 5) teachers’ understanding 

of CT, and 6) teachers’ CT integration self-efficacy. Topics one through four were used to 

collect qualitative data, while items five and six were used to collect quantitative data. All three 

surveys are provided as Appendices D-F. Within the surveys, two quantitative measures were 

used to assess changes in teachers’ CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration. 

Teachers’ CT understanding was quantitatively evaluated using a survey by Sands et al. (2018) 

that consists of ten Likert-style items and has a reported Cronbach’s alpha of 0.92 for the internal 

validity of the instrument. Changes in teachers’ self-efficacy in CT/science integration was 

assessed using a modified Computer Technology Integration Survey (CTIS) from Wang et al. 

(2004). The wording of the Likert-style items was modified to address teachers’ confidence 

integrating CT in their instruction, rather than technology. Wang and colleagues (2004) report a 

Cronbach’s alpha of 0.94 for the validity and reliability of their instrument. In addition to the 

data collected through the pre- and post-surveys, multiple forms of qualitative data were 

collected to both investigate the influence of CT-UP-S and to develop a rich understanding of 

teachers’ evolving relationship with CT/science integration (Creswell & Poth, 2016). These data 

include daily reflection journal entries (Reflection journal prompts can be found as Appendix G), 

daily “exit tickets,” audio recordings of whole group discussions and presentations, photographs 
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of teacher-created artifacts, teacher-created lesson plans, and the author’s field notes and daily 

reflections. 

Data Analysis 

Quantitative data analysis was conducted using descriptive statistics and paired-sample t 

tests to identify differences between teachers’ pre/post and delayed-post scores on measures of 

CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration, and Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988) was 

used to calculate the direction and magnitude of the effect of CT-UP-S. Common language effect 

sizes (CL, McGraw & Wong, 1992) were calculated to bring perspective to the Cohen’s d values. 

To provide richer insights into the development of teachers’ CT understanding, CT integration 

self-efficacy, and factors that may influence their lesson planning, triangulation of multiple data 

sources (Patton, 1999) and the constant comparative method as described by Corbin and Strauss 

(2015) were used to qualitatively analyze teachers’ written artifacts and discussion transcripts. 

Specifically, all qualitative data was, first, open-coded to capture the essence of each quotation 

(Saldaña, 2013), with quotations expressing similar sentiments given the same code. Axial 

coding was then used to identify trends in the data by aggregating open codes into categories. 

Finally, common themes in teachers’ responses emerged through the process of selective coding. 

A full coding scheme with codes, categories, themes, and frequencies is provided in Appendix H. 

To validate the coding scheme, a second independent researcher used the initial codes developed 

by the author to code a randomly selected sample of 25% of the qualitative data. Using Atlas.ti, 

an interrcoder agreement level of 90% and Krippendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2011) of 0.933 

were calculated.  

To understand the alignment of participants’ understanding of CT with that of the broader 

CT community, teachers’ definitions of CT were placed into four categories: misaligned, 
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partially aligned, mostly aligned, and fully aligned. Using the work of Weintrop and colleagues 

(2016) as a guide, teachers’ definitions of CT that include the following (or similar) practices 

were identified as either mostly aligned or fully aligned: (1) Using computers to solve complex 

problems, (2) Structured problem solving, (3) Data creation, analysis, and visualization, (4) 

Systems thinking, and (5) Creating or using models or simulations. Readers will see the codes 

Canonical definition and PRADA (Pattern Recognition, Abstraction, Decomposition, 

Algorithms) to solve problems referenced. A Canonical definition of CT includes using a 

specific CT practice AND technology to solve problems and is the only CT definition 

categorized as fully aligned. PRADA to solve problems includes a specific CT practice and 

problem solving but does not include the use of technology. Definitions given this code are 

considered mostly aligned. If a definition referenced CT-adjacent concepts such as logical 

problem solving without providing further explanation, it was categorized as partially aligned. 

Finally, definitions that did not include any of the practices outlined by Weintrop et al. (2016) 

were considered unaligned. 

When considering results pertaining to teachers’ understandings of scientific concepts, 

please note that participating teachers’ content knowledge was not formally assessed. The author, 

however, holds a graduate certificate in Environmental Adaptation, is a National Board Certified 

science educator, and has more than a decade of classroom experience informally assessing 

students’ content knowledge as an environmental science teacher.  

Results 

This study sought to investigate the influence of the Computational Thinking Unplugged 

for Science (CT-UP-S) program of professional support on participating teachers’ CT 

understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration, as well as factors that may influence 
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their ability to write CT-infused curriculum for their science classrooms. The results of the 

analysis indicate that (1) CT-UP-S significantly enhanced participating teachers’ understanding 

of CT; (2) CT-UP-S significantly enhanced participating teachers’ self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration; and (3) A number of factors influenced teachers’ abilities to write CT-infused 

science curriculum. Detailed reporting of the findings is organized by research question. 

Research Question One 

Analysis of data pertaining to the first research question reveals that (1) Teachers’ 

understanding of CT significantly improved along both quantitative and qualitative measures; (2) 

Teachers’ understanding of CT was built through progressive introduction to CT and 

engagement in CT-specific practices; and (3) Teachers’ lack of science understanding may 

influence their ability to use CT in the context of a socioscientific issue (SSI). Each of these 

findings will be discussed in turn. 

Participating teachers’ understanding of computational thinking improved 

significantly. Analysis of teachers’ pre-, post-, and three-month-delayed-post surveys of CT 

understanding reveal that CT-UP-S significantly enhanced participants’ understanding of CT. As 

shown in Table 3.4, teachers’ mean CT understanding had improved by 9.819 points (21%) out 

of a possible 50 by the conclusion of CT-UP-S. Three months after the program, their mean 

understanding remained elevated by 7.383 points (16%). Paired-sample t tests indicate that the 

change measured at each milestone was significant (t (10) = 6.202, t (9) = 4.780, p < .001) and 

Cohen’s d values of 1.870 and 1.518 reveal a large positive effect on teachers’ understanding 

(Cohen, 1988). Practically speaking, the common language effect size (CL) proposed by 

McGraw and Wong (1992), indicates that after controlling for individual differences, the 
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likelihood that a participant scores higher on the post survey is 97% and the probability that a 

participant scores higher on the delayed-post-survey is 94% (Lakens, 2013). 

Table 3.4  

Effects of the CT-UP-S Program on Secondary Science Teachers’ CT Understanding. Maximum 

Score = 50. 

 Mean SD Change Cohen’s d 
Pre-Understanding (n = 11) 29.819 2.927 

 
  

Post-Understanding (n = 11) 39.637 5.066 9.819 1.870 
 

Delayed-post-understanding 
(n = 10) 

37.201 5.847 7.383 1.518 

 

The positive change from the pre-survey to the post-survey was driven by significant 

(Paired-sample t test, p < 0.01) growth in teachers’ understanding of the facets of CT outlined in 

Table 3.5. For reference, a change of 1 is equivalent to a teacher moving from neither agree nor 

disagree to agree and a change of 2 is equivalent to a teacher moving from neither agree nor 

disagree to strongly agree. 

Table 3.5  

Facets of CT Upon Which Teachers Demonstrated Significant Growth in Their CT 

Understanding 

CT Facet Pre-Mean Post-Mean Change t p 
CT is not doing mathematics 2.092 4.183 2.092 4.579 <0.001 

 
CT is not playing online games 3.092 4.546 1.456 3.727 0.002 

 
CT involves using 
heuristics/algorithms 
 

3.819 4.819 1.001 3.702 0.002 

CT is not using technology in 
your teaching 
 

2.183 3.728 1.546 3.399 0.006 

CT involves logical thinking 4.365 4.910 0.546 3.454 0.008 
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Though teachers’ delayed-post survey results indicate that their understanding of each of 

the facets of CT remained higher than their initial understanding, there were notable declines 

between the post- and delayed-post-surveys in teachers’ understanding that CT does not involve 

playing online games (Δ = -0.846), CT does not involve using technology in your teaching (Δ = -

0.728), and CT is not doing mathematics (Δ = -0.583). Interestingly, teachers began the program 

with the misconception that CT involves thinking like a computer, with only 1 of 11 teachers 

indicating that they disagree with the statement. This perception remained virtually unchanged 

through the post- and delayed-post-surveys, with no more than 3 teachers ever disagreeing with 

the statement. 

Participating teachers’ definitions of CT achieved alignment with academic 

conceptions of CT. Qualitative analysis indicates that teachers’ definitions of CT shifted from 

being predominantly misaligned with academic conceptualizations of CT on the pre-survey to 

being mostly aligned with common definitions of the construct on the post- and delayed-post-

surveys. Figure 3.1 provides Sankey diagrams (Kennedy & Sankey, 1898) that visualize the 

connections between individual teachers (left side) and the codes that were used in the analysis 

of their definitions of CT (right side). For example, Amelia (First teacher on the left with orange 

connections) provided a pre-survey definition of CT that was coded with three separate codes. 

Her post- and delayed-post definitions were each coded using a single code. Additionally, the 

individual codes have been colorized to indicate their alignment with academic 

conceptualizations of CT, with red representing misalignment, yellow indicating partial 

alignment, light green denoting strong alignment, and dark green indicating a fully aligned 

(Canonical) definition of CT.  
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Figure 3.1  

Sankey Diagrams Depicting the Focusing and Alignment of Individual Teachers’ Definitions of 

Computational Thinking 

 

Considering these three visualizations of teachers’ understanding of CT, the author 

highlights both the coalescence and the alignment of teachers’ conceptualizations. More 

specifically, 11 unique codes emerged from the analysis of teachers’ initial definitions of CT. 

Most of these codes (n = 7) were either partially aligned or misaligned with accepted definitions 

of CT. The fact that there was more than one code per teacher, combined with the misalignment 

of the majority of the codes resulted in the complexity and color of the first visualization. 

Additionally, of the pre- survey definitions that evidenced strongly aligned conceptualizations of 

CT, most were qualified with statements like “I think ...” or “I imagine …” that indicate that the 

teacher was either inferring or making a guess. The most commonly used code on the pre-survey 

was CT involves doing math, which did not emerge during the analysis of either the post- or 

delayed-post-surveys. By the post- and delayed-post surveys the group’s definitions had focused 

such that only four codes (three of which were strongly or fully aligned) emerged from the post-

survey definition analysis and four codes (all of which were strongly or fully aligned) emerged 

from the analysis of teachers’ delayed-post-survey definitions. This focusing and alignment is 
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the reason that the visualizations become less chaotic and “greener” across each data collection 

point. Finally, on the post- and delayed-post-surveys we see the emergence of Canonical 

definitions (Dark green) and convergence around PRADA to solve problems (Largest light green 

section). These visible qualitative shifts accord with the above-reported quantitative shifts away 

from an understanding of CT as doing math or passively engaging in technology use and towards 

an understanding of CT as a mode of problem solving that leverages specific practices and 

technology.  

Both the reported quantitative and qualitative changes in teachers’ understanding of CT 

are exemplified by Georgia, a veteran middle school science teacher. At the beginning of CT-

UP-S, Georgia achieved a below average CT understanding score of 28 and defined CT as 

“Computational thinking is using analytical knowledge to drive thoughts.” This response was 

coded as Analytical knowledge and considered misaligned. On the post survey, Georgia showed 

strong growth and above average understanding (!	=	+13.00, 41.00), and defined CT as “A 

process of critical thinking using data that is measurable to understand problems and derive 

solutions.” While not fully Canonical this definition was coded as PRADA to solve problems 

because it connects data use to understanding problems and understanding problems to deriving 

solutions. Finally, like most of the teachers studied, Georgia showed some regression on her 

delayed-post understanding score (!	=	-3.00, 38.00), but retained growth in her CT 

understanding as a whole. On the final survey, Georgia defined CT as “It's a way to solve 

problems, analytical thinking.” This response was only considered partially aligned, as it 

references CT as a method of problem solving.  

Teachers’ understanding of CT was built through progressive introduction to CT and 

engagement in CT-specific practices. As will be demonstrated at multiple points throughout the 
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results report, teachers benefited from a scaffolded introduction to CT whereby individual CT 

practices were linked together as a progressive and coherent process for, first, conceptualizing a 

socioscientific problem then operationalizing an algorithmic solution. Presenting CT as a process 

allowed teachers to build comfort with one practice at a time and connecting the practices as a 

process supported the development of a mental schema that teachers believed would support 

their implementation of CT in their classroom. When asked on the post survey to discuss the 

element of the program that most supported the development of their CT understanding, Georgia 

- who had one of the highest understanding growth scores (!	=	+ 13.00) - pointed to “The 

breakdown of activities over the course of a couple of days.” Likewise, Margaret - who also 

demonstrated above average understanding growth - highlighted “Working through the process 

step by step.” Annie and Maria - who had the top two understanding scores - wrote “The practice 

with working on a model which matches our curriculum” and “The actual ‘doing’ of CT through 

the environmental problems.” Hinting at the construction of a mental framework by progressing 

through a series of CT practices, Maya remarked “The first three activities [systems 

thinking/concept mapping, problem decomposition, data identification] most impacted my 

understanding of CT because my thinking had to be restructured before getting to the algorithm.” 

In a fairly bold transfer of the utility she saw in a progressive and structured approach to CT, 

Georgia extended her new understanding and experience to state that “I’ve discovered that CT is 

really a pedagogical method more than a new way of learning.” 

Teachers’ understanding of scientific concepts may influence their ability to use CT in 

the context of a socioscientific issue. Analysis of teacher-created artifacts and the author’s field 

notes seems to indicate that teachers’ understanding of scientific concepts may play a role in 

their ability to use CT to address a socioscientific challenge that is situated in the context of their 
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disciplinary content. Excerpts from the author’s field notes are provided as evidence of the his 

assessment of the science understandings of a group of middle school (MS) teachers. Then a 

comparison of the artifacts created by the MS teachers and a team of high school (HS) teachers is 

provided to demonstrate the potential interaction between teachers’ content knowledge and their 

ability to engage in contextualized CT practice. 

On the first day of CT-UP-S, each team of teachers was asked to identify a human-

induced climate challenge that aligns with their curriculum standards and that they would like to 

use as the context for their CT practice and curriculum writing. Having selected their 

environmental challenge, teams spent the first part of the second day discussing the practice of 

systems thinking using concept mapping. Before engaging in an analysis of their chosen system, 

teacher teams were asked to brainstorm a list of relevant components of their system or problem, 

to identify important inputs, outputs, and processes, and to identify reasons that humans may be 

disturbing the ecosystem. While three of the four teams (One MS team and two HS teams) 

smoothly transitioned to working on the prompt, it was clear that one group of MS teachers was 

struggling to clearly articulate their problem and contributing factors. In response to their 

obvious struggle, the author engaged them in a lengthy discussion of their ideas and used 

targeted questioning to help them articulate their chosen issue (Ocean acidification) and to 

identify associated inputs and outputs. Through this conversation, it was noted that the teachers 

held misconceptions about sources of atmospheric CO2, the interactions between the atmosphere 

and the ocean, and the causes and effects of ocean acidification. Following this interaction, the 

author wrote in his field notes that “[School system] MS teachers struggling with firmly defining 

and constraining the problem. [They] don’t seem to understand their content well enough to 

make a contributing factors list.” Parallel to the efforts of these MS teachers, a group of HS 
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teachers began working through the problem of nitrogen runoff in freshwater ecosystems. After 

conferring with this group, and in reference to their ability to engage in systems thinking and 

concept mapping, the author wrote in his field notes that “[HS Teachers] are killing it.” 

Additionally, in reflecting on the second day as a whole, the author noted that “Teacher 

content/curriculum knowledge seems to be key to how deeply they can engage in these [CT] 

activities.” Similar interactions with this team of MS teachers were common over the next three 

days.  

Figure 3.2 provides a comparison of the artifacts created by the MS and HS teachers 

referenced above while they engaged in systems thinking, problem decomposition, and algorithm 

creation to, first understand, then produce an algorithmic solution to their chosen environmental 

challenges. Comparing the teams’ systems thinking artifacts, we see that (following a 

conversation with the author) the MS teachers revised their focal problem from general “ocean 

pollution” to the more specific CO2 pollution and that the HS teachers have provided both rich 

depictions of the causes and effects of nitrogen runoff, as well as have identified a number of 

feedback loops that connect outputs back to inputs. The HS teachers have also identified and 

deconstructed multiple pathways through which population growth drives nitrogen runoff. 

Teams were asked to use their system maps to identify a specific input and output as the focus of 

their problem decomposition work and algorithm creation. In writing their problem statement, 

the MS teachers connected the following elements: Population increase → increased coal use → 

excess CO2 → “impacts photosynthesis”. By comparison the HS teachers articulated the 

following problem: “Environmental policy influences industrial agriculture” → Levels of 

nitrogen runoff in aquatic ecosystems → Freshwater sources are differentially impacted → 

[Specific local example]. While the “tree map” created by the MS teachers’ during problem 
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decomposition seems to lack coherence and doesn’t clearly deconstruct the causes of the 

problem, the HS teachers clearly link environmental policy to nitrogen runoff damaging 

freshwater ecosystems and decompose the causes of unfavorable environmental policy into 

seven contributing components. Finally, in creating their solution algorithm, the HS science 

teachers have developed a multi-step process through which policy makers use a system of 

deterrents and incentives to induce farmers to reduce their use of synthetic nitrogen fertilizers. 

Their algorithm clearly addresses the problematic connection between environmental policy and 

nitrogen runoff identified while thinking about their system. By contrast, the MS teachers had 

developed an algorithm for reforestation; however, their algorithm focused primarily on the 

conditions needed to grow plants, rather than the systemic roots of the problem of excess CO2 in 

the atmosphere driving ocean acidification. 
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Figure 3.2  

Comparison of Artifacts Created by Middle and High School Teachers While Practicing Systems 

Thinking, Problem Decomposition, and Algorithm Creation  

 

Research Question Two 

Analysis of data pertaining to the second research question reveals that (1) Participating 

teachers’ computational thinking integration self-efficacy improved significantly; (2) Teachers’ 

CT integration self-efficacy improved through engagement in CT as a contextualized problem-

solving process; and (3) Writing an algorithm to solve a socioscientific issue was an important 

component in the development of teachers’ CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration. Each of these findings will be discussed in turn. 

Participating teachers’ computational thinking integration self-efficacy improved 

significantly. Analysis of teachers’ pre-, post-, and delayed-post-surveys of teachers’ self-
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efficacy in CT science integration reveal that CT-UP-S significantly enhanced participants’ 

belief that they had the ability to integrate CT with their existing science curricula. As shown in 

Table 3.6, teachers’ mean integration self-efficacy improved 1.976 points (40%) on a 5-point 

scale by the conclusion of CT-UP-S. Three months after the program, their mean self-efficacy 

remained elevated by 1.646 points (33%). Paired-sample t tests indicate that the change 

measured at each milestone was significant (t (10) = 6.741, t (9) = 7.689, p < .001) and Cohen’s 

d values (Cohen, 1988) of 2.033 and 2.432 reveal a large positive effect on teachers’ self-

efficacy in CT/science integration. Practically speaking, the common language effect size (CL) 

proposed by McGraw and Wong (1992), indicates that after controlling for individual 

differences, the likelihood that a participant scores higher on the post survey is 98% and the 

probability that a participant scores higher on the delayed-post-survey is 99% (Lakens, 2013).  

Table 3.6  

Effects of the CT-UP-S Program on Secondary Science Teachers’ Self-efficacy in CT/Science 

Integration 

 Mean SD Change Cohen’s d 
Pre-Efficacy (n = 11) 1.987 0.957 

 
  

Post-Efficacy (n = 11) 3.963 0.507 1.976 2.033 
 

Delayed-Post-Efficacy (n = 
10) 

3.633 0.684 1.646 2.432* 

* Note: Cohen’s d scores increased from post to delayed-post because the correlation between participants’ pre-

survey scores and their delayed-post-survey scores was stronger than the correlation between their pre-survey scores 

and their immediate-post-survey scores. 

As shown in Table 3.7, the positive change from the pre-survey to the post-survey was 

driven by significant (Paired-sample t test. p < 0.001) improvements in teachers’ confidence that 

they had the knowledge and skills to integrate CT into science content and that they could 

motivate their students to participate in CT-infused lessons. For reference, a change of 1 is 
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equivalent to a teacher moving from strongly disagree to disagree, a change of 2 is equivalent to 

a teacher moving from strongly disagree to neither agree nor disagree, and a change of 3 is 

equivalent to a teacher moving from strongly disagree to agree. 

Table 3.7 

Aspects of Self-efficacy in CT Integration Where Teachers Demonstrated the Most Significant 

Growth 

Statement Pre-Mean Post-Mean Change t p 
I understand CT practices well 
enough to effectively integrate 
them in my science curriculum. 
 

1.274 4.092 2.818 9.505 <0.001 
 

I have the skills necessary to 
integrate CT practices in my 
science instruction. 
 

1.728 4.092 2.364 6.093 <0.001 
 

I can motivate my students to 
participate in CT-infused 
lessons. 

1.910 4.274 2.364 5.466 <0.001 

 
I can successfully teach 
relevant science content with 
appropriate inclusion of CT 
practices. 
 

 
 
1.910 

 
 
4.183 

 
 
2.273 

 
 
5.306 

 
 
<0.001 

I can help students when they 
have difficulty with CT-infused 
activities. 

1.728 3.910 2.182 6.195 <0.001 

 

Though teachers believed they gained the requisite knowledge and skills to integrate CT into 

their science curriculum, they appear less confident in their ability to consistently develop CT-

infused curriculum and mentor students through CT-infused activities. While teachers’ average 

efficacy score was above 3 (neutral) for each of the following statements and teachers’ growth 

on each of these statements was statistically significant, the items in Table 3.8 ranked in the 

bottom quartile of average efficacy scores on both the post and delayed-post surveys. 
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Table 3.8 

Aspects of Self-efficacy in CT Integration Where Teachers Demonstrated the Least Significant 

Growth 

Statement Pre-Mean Post-Mean Delayed-Post Mean 
I can consistently and effectively integrate CT practices 
in my instruction. 
 

1.637 3.274** 3.101** 

I can mentor students in appropriate uses of CT 
practices. 
 

1.728 3.819*** 3.201** 

I have the ability to evaluate CT activities for use in 
science teaching and learning. 
 

1.728 3.819*** 3.501** 

I can regularly incorporate CT into my lessons when 
appropriate to student learning. 
 

1.819 3.728*** 3.201* 

Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 

Though teachers’ average efficacy on each item remained above 3 for all items on the 

delayed-post-survey, it appears that their confidence most declined in relation to the act of 

creating/selecting CT-infused science lessons and motivating and mentoring students through the 

process of engaging CT practices in the context of science instruction. The statements on which 

teachers demonstrated the most post- to delayed-post decay include: Teaching relevant science 

content with the inclusion of CT, Motivating students to participate in CT-infused lessons, 

Mentoring students in appropriate use of CT practices, Regularly including CT in science 

lessons, and Assigning and grading CT-based work. 

Teachers’ CT integration self-efficacy improved through engagement in CT as a 

contextualized problem-solving process. Collaboratively practicing CT as a series of 

interconnected practices for solving problems in the context of their standards and curriculum 

allowed teachers to experience the natural connections between CT and their curriculum and 

envision CT-infused science learning in their classroom. While most teachers made statements in 

support of this theme in group discussions and individual reflection journals and surveys, an 
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examination of Billie’s journey provides useful insight into the role of engaging in process-based 

CT contextualized in her curriculum in the development of her self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration and vision for CT in her classroom. Consider the following. On her exit ticket 

following the first day of CT-UP-S, Billie wrote that “This broad concept [CT] makes me 

uncomfortable.” Reflecting on the second day of the program (focused on systems thinking and 

problem decomposition), Billie makes a connection to her existing practice and writes that,  

I feel more comfortable with the concept and I am getting more ideas about how to apply 

this to my classroom. The use of concept maps are things I already do in class and I think 

it is an easy transition to encourage my students to think more critically and on their own 

about solutions to problems. (Billie, Day 2 Reflection Journal) 

By the third day (data practices) Billie makes clear that she is starting to feel confident in her 

ability to both do CT and bring CT to her students. She writes, 

I am feeling A LOT more confident about bringing this to my classroom. The steps are 

starting to make more sense and through discussions with other groups and the feedback 

they gave me, I see how it can be applied to different courses and topics and am feeling 

better about creating my own CT curriculum. (Billie, Day 3 Reflection Journal) 

Following algorithm creation on the fourth day, Billie reflected that, 

I am a believer in CT!!!! I cannot wait to use it in my classroom. I was hesitant at first 

because I often go to PD and NEVER use what they give me but this is user friendly and 

working through it [I] can definitely see its benefits. Working with other teachers and 

actually developing a curriculum really helps. I think the way CT has made me think 

about problems is necessary for the classroom and my students will be better thinkers 

afterwards. I am even ok with trying and failing. (Billie, Day 4 Reflection Journal) 
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In a final affirmation of her belief in the utility of working through CT as a series of 

interconnected practices, when asked on the post survey to provide suggestions for the 

improvement of the program, Billie wrote that, 

I was extremely frustrated with your approach and not allowing us to see a finished 

product [Algorithm], but by day 4 I was excited. I didn't know b/c I would have been 

working so hard to complete it [The final product] versus going through each step with 

fidelity. I think knowing all the information and finished product at the beginning would 

have stunted our creativity and the thought process. (Billie, Post-Survey) 

Writing an algorithm to solve a socioscientific issue was an important component in 

the development of teachers’ CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration. 

The first three days of CT-UP-S focused on teachers engaging in a sequence of CT practices 

(i.e., Understanding systems, Formulating and analyzing problems, Collecting and representing 

relevant data) to conceptualize a SSI. On the fourth day, teachers moved from conceptualizing 

the problem to operationalizing a solution through the creation of an unplugged algorithm. As 

originally planned, teachers were to receive an overview of what an algorithm is and basic 

algorithm terminology, then embark in teams on the creation of an algorithm to solve the 

environmental issue that had been identified and conceptualized by their team. Following the 

introduction to algorithms, teachers’ discomfort with the idea of creating their own algorithms 

was palpable. Sensing this discomfort, the author pivoted to working with the whole group to 

model the creation of a simple algorithm to solve an example problem identified by the teachers 

(i.e., students being tardy to class). After spending an hour working through algorithm creation 

as a group, teachers felt comfortable collaborating in their teams to develop algorithms to 

address their chosen problem. The following day, the MS teams paired and the HS teams paired. 
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These larger groups combined the algorithms they had developed to produce a more general 

algorithm that could be used to solve both problems.  

Teachers’ journals and “exit tickets” from algorithm day reflect a distinct shift in their 

confidence in their ability to bring CT to their students. Their reflection journals from the day are 

replete with sentiments like those expressed in the previous section by Billie on day four, and 

their exit tickets include statements like, “Developing algorithms makes my planning change” 

(Maya), “I have a plan, I hope it helps my students” (Amelia), and “Algorithms are not so hard to 

create. I feel more comfortable about CT” (Georgia). When asked on the post-survey to identify 

the component of the program that most prepared them to integrate CT into their science 

curriculum, Rosa reflected the sentiment of multiple teachers in her remark that “I think the 

algorithm gave me what I needed to integrate CT into my science curriculum.” Similarly, Sofia 

stated that, “The creation of the algorithm was the one that got me more into CT since it gave me 

a better picture of the end product and how it should look.” Underscoring the value that teachers 

found in the process of creating an algorithm, when asked on the post survey if algorithm 

creation is a necessary component of CT instruction, Ruth declared, “YES! It is. It polishes 

thinking. It dissects impact. A gift to a mind's toolbox! I am very excited to revisit my work this 

year!” 

Research Question Three 

Analysis of data pertaining to the third research question pertaining to factors that 

influenced teachers’ ability to write CT-infused science curricula reveals that (1) 

Operationalizing Fraillon et al.’s. (2019) conceptualization of CT as a process provides a 

framework for rich curriculum integration; (2) Collaborative lesson planning allowed teachers to 

draw upon the funds of content and pedagogical knowledge held by their teammates to develop 
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rich and feasible curricula; and (3) Teachers’ knowledge of science concepts may moderate their 

ability to write CT-infused curricula. Each of these findings will be discussed in turn. 

Operationalizing Fraillon et al.’s. (2019) Conceptualization of CT as a Process 

Provides a Framework for Rich Curriculum Integration. As discussed throughout the 

manuscript, CT-UP-S was designed around operationalizing Fraillon et al.’s. (2019) 

conceptualization of CT as a series of interconnected practices that outline a process for 

developing a solution to a SSI. Not only did this systematic approach to CT provide a scaffold 

for teachers to progressively build their own CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration, but it also appears to have provided teachers with a framework to guide their creation 

of CT-infused science curricula. Following teachers’ final presentations of the curriculum that 

they wrote during CT-UP-S, the author wrote in his field notes that three of the four teacher 

teams directly mapped their curriculum onto the Fraillon et al. (2019) framework. Maria’s work 

provides a clear example of a teacher recognizing the connections between CT and their 

curriculum and writing lessons that directly implement the Fraillon et al. (2019) framework as a 

process. By way of context, Maria’s reflections and curriculum apply to her Biomedical 

Innovations (BI) class, a course designed by Project Lead the Way (PLTW) 

(https://www.pltw.org). Following the first day of CT-UP-S, Maria reflected in her journal that,  

In our capstone biomedical science course, students spend the year coming up with 

innovative solutions to environmental and human health issues, and I think CT might 

provide my students with a framework to use to approach the many problems they are 

tasked with solving (Maria, Day 1 Reflection Journal). 

Her recognition of strong connections between her course and CT and her belief that CT 

operationalized as a process could meaningfully enhance her students’ experience continued to 
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grow as CT-UP-S progressed. Following the second day, Maria noted in her reflection journal 

that “Each of my units ends with a project in which my students are tasked with developing an 

innovative solution to a large-scale, real-world problem. This process could be used to approach 

all of these cumulative projects.” Finally, writing in her reflection journal following the third day 

of CT-UP-S, Maria explains, 

I’m seeing a strong connection to the PLTW course frameworks. There is language 

within the frameworks about problem solving, process thinking, and data analysis that 

overlap with the language of CT and will help me naturally integrate CT into my 

instruction (Maria, Day 3 Reflection Journal). 

Each day of CT-UP-S, teachers were provided time to develop CT-infused curriculum for their 

classrooms. Looking at the progression of lessons that Maria developed for her BI course (Table 

3.9), it is clear that she recognized a progressive approach to problem solving through integrated 

CT practices as a useful structure for one of her BI units. 

Table 3.9 

An Abridged Version of Maria’s Lesson Plan Developed During CT-UP-S  

Fraillon et al. (2019) Aspect Day Activities and Associated CT Practices 
   
Fraillon 1.1 - Analyze a complex 
system 
 
 

1 Systems Thinking 
• Topic Introduction (Human impact on water quality) 
• Group brainstorm for human activities that negatively 

impact water quality and the impacts of poor water quality 
on human health. 

• Introduce terms “input” and “output”. 
• Create class concept map that links inputs to outputs. 
• Identify inputs the class believes will have the largest 

effect and outputs that are most concerning. 
• Place students in project groups: Each group chose 2-3 

inputs and associated outputs that they would like to solve 
and rank them first through third. 
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Table 3.9 (Continued) 
 
Fraillon 1.2 - Formulate and 
analyze the problem 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2 

 
 
Problem Decomposition 

• Students develop a single flow chart connecting an input 
to an output. 

• Students use their flow chart to create a tree map that 
breaks their problems into contributing factors. Use “5 
Whys” protocol. 

 3 Pattern Recognition 
• Groups pair with another group, share their tree maps, and 

gather feedback. 
• Groups identify themes/repeating elements across their 

trees. 
Fraillon 1.3 - Collect and represent 
relevant data 

4/5 Data Practices 
• Class discussion about kinds of data, acceptable sources of 

data, and what makes data “good”. 
• Project groups brainstorm a list of the data they would like 

and potential sources of the data. 
• Students brainstorm a list of constraints they will place on 

their data search. 
• Students search for and retrieve relevant data. 
• Class debrief about the data groups found, what it means, 

and how it is useful. 
Fraillon 2.1 - Plan and evaluate 
solutions 

5 Problem Decomposition 
• Project groups brainstorm a list of potential stakeholders 

who have an interest in their problem. 
• Groups pair and receive feedback on their lists. 
• Project groups brainstorm a list of concerns for each of the 

stakeholder groups. 
• Whole class discussion of stakeholders and how 

understanding who stakeholders are and what they are 
concerned with will help students produce a solution to the 
problem. 

• Project groups work on prioritizing the concerns of 
stakeholder groups. 

Fraillon 2.2 - Develop an algorithm 
 
 
 
 

6 Algorithm Creation 
• Show Big Bang Theory Friendship Algorithm Clip 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0xgjUhEG3U) 
• Explain algorithms and show 1-2 simple examples. 
• Instruct students to create an algorithm to produce a 

solution to their problem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 Algorithm Creation and Abstraction 
• Project groups pair, share algorithms, receive feedback, 

and make revisions. 
• Pair groups with most similar algorithms. Instruct students 

to combine their algorithms into one, more general 
algorithm that could be used to solve both groups’ 
problem. 

• Groups present their final algorithm. 
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Collaborative lesson planning allowed teachers to draw upon the funds of content and 

pedagogical knowledge held by their teammates to develop rich and feasible curricula. 

Through group discussion transcripts, reflection journal entries, and post survey comments, 

participating teachers made clear that collaboration with teachers of similar grades and students 

was critical to their curriculum development process. On the post-survey, five of eleven teachers 

identified collaboration as the most useful component of CT-UP-S. In writing about the benefits 

that teachers found in the collaborations, several pointed to the benefit of working with teachers 

who were familiar with their standards and content. For example, Ruth wrote that, 

The true gift of our week this summer was having two other 8th grade science teachers to 

collaborate with. We all knew our standards, and were able to share our current labs, 

projects, and assignments. Integrating computational thinking in our curriculum was a 

natural next step (Ruth, Post-Survey). 

Likewise, Sofia noted “The most useful aspect of this PD are the people around me who are 

experts on different areas and most probably gave me a better learning experience.” Parallel to 

the teachers’ expressed appreciation for partnerships that allowed them to benefit from their 

colleagues’ content knowledge, as revealed in the following discussion transcript excerpt, the 

teachers also valued being teamed with other teachers in the same district with students at the 

same grade level. 

Author: What were the most useful parts of the program? 

Margaret: Being able to work with someone who's in our particular level, and dealing 

with similar students was extremely helpful, okay. It's like, no offense Ruth. But if you and 

I had worked together, it would have been a lot harder to come up with usable stuff, 
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because we just deal with such different levels of kids, different grade levels, different 

content areas. So being able to work directly with someone to develop the content. 

Author: So it's useful to be paired up middle school, high school, by district?  

Ruth: Yeah, but the sharing beyond this, we have this whole eighth grade science 

curriculum from pre-test to post-test … Sharing is huge. 

Teachers’ knowledge of science curriculum may moderate their ability to write CT-

infused curricula. As previously reported, it appears that there may be some connection between 

teachers’ understanding of science content and their ability to use CT practices to develop a 

solution to a SSI. An examination of teachers’ lesson plans reveals that this connection may also 

extend to teachers’ ability to create CT-infused curriculum. To further examine the potential 

relationship between teachers’ scientific knowledge and their lesson planning, we return to the 

MS team discussed under research question one. Before examining their work, however, the 

author notes that each of the other three teams created curricular products that showed clear 

connections to the environmental problems that they explored during CT-UP-S and that 

explicitly incorporated all of the CT practices used throughout the program. Please refer to Table 

3.9 for an exemplar unit plan from one of the HS teachers.  

The lesson plan produced by the MS team in question is presented in Table 3.10. Unlike 

the products of other MS and HS teams, this lesson plan only mentions students creating an 

algorithm and does not provide evidence of activities designed to help students progressively 

conceptualize a SSI through engaging in multiple, linked CT practices. While these teachers’ 

chosen SSI (ocean acidification) was ideal for engaging students in systems thinking, problem 

decomposition, and data collection and organization, none of these practices were evident in the 

teachers’ plans. Given that the previously mentioned CT practices are not explicitly addressed in 
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their lesson plan, it is unclear how the teachers intend to help their students build an 

understanding of the problem needed to support the construction of an effective algorithmic 

solution. At the conclusion of CT-UP-S – following all of the teachers’ presentations of the 

curriculum that they had written – the author reflected in his field notes that “There was a 

notable difference between how the different levels/districts approached CT integration.” Each of 

the teacher groups – except for the MS team under examination – had produced a curricular 

product that directly mapped all of the process-based, unplugged CT activities onto their existing 

curriculum. By contrast, the author wrote in his contemporaneous field notes that “[School 

district] MS lesson plans were very rudimentary and may not be recognizable as including the 

[CT] practices we worked on,” and wondered in writing if deeper content knowledge better 

positioned teachers to create the types of lessons and activities that were explored during the 

program.  

Table 3.10  

Photosynthesis and Excess CO2 Lesson Produced by a Team of Middle School Teachers 

Lesson Overview: Photosynthesis is impacted by excess CO2 produced by an increase in fossil fuel use and 
population. 
Question: Does CO2 impact photosynthesis? 
Section What the teacher is 

doing 
What the students are 
doing 

Warm up (10-15)- Read the article What is happening 
in the ocean  

Teacher is facilitating 
discussion with 
questions. 

Students will read the 
article and highlight 
information in the article 
that focuses on carbon 
dioxide in the ocean. 

 
Group Activity- Photosynthesis Lab 
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/photosynthetic-
floatation 
 

 
Teacher is facilitating 
discussion with questions 
as students perform the 
lab. 
 

 
Students will complete the 
lab to see how 
photosynthesis is affected 
by pollution. 

Independent Practice: 
Develop an algorithm that will share the problem and 
solutions for handling excess CO2. 

Teacher will circulate the 
room and help students 
who need help. 
 

Students will complete the 
algorithm and then 
compare their end results 
with each other. 
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Discussion and Implications 

The results of this analysis indicate that the Computational Thinking Unplugged for 

Science (CT-UP-S) program of professional development for inservice science teachers 

significantly increased secondary science teachers’ CT understanding and self-efficacy in 

CT/science integration. In many ways, these improvements to teachers’ understanding and 

confidence seem to be connected to the operationalization of the Fraillon et al. (2019) CT 

framework as a guide for the design of CT-PD, a framework for progressive construction of CT 

understanding, and a structure for the development of CT-infused science curricula. In addition, 

unplugged activities seem to have been effective for enhancing teachers’ understanding and 

efficacy and provided them with concrete and approachable strategies that they could envision in 

their classrooms. Finally, it would appear that teachers’ knowledge of scientific concepts has a 

moderating effect on their ability to engage in CT-infused science activities and to write CT-

infused science curricula. 

While the past decade has seen a number of initiatives focused on bringing systematic 

problem solving to science classrooms via the engineering design process (EDP) (Han & Shim, 

2019), this work represents a first attempt at operationalizing CT as a coherent process for 

addressing a SSI. This approach seems to have had a significant impact on both teachers’ 

individual CT learning and their vision for CT-infused science in their classroom. A complete 

interrogation of the cognitive mechanisms underlying improvements in teachers’ understanding 

and efficacy are beyond the scope of this study; however, it is possible that a collaborative and 

systematic approach to CT leverages the cognitive benefits of instructional scaffolding (Fisher & 

Frey, 2010) to help teachers progressively build their understanding of and proficiency in using 

CT practices. More specifically, participating teachers were already familiar with the concept of 
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thinking about and mapping interactions in ecosystems, thus, very little effort was needed to 

introduce the CT practice of systems thinking, attach CT-specific language, and include the 

influence of humans. With a firm understanding of their systems in hand, teachers were then able 

to extend their thinking to constraining the system to identify and decompose a problem and 

identify and structure relevant data. As explained in the results, the original plan for CT-UP-S 

did not sufficiently account for teachers’ lack of familiarity with algorithms. Thus, further 

scaffolding through whole group practice was needed. Considering that this is a first attempt at a 

process-based approach to CT, further research is needed to determine if the findings of this 

study related to its design are replicable and to investigate the cognitive mechanisms underlying 

improvements in teacher CT understanding and integration self-efficacy.  

Regardless of the underlying cognitive mechanisms, it is clear that teachers viewed a 

systematic approach to CT as a fruitful framework for the planning of their own CT-infused 

science curriculum. Allowing teachers to experience process-based CT in the context of the 

curriculum by operationalizing the Fraillon et al. (2019) framework as a guide for systematically 

infusing CT practices into science curriculum begins to address Grover et al.’s. (2020) concern 

about the lack of a CT framework to guide CT/STEM integration and Ketelhut and colleague’s 

(2020) exhortation to show teachers specific and concrete connections between CT and their 

existing content and standards. While this approach to CT/science integration appears promising, 

realizing the classroom implementation of units of this nature may depend on teachers who are 

sufficiently comfortable with a constructivist approach to teaching and are familiar with the 

principles of Project Based Learning (Ertmer, 2015). Additionally, any program to support 

teachers in designing and implementing curricula of this nature must take great pains to help 

teachers develop units that will address their current instructional needs and meet the reform 
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efforts of their district, otherwise these lessons run the risk of being deprioritized because they 

are an “add-on”.  

CT-UP-S emphasis on unplugged strategies for integrating CT practices into science 

curricula begins to address the call of McGinnis et al. (2020) to develop CT-aligned pedagogies 

that allow teachers to integrate CT into their curriculum without using technology. The results of 

this study point to the potential of fully unplugged CT-PD programs to build inservice science 

teachers’ CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration; while providing them 

with CT integration strategies that are sensitive to tech-centric CT concerns (McGinnis et al., 

2020). Accordingly, this study offers three implications for researchers and educators in the field 

of CT and teacher education. First, this work, along with the work of Peel et al. (2019), 

demonstrates that unplugged CT activities like systems mapping, problem decomposition 

through tree maps, planning for data collection and analysis/visualization, and creating 

unplugged algorithms can effectively build teachers’ and students CT proficiency while 

supporting science content learning and practice as outlined in the Next Generation Science 

Standards (NGSS, NGSS Lead States, 2013). Though some (e.g., Denning, 2017) will argue that 

CT education must include computer programming, we contend that programs like CT-UP-S can 

provide teachers with rich CT experiences that construct foundational CT understandings upon 

which later coding-centric CT instruction can build (Caeli & Yadav, 2020). Given that our 

program is a first attempt at a fully unplugged approach to integrating multiple CT practices in 

science curricula, further research is needed to identify best practices for the design and delivery 

of unplugged CT-PD and to compare the affordances of unplugged CT-PD to its plugged 

counterparts with regards to CT/science curricula integration.  
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As discussed by Kite et al. (2021b), investigation of complex systems or moral dilemmas 

seem to offer especially rich contexts through which students can engage in multiple CT 

practices. Likewise, use of SSIs have been shown to enhance students’ science learning (Zeidler 

& Nichols, 2009). In the case of CT-UP-S, building the program around the SSI of human 

disturbances in ecosystems allowed teachers to engage in each of the CT practices outlined by 

Fraillon et al. (2019) as they systematically developed a solution to their chosen challenge. Given 

that rich instances of CT/content integration dealing with complex, systemic challenges have 

also been documented in the context of social studies and ethics classes (Kite et al., 2021b), it 

seems plausible that this approach to CT/content integration can be used across a variety of 

subject areas. That being said, it also appears that teachers’ knowledge of their subject matter is 

an important consideration when creating opportunities for teachers to both engage in CT 

contextualized in a SSI and to write CT-infused curriculum. Driscoll (1994) uses the concept of 

context-specific schema to explain the importance of prior knowledge and experience to the 

process of engaging with and learning new information. If learners do not possess sufficient 

knowledge related to a particular topic, they will have difficulties interacting with new ideas. 

This theory may provide some explanation of the reasons for the MS teachers’ difficulties both 

engaging with CT-infused science activities and in translating their experiences into writing CT-

infused lessons. Thus, when considering SSI focused CT-PD, CT-PD creators must ensure that 

all participating teachers are provided with foundational understandings of the issue to be 

addressed. 

Conclusion 

Grover et al. (2020) argue that the absence of consensus around the form and scope of CT 

has hindered efforts to integrate CT practices into STEM content, and that access to technology 
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and limited teacher preparation initiatives are significant limiting factors to efforts to bring CT to 

all students through core content integration. The CT-UP-S program of professional development 

begins to address these needs by demonstrating the efficacy of a fully unplugged approach to 

operationalizing the Fraillon et al. (2019) CT framework as a structure for designing CT-PD and 

a guide for teachers to write CT-infused lessons focused on addressing socioscientific issues. 

Though CT-UP-S is a promising start, much work remains to understand whether or not process-

based CT is a fruitful approach to designing contextualized CT-PD and a useful structure for 

teachers’ lesson planning. Additionally, while focusing on unplugged strategies seems to have 

been an effective approach to building teachers’ CT understanding and integration self-efficacy, 

further research is needed to understand how the outcomes of this program compare to a fully 

plugged program of similar design and to identify whether or not specific CT practices are better 

suited to either plugged or unplugged strategies. Finally, teachers’ content knowledge seems to 

be an important consideration for any CT-PD initiative that asks teachers to work on and with a 

complex and discipline-specific socioscientific challenge. Practicing CT in the context of 

complex challenges appears to be a promising approach for both teaching and learning CT. Thus, 

CT-PD designers should not shy away from using these types of challenges, rather, they should 

provide teachers with necessary background knowledge before beginning CT-infused activities. 

Ultimately, deepening our understanding of an array of best practices for supporting science 

teachers in bringing CT to their classrooms is critical to ensuring that students in a variety of 

contexts have access to these crucial practices. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONTEXT MATTERS: SECONDARY SCIENCE TEACHERS’ 

INTEGRATION OF PROCESS-BASED, UNPLUGGED, COMPUTATIONAL 

THINKING 

Abstract 

There is growing recognition in the education community that the problem-solving practices that 

comprise computational thinking (CT) are a fundamental component of both life and work in the 

Twenty-first century. Historically, opportunities to practice computational thinking have been 

confined to computer science (CS) and elective courses that lack racial, ethnic, and gender 

diversity. To combat this inequity, a number of scholars have proposed integrating CT practices 

into core curriculum – especially science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) 

curriculum. Successfully achieving the goal of integrated CT, however, depends on frameworks 

to guide integration, exemplar integrations, and an understanding of the barriers that teachers 

attempting integration encounter. Research pertaining to each of these areas is in its infancy. This 

study addresses these needs through a collective case study of ten secondary science teachers’ 

implementations of a novel, process-based, non-technological (i.e., unplugged) approach to 

CT/science integration and the factors that supported and hindered their CT/science integration 

efforts. The results of this work reveal that (1) an unplugged and process-based approach to 

CT/science integration shows promise as a vehicle for integrating CT in diverse science 

classrooms; (2) that educators’ teaching context exerts a strong influence on their CT-integration 

efforts and persistence; and (3) that special attention is needed to support teachers in including 

algorithm creation in their CT/science-infusions. Based on these findings, it is clear that a 

process-based, unplugged approach to CT/science integration holds promise; however, 
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significant effort must be exerted at the school, district, and state levels to elevate the importance 

of CT/science integration. 

Keywords: Computational Thinking, Computational Thinking Integration, Next Generation 

Science Standards, Process-based Computational Thinking, Science Education 
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Introduction 

Computational thinking (CT) has been advanced as a central component of Twenty-first 

century work (Hsu et al., 2019), as important as reading and mathematical literacy (Wing, 2006), 

fundamental to participation in modern democracy (Grover & Pea, 2018), and a central 

component of modern science (Beheshti et al., 2017). Consequently, scholars across a range of 

disciplines have forwarded economic, social, and moral arguments for ensuring that all P-12 

students have access to these valuable skills (Ketlehut et al., 2020). Understanding that 

opportunities to engage in CT practice have historically been confined to computer science (CS) 

classes, electives, and afterschool clubs (Google & Gallup, 2016); consensus is emerging in the 

CT education community that integrating CT with disciplinary core curricula is the surest path 

towards providing students with broad CT access. To accomplish the goal of broad and 

integrated CT learning, education leaders the world over have included CT practices in both 

national education standards (e.g., Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS, Lead States, 

2013)) and public/private education initiatives (Hsu, 2019). 

Implementation of these CT-infused learning standards – particularly in Science 

Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) classrooms – depends, however, on clear 

frameworks to guide CT infusion (Grover et al., 2020), an understanding of CT/STEM 

integration best practices (Li et al., 2020a), and teachers who are adequately prepared to integrate 

CT into their STEM curriculum on an ongoing basis (Yadav et al., 2017). While there, still, is 

not an agreed-upon framework to guide CT/content integration, Li and colleagues (2020a) 

discuss the recent decoupling of CT from CS, argue for “Broadening the notion of CT beyond 

programming” (pg. 161), and propose a transdisciplinary approach to integration that 

conceptualizes CT with an emphasis on thinking over programming. To this end, this study 
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demonstrates and examines a novel, process-based approach to CT/science integration through 

unplugged (i.e., non-programming) instructional strategies that implement the Fraillon et al. 

(2019) CT framework (Table 4.1) as an outline for connecting individual CT practices into a 

coherent process to guide CT/science integration through socioscientific issues (SSI, Zeidler & 

Nichols, 2002). 

Table 4.1 

The 2018 ICILS Computational Thinking Assessment Framework. Adapted from Fraillon et al. 
(2019). 

 
Strand Aspect   

 
Conceptualizing Knowing about and understanding digital systems 
Problems     

Formulating and analyzing problems 
  
Collecting and representing relevant data  

  
Operationalizing Planning and evaluating solutions  
Solutions  

Developing algorithms, programs, and interfaces   
 
Definition Computational thinking refers to an individual’s ability to recognize 

aspects of real-world problems which are appropriate for computational 
formulation and to evaluate and develop algorithmic solutions to those 
problems so that the solutions could be operationalized with a computer 
(pg. 27).   

 
 

Even with a guiding integration framework in hand, progress on widespread CT/STEM 

integration will depend on the development of a knowledge base focused on effective approaches 

to integrating CT with disciplinary STEM content. The past five years have seen exponential 

growth in the number of articles published on CT education, however, Li and colleagues 

(2020a), Ilic et al. (2018), and Kite and colleagues (2021b) all note that most of the CT education 

work to date has focused on programming and has been conducted in the context of CS (i.e., 

Disconnected from disciplinary content). Li et al. (2020b) systematically reviewed 798 articles 

on STEM education, only six of these articles specifically focused on or explicitly connected to 
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CT. Similarly, Kite et al.’s (2021b) review of 80 randomly-selected articles on CT education 

included only 12 that explicitly investigated CT integration with any subject area. Recognizing 

the mismatch between the strong interest in bringing CT to all students and the relatively few 

studies that have pursued specific understandings of methods for CT/STEM integration, Li and 

colleagues (2020a) note that “Integrating CT with disciplinary education in STEM has scarcely 

been explored … There are abundant opportunities for exploration in both research and 

instruction, not because we can build on a solid, existing foundation, but because we know so 

little” (pg. 161). This study intends to address that gap by examining secondary science teachers’ 

efforts at CT integration through process-based CT using unplugged instructional strategies. 

Demonstrations of promising CT integration frameworks (e.g., Fraillon et al., 2019) and 

investigations of a variety of approaches to integrating CT with STEM curricula are necessary 

precursors for the development of effective programs of CT integration professional 

development (CT-PD) for STEM teachers (Li et al., 2020a, Yadav et al., 2017). Additionally, Li 

and colleagues (2020a) argue that “It will take time, effort, commitment, and collaboration for 

researchers to learn a sufficient amount about specific challenges teachers face and what it might 

take to address them” (pg. 161). Bearing all of this in mind, the author conducted a collective 

case study of ten secondary science teachers’ efforts to infuse their curriculum with process-

based CT using unplugged instructional strategies. This study was guided by the following 

research questions: 

1. How do secondary science teachers who have participated in the computational thinking 

unplugged for science (CT-UP-S) professional development program implement 

unplugged, CT-infused lessons in their classrooms? 
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2. What factors influenced teachers’ implementation of unplugged, CT-infused science 

lessons in their classrooms? 

This study seeks to contribute to the existing literature on CT/content integration in that it 

demonstrates the promise of the unplugged, process-based approach to CT/science integration 

and highlights the potential for SSIs as a vehicle for rich CT learning activities, while 

underscoring the centrality of educators’ teaching context in the implementation of innovative 

pedagogies. 

Theoretical Background 

Computational Thinking in Science Education 

Most current scholarship on CT education (e.g., Jocius et al., 2020; Ketelhut et al., 2020; 

Yadav et al., 2017) argues that integrating CT into students’ standard curriculum is the surest 

path towards providing all students with early and ongoing access to CT-rich experiences. 

Recognizing the important connection between CT and science education, the Next Generation 

Science Standards (NGSS, Lead States, 2013) included mathematical and computational thinking 

as one of eight essential science practices to be engaged by students throughout their K-12 

career. Nearly 40 U.S. states have either adopted the NGSS standards or written their own 

science standards based upon the NGSS (NGSS Now, 2019). Thus, computational thinking 

should be present in the majority of American science classrooms, however, CT integration in 

disciplinary content is still rare (Kite et al., 2021b; Shute et al., 2017). One hypothesized reason 

for the lack of CT/science integration is the absence of a coherent framework to guide the 

operationalization of CT in STEM classrooms (Grover et al., 2020). Additionally, examples of 

CT/science integration to guide future efforts are rare. A handful of studies have demonstrated 

the efficacy of integrating CT with science curricula (e.g., Aslan et al., 2020; Gautam et al., 
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2020), however, research on this topic (particularly at the high school level) is in its infancy. 

Further, only two studies (i.e., Mensan et al., 2020 and Peel et al., 2019) have attempted to 

address persistent technology-related CT integration concerns by focusing on unplugged 

methods for infusing science curricula with CT. To this end, this work focuses on both the 

potential for operationalizing the Fraillon et al. (2019) ICILS CT framework (Table 4.1) as a 

process for integrating CT with science curriculum using socioscientific issues (SSI) (Ziedler & 

Nichols, 2009) and unplugged CT/science integration activities. 

Computational thinking unplugged for science (CT-UP-S) professional development 

program 

Secondary science teachers are generally unfamiliar with both CT and CT/science 

integration (Kite et al., 2021a) and have concerns about integrating technology into their science 

instruction (Cetin, 2016). The Computational Thinking Unplugged for Science (CT-UP-S) 

professional development program was designed to provide inservice science teachers with non-

technological (i.e., unplugged) strategies for integrating CT in their science curriculum. Over the 

course of the weeklong summer institute, science teachers engaged in the practices outlined in 

the Fraillon et al., (2019) CT framework as a process for systematically building a solution to a 

socioscientific issue (SSI) (Zeidler & Nichols, 2009) of their choosing. More specifically, 

teachers used systems thinking and concept mapping to understand the impacts of human activity 

on a specific ecosystem; decomposed the specific factors that led to the detrimental human 

activity; identified sources of data to enhance their understanding of the issue and planned for 

data analysis and visualization; constructed unplugged algorithms to address their chosen 

problem; and practiced abstraction by synthesizing algorithms from multiple teams to produce a 

more general algorithm to solve multiple issues. A full accounting of the design of the CT-UP-S 
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program is provided in a subsequent manuscript. In addition to spending a significant amount of 

time practicing unplugged CT from the perspective of a science student, teacher participants 

were afforded two hours each day to translate their CT experiences into standards-aligned 

curriculum to be implemented in their classrooms. This work focuses on teacher participants’ 

implementation of CT practices engaged and curriculum written during CT-UP-S. 

Implementation of Innovative Science Pedagogy 

Most education scholars recognize that the act of teaching is a complex and personal 

endeavor that is shaped by a multitude of variables that are both internal to the teacher and 

components of their instructional context (Ketelhut et al., 2020). Each of these internal and 

external variables exert significant influence on teachers’ implementation of innovative 

pedagogical practices that they learn during PD experiences (e.g.., Process-based, unplugged, 

CT/science integration) (Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002). In 2002, Clarke and Hollingsworth 

synthesized the results of a number of empirical studies of teacher change to develop their 

Interconnected Model of Professional Growth (IMPG) (Figure 4.1), which describes interacting 

factors that initiate change in teachers’ practice. According to the IMPG, teacher change begins 

in the External domain with a PD experience that impacts teachers’ Personal domain by 

initiating changes in teachers’ knowledge and beliefs. Following the PD, teachers enter the 

Domain of practice by experimenting with the new pedagogy in their classroom. The results of 

the experiment are housed in the Domain of consequence which includes teachers’ enactment 

experience and student outcomes. Each of these four domains are encompassed by the Change 

environment, which includes all the elements of a teachers’ context (i.e., District policies, 

School administration, Prescribed curriculum/standards, Professional Learning Communities 

(PLCs), etc.). Clarke and Hollingsworth (2002) also explain that a teacher’s progression through 
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the domains is non-linear in nature and that the mechanism of change is a continual cycle of 

enactment and reflection between the domains. The utility of this framework for understanding 

teachers’ implementation of innovative science practices has been demonstrated through studies 

such as Friedrichsen et al.’s (2020) examination of secondary science teachers’ implementation 

of SSI, Kafyulilo and colleagues’ (2015) work on science teachers’ technology integration, and 

Ketlehut et al.’s (2020) study of teacher changes stemming from their Science Teaching Inquiry 

group in Computational Thinking (STIGct) PD program. Given that this work is based on 

CT/science integration through SSIs, the IMPG provides a useful lens for examining the factors 

that influenced teachers’ implementation of CT practices learned and curriculum written during 

CT-UP-S. 

Figure 4.1 

Interconnected Model of Professional Growth (Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002) 
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Methods 

Study Design 

The study reported herein represents a collective case study as described by Hamilton and 

Corbett-Whittier (2013). For the purpose of this analysis, the collective case under study is 

constrained to 10 secondary science teachers (Table 4.2) who participated in the CT-UP-S 

program of professional development in August of 2019. All names used throughout the 

manuscript are pseudonyms. A collective case study design has been chosen for this study 

because it allows for the triangulation of data (Patton, 1999) from a number of teachers working 

in a variety of contexts to provide rich insights into the experiences of secondary science 

teachers who have attempted to integrate process-based CT unplugged activities into their 

science teaching. Further, more extensive data collection and analysis of two focal teachers’ 

experiences will deepen understanding of and validate themes observed in the body of teachers 

as a whole. 

Table 4.2  

Demographic characteristics of teacher participants (n = 10). 

                        n (%)   n (%) 
 

Male 1 (10) Teaching Experience 
 

Female 9 (90)           3-5 Years 4 (40) 
Race/Ethnicity 

 
          6-15 Years 3 (30) 

          African American 4 (40)           20 or More Years 3 (30) 
          Asian  1 (9) Middle School 6 (60) 
          White 5 (50) High School 4 (40)   

Low Income (Title 1) School 5 (50) 
 

 

Data Collection and Validation 

Data collected to understand the experiences of the population of teachers as a whole 

include surveys conducted immediately after CT-UP-S (Appendix E) and three months following 
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the conclusion of the program (Appendix F), as well as, 20-minute semi-structured interviews 

with each teacher three months after the conclusion of CT-UP-S (Appendix I). The portions of 

the surveys that are germane to this study include the self-efficacy in CT/science integration 

survey, teachers’ descriptions of the role of CT in science learning, items related to the CT 

practices that they intended to implement, and items pertaining to either their perceived or 

experienced barriers to CT/science integration. Two teacher participants (Ruth and Maria) agreed 

to allow the author to observe their implementation of CT-infused lessons. In addition to the 

surveys and interviews participated in by all teachers, these two focal teachers provided lesson 

plans and engaged in pre- and post-lesson interviews. The author observed two consecutive class 

sessions for each of these teachers and collected audio recordings of the classes, field notes, and 

photographs of student artifacts. To strengthen the validity of the data collected and the 

conclusions drawn, the author employed two different types of member checking (Hamilton & 

Corbett-Whittier, 2013). First, active listening and reiteration in the form of statements such as 

“What I hear you saying is ___. Is that correct/accurate?” were consistently used in all 

interviews. Second, after major themes and conclusions emerged from the data analysis, the 

author sent a copy of the themes to the participating teachers and provided them with an 

opportunity to give feedback on the conclusions that had been drawn (Hamilton & Corbett-

Whittier, 2013). 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis was conducted using Atlas.ti 9; progressed according to the process 

outlined by Miles and Huberman (1994); and included distinct phases of data reduction, data 

display, conclusion drawing, and verification. Data reduction pertaining to both research 

questions was accomplished through inductive, qualitative analysis. More specifically, the author 
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first read through all of the data and employed memoing (Birks et al., 2008) to record initial 

ideas and emergent patterns. Based upon ideas developed during the initial reading, the author 

returned to the data and employed open coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2015) to reduce the data to 

common concepts and meanings in teachers’ post and delayed-post-surveys, as well as their 

interview transcripts. An initial round of open coding resulted in 202 individual codes, these 

codes were then examined to identify commonalities and collapsed to reduce redundancy and to 

reveal more salient meanings; resulting in 23 unique codes. Four of these codes pertain to the 

first research question, while the remaining 19 pertain to research question two. After the codes 

were developed, a second researcher independently coded a randomly selected 30% of the data. 

Atlas.ti was used to calculate an interrater agreement of 87.9% and a Krippendorff’s alpha of 

0.899 (Kripendorff, 2011). Following refinement and reliability checking of the open codes, the 

codes were grouped into emergent categories according to their similarities and differences. 

Finally, emergent categories pertaining to the second research question were organized according 

to the five domains outlined in Clarke and Hollingsworth’s (2002) IMPG. A full coding scheme 

with codes, categories, frequencies, code definitions, and example quotations can be found in 

Appendix J. Data display was accomplished using a variety of spreadsheets and hand-drawn 

visualizations (e.g., Figure 4.2) to organize and reorganize the codes and categories as a means 

of identifying relationships across the codes and categories. Identified relationships were 

described as themes and supported by evidence from the data. Verification via member checking 

(Hamilton & Corbett-Whittier, 2013) was accomplished by sending themes with sufficient 

supporting evidence to teacher participants for their review of accuracy and validity. 
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Limitations 

The context of this study significantly limits the generalizability of the findings. This 

research was conducted in a state that has neither adopted the NGSS or developed science 

learning standards based upon the NGSS. Thus, state science standards, curriculum, and exams 

neither explicitly nor implicitly require science educators to implement CT in their classrooms. 

Each teacher who attended CT-UP-S did so of their own volition, out of a simple desire to learn 

something new and improve their practice. As will be shown below, the absence of CT in the 

state’s science standards presented multiple challenges to CT/science integration that may not be 

as prominent in states that have adopted the NGSS. Nonetheless, the results of this work accord 

with the findings of similar CT integration studies conducted in international settings (Bower et 

al., 2017) and NGSS states (Ketlehut et al., 2020) to provide important insights into factors that 

both support and hinder teachers’ infusion of CT into their science curriculum. 

Results 

The results of this analysis indicate that (1) most teachers effectively implemented 

process-based, unplugged, CT-infused science activities; (2) teachers focused on integrating CT 

practices for which they had high self-efficacy; (3) each of the domains outlined in Clarke and 

Hollingsworth’s (2002) IMPG framework significantly influenced teachers’ approaches to and 

persistence in CT/science integration; and (4) the change environment exerted a particularly 

strong influence on teachers’ efforts (Figure 4.2). The presentation of the findings of this study is 

organized by research question – with a focus on the salient domains of the IMPG framework – 

and discusses both trends in the population of teachers and shines specific light on the unique 

contexts, attributes, and experiences of the focal teachers – Ruth and Maria. 
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Research Question One 

Analysis of data showing how CT-UP-S teachers implemented process-based, unplugged, 

CT-infused science curriculum in their classrooms reveals that most teachers did integrate CT 

with their science curriculum and that the majority of teachers only implemented the problem 

conceptualization portion of the process-based approach to CT. Furthermore, two focal teachers 

(Maria and Ruth) achieved ongoing implementation of process-based, unplugged, CT-infused 

curricula. 

Teachers’ implementation of process-based, unplugged, CT-infused science 

curriculum. Eight of the ten teachers participating in this study chose to implement either CT 

practices learned and/or CT-infused science curriculum written during CT-UP-S. Six of the eight 

implementing teachers integrated CT with their science content (Figure 4.3). Citing both 

curriculum and time constraints – which will be discussed under the second research question – 

Rosa and Margaret implemented CT activities outside of their disciplinary curricula. Departing 

from the CT-UP-S process-based approach, Rosa attempted to implement a single lesson about 

sorting algorithms to help her students organize themselves alphabetically. Margaret 

implemented a component of the process-based approach by using problem conceptualization 

practices (i.e., Systems thinking and Problem decomposition) to engage her students in thinking 

about solutions to a common classroom infraction: cell phone use. Both teachers implemented 

these lessons in the opening days of the school year.  

The other six teachers described CT-infusions in the context of their science curriculum. 

Amelia, Maria, and Ruth were the only teachers to implement all of the CT practices practiced 

during CT-UP-S and were the only teachers to use the full curriculum that they had written 

during CT-UP-S. Maria and Ruth’s lesson will be discussed in detail below. Amelia, a chemistry 
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teacher, chose to use process-based CT to help students conceptualize and write a pre-lab report. 

For her lesson, systems thinking involved students thinking about and mapping the atomic 

interactions in the experiment, problem decomposition was the development of the materials list 

and components of the experiment, data practices came in the form of planning data collection 

and pre-formatting data tables, and students’ final algorithm was their experimental procedures.  

Though they did not use the curriculum that they wrote during CT-UP-S – most had not 

reached the planned-for topic in their curriculum progression – Maya, Sofia, and Billie all 

attempted to integrate components of process-based, unplugged CT with science content. Sofia 

used systems thinking, including the identification of inputs (causes) and outputs (effects), 

system mapping, and problem decomposition (via the Five Whys protocol) to help her middle 

school students work through the causes and effects of environmental damage from fossil fuel 

use. The Five Whys protocol is a process whereby students identify a problem then ask why that 

problem exists, once they arrive at an answer, they ask why for the answer they have just 

identified and proceed through a series of five why-and-answer cycles to arrive as close to the 

root cause of the problem as possible. Maya – recognizing in the moment that binary choices 

could be turned into a decision algorithm – worked with her students to create an algorithm to 

identify and define the physical and chemical properties of multiple elements. Billie was 

presented with a unique situation upon her return to school, rather than her typical assignment 

teaching Biology, she was tasked with supporting inclusion students with Individualized 

Education Plans (IEPs). In a small group reading session an opportunity presented itself to 

explore the causes and effects of water pollution. In an effort to practice some of her CT 

integration skills, Billie acted in the moment to help her students work through the systems 
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thinking (Identifying inputs, outputs, and connections) and problem decomposition portions of 

the process-based CT approach.  

Focal teachers’ implementations of process-based, unplugged, CT-infused curriculum. 

Maria had already run one CT-infused unit prior to the author observing her teaching. Her first 

implementation was in the context of students identifying the effects of space travel on the 

human body and developing technologies to remediate potential negative impacts; with the goal 

of creating technologies to help humans colonize Mars. Over the course of ten days, Maria’s 

class worked together to move through all of the steps of the process-based, unplugged approach 

to CT that Maria had learned during CT-UP-S. The class, first, brainstormed a list of all of the 

possible challenges of space travel. Next the class categorized the challenges into inputs and 

outputs (Figure 4.2). Third, the class chose a single input, linked it to a single output, and used a 

“Five Whys” protocol to decompose the root causes of the input. Finally, students developed an 

algorithm to address the identified problem of muscle atrophy in space (Figure 4.2). 

Figure 4.2  

Maria’s Students’ Input-Output Chart and Solution Algorithm for the Effects of Space on the 

Body 
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The lesson observed by the author followed a similar progression. Rather than 

completing the process as a class, however, students worked in pairs then quartets to address an 

anthropogenic environmental hazard that impacts human health. The day before the first 

observation, students had brainstormed lists of anthropogenic environmental health hazards and 

associated impacts on human health. On the second day of the lesson (first day of the 

observation), students categorized their brainstormed lists into a series of inputs and outputs and 

identified the three most concerning inputs and associated outputs. As students worked through 

this process, the author noted that the students were working quickly and easily through the 

exercise and that Maria was frequently reminding students of the work that they had previously 

conducted relating to space. After settling on three input-out-pairs, students decomposed each of 

the inputs using the Five Whys protocol (Figure 4.3). As students worked through the 

decomposition, the author noted that Maria deftly employed probing questions to push students 

to think deeper about the root causes of their chosen inputs and that the students possessed deep 

pools of background knowledge that they were drawing from to work through the 

decomposition. On the third day of the lesson (second day of observation), Maria began by 

asking students to choose a single input-output pair and identify as many relevant stakeholders as 

possible. The author noted that each quartet easily identified seven or eight stakeholders and that 

Maria, again, expertly employed questioning to push students’ thinking. With the stakeholders 

identified, Maria: reminded students of their previous work developing algorithms; showed a 

short clip about creating algorithms from the TV show Big Bang Theory 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Cuoxa59jxI); walked students through two algorithms that 

she created during CT-UP-S; and gave them 20 minutes to develop their algorithmic solutions. 

Both the author and Maria were surprised at the speed with which students were able to create 
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their algorithms. A group of students’ algorithm to address the problem of wildfires is presented 

in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3  

Maria’s Students’ Problem Decomposition Charts and Solution Algorithm for Wildfires 

 

Ruth made a number of attempts to integrate CT with her science curriculum before the 

observed lesson. Most notably, she implemented a curriculum focused on water quality that she 

modified during CT-UP-S to include the process-based, unplugged approach to CT integration. It 

is important to note that Ruth and her teaching colleagues have used this project for a number of 

years. Over the course of several weeks, Ruth’s students focused on investigating the potential 

causes behind a mysterious “Fish Kill''. Their work involved trips to a local stream for water 

quality tests, talks from a local conservation group, viewing of relevant films, and using CT 

practices to move towards a solution to a water quality challenge that had been selected by 

individual groups of students. With regard to CT integration, Ruth’s students, first built 

background knowledge about water quality issues. Next, they brainstormed a number of ways 

that humans impact aquatic ecosystems and potential negative effects of that human interference. 

Then, students created system maps depicting the various human activities (inputs) and effects 
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(outputs) within the ecosystem. Following concept mapping, students selected a specific human 

activity and its associated consequence and used a Five Whys protocol to decompose the 

problem. To conclude the unit, Ruth asked the author to come to her classroom to guide her 

students through writing an algorithm to address their chosen problem.  

For her observation – recognizing that her math students were struggling with linear 

equations – Ruth decided that she wanted to work through a series of lessons whereby students 

would develop algorithms to use as tools to solve linear equations. The day before her 

observation, Ruth’s class had worked together to, first identify the components of a process to 

solve a linear equation using a graph, then to organize those components into an algorithm that 

they could use as a process for writing a linear equation based on a graph. The first day of the 

author’s observation, students focused on transferring their learning from the previous day to 

create their own algorithms to solve a linear equation from a word problem. The lesson began 

with Ruth giving the students index cards printed with the algorithm steps identified the previous 

day, a word problem about how much property tax a given homeowner will pay, and the prompt 

to organize the index cards into an algorithm to solve the word problem. Most student groups 

had significant difficulties beginning the process. Seeing these struggles, Ruth continually 

circulated through the room to support individual groups. Audio recordings from the microphone 

that Ruth was wearing reveal that she frequently employed strategic questioning to guide 

students to identify the information that they needed and to support them in organizing the steps 

of their algorithm. More importantly, Ruth continually provided students with encouraging 

prompts that pushed them to persist in solving the problem. After working with several groups, 

Ruth realized that she needed to help students pivot from, first developing an algorithm to, first 

solving the problem, then creating an algorithm to explain their process. 
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Research Question Two 

The IMPG-informed (Clarke & Hollingsworth, 2002) analysis of data pertaining to the 

factors that influenced CT-UP-S teachers’ implementations of process-based, unplugged, CT-

infused science curriculum in their classrooms reveals that (1) teachers’ self-efficacy in 

CT/science integration and belief in the benefits of CT for their students motivated their initial 

integration attempts; (2) teachers were forced to navigate difficult change environments; (3) 

teachers’ confidence relating to specific CT practices guided their integration; and (4) teachers’ 

initial integration experiences informed their thinking about future attempts at CT/science 

integration. An overview of the IMPG domains as they relate to individual teachers is provided 

in Figure 4.4, and the report of the findings is organized accordingly. 
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Figure 4.4 

The Influence of Clarke and Hollingsworth’s (2002) IMPG Domains on Teachers’ CT/Science Integration
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Personal domain: Teachers’ perceived benefits of CT integration and self-efficacy in 

CT/science integration. Wigfield and Eccles (2000) Expectancy Value Theory of Achievement 

describes the centrality of individuals’ values in their decisions to engage in an activity. In short, 

if an individual does not value an activity, they will not expend time, energy, or resources on 

pursuit of its execution. Thus, we can infer that teachers must first believe that CT/science 

integration will benefit their students before they will attempt to bring it into their classrooms. 

Teachers were asked on the immediate-post-survey following CT-UP-S to explain the role of CT 

in science learning and the value that they could see in bringing individual CT practices to their 

students. Nearly all teachers explained that they thought CT-infusion would be incredibly 

valuable to their students because the practices would provide learners with a set of transferable 

skills that would prepare them to understand, dissect, and address complex and ambiguous 

problems. Writing on her immediate-post-survey, Maria noted that “CT helps students realize the 

complexity of real-world problems and provides them with a framework to utilize to develop 

solutions.” Most other teachers made similar statements, noting that CT “Reveals complexity and 

stakeholders,” and “Disallows the thought process that things can be solved by simply ‘doing 

something,’ ‘stopping something,’ ‘changing something’” (Billie, Immediate-post-survey).   

Belief in the value of an activity, however, is not sufficient to motivate action. As 

discussed by Bandura (1997), individuals’ actions are guided by their belief in their ability to 

successfully engage in a task to effect a desired outcome. Simply put, individuals will engage in 

an activity if they believe they can achieve the desired goal. A forthcoming manuscript will 

report that all but one teacher (Jack) left CT-UP-S with a self-efficacy score that demonstrates 

that they feel confident in their ability to integrate CT with their science curriculum. Thus, one 

would expect that all of the teachers (with the exception of Jack) may feel sufficiently confident 
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in their abilities to at least attempt integrating CT into their curriculum. Indeed, all but two of the 

teachers (Jack and Georgia) attempted at least one CT integration. While low integration self-

efficacy was not a primary barrier to Georgia’s integration, Jack’s surveys and interview 

transcripts show that he had significant concerns about his ability to bring meaningful CT 

experiences to his students. At the conclusion of CT-UP-S, Jack’s apprehension was evident in 

that he selected I don’t understand CT as an anticipated barrier to CT integration, stating that “I 

have fear of using CT incorrectly and not meeting the expectations I have for delivering it well” 

(Jack, Immediate-post-survey). These initial concerns manifested themselves as one of the 

primary reasons that Jack did not attempt CT/science integration. Placing a fine point on the role 

of confidence in integration, when asked in his post-CT-UP-S-interview about his reluctance to 

try, Jack remarked that “It's just, it's a brand new thing. Right. And I'm still kind of chicken.” 

All of the other teachers left CT-UP-S with self-efficacy scores well above the neutral 

score of 57 (Range 68-90); which may be one reason that – though they faced the oppositional 

change environments discussed below – each of the other teachers (except Georgia) tried to 

integrate CT one or more times. Additionally, uniquely high levels of self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration may have been a contributing factor in Ruth and Maria’s approaches to CT 

integration and persistence in attempting ongoing CT-infusion. As shown in Figure 4.4, these 

two teachers left CT-UP-S with two of the three highest levels of self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration. Each of these teachers mentioned throughout their interviews that they felt confident 

and comfortable in their abilities to integrate CT with their existing curriculum. Ruth did add the 

caveat that she was still working on becoming comfortable guiding her students through 

algorithm construction, but that she believed that her implementation would improve with 

practice.  
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The biggest barrier for me is probably my comfort with algorithm writing ... You know, 

me, I'm okay, but I'm not ... like ... how to challenge them and take them to another level, 

you know, that will take me a couple years of practice (Ruth, Post-CT-UP-S-interview). 

Anytime Maria was asked about her confidence and comfort in infusing her curriculum with CT, 

she would respond with statements akin to “It [My CT integration self-efficacy] definitely 

evolved into something that I can see being very easily and very quickly incorporated into lesson 

plans” (Maria, Post-observation-interview). At this point, the author also highlights Amelia as a 

unique case because she openly admitted that she only implemented the curriculum she had 

written during CT-UP-S out of a sense of obligation to this research project. Throughout the 

summer institute, Amelia struggled to connect her chemistry content to the CT-UP-S focus on 

ecosystem disturbance and frequently expressed testing-adjacent concerns. Additionally, Amelia 

left CT-UP-S with low self-efficacy in CT/science integration (Figure 4.4), and other teachers’ 

strong belief in the benefits of CT for their students did not resonate with Amelia. On her 

delayed-post-survey, Amelia was the only teacher that indicated that she did not believe CT 

would benefit her students. 

Change environment: Most teachers were forced to navigate oppositional change 

environments. Analysis of the data indicates that the change environment was a primary 

contributor to teachers’ decisions about if and how to infuse their science curriculum with CT 

and whether or not to attempt more than one integration. Through their surveys and interviews, 

teachers explained that there were two fundamental elements of their change environment that 

hindered their CT/science integration: state testing and curriculum pacing guides and 

unsupportive administrators and Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). State testing 

regimes and associated curriculum pacing guides manifested as a barrier in teachers’ pervasive 
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references to not having enough time for extended CT-infused activities and needing to make 

sure that they covered all of the tested standards. When asked to describe why she has not been 

able to do as much CT work as she would have liked, Margaret explained  

Timing. I mean, it’s … I feel very rushed. Like biology, we have a new science person [at 

the district office] and she’s cracking down on us. Basically they’re gonna make us do 

new benchmark assessments. It’s just been really stressful (Margaret, Post-CT-UP-S-

interview). 

A primary outgrowth of state testing regimes described by educators was a perceived lack of 

administration support for any activities that they (The administrators) believed would not raise 

test scores. 

Teachers’ PLCs were also often cited as a primary barrier to ongoing CT integration. 

Many of the teachers interviewed explained (1) that their administrators expected all PLCs to be 

doing the same activities in their classrooms on the same days (i.e., classrooms should be 

uniform) and (2) that their PLCs were reluctant to adopt instructional techniques that were 

unfamiliar. Indeed, Jack cited the combination of low self-efficacy in CT/science integration 

(Personal Domain) and strong reluctance to deviate from the practice of his PLC (Change 

Environment) as the primary reasons that he did not attempt to implement CT with his students. 

Though Georgia left CT-UP-S with above-average CT-integration self-efficacy and a strong 

belief that CT would benefit her students, she did not attempt CT-integration, citing her change 

environment as the primary reason. The following exchange between Georgia and the author 

highlights each of the issues described above, 

Georgia: Honestly, I've not been able to implement any of the [CT] strategies so far. And 

it's not because they weren't useful. It's because my PLC just kept on doing things one 
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way and were not open to try new things. We kind of have to model each other in the 

classroom, so everything will be kind of consistent across the board.  

Author: So that's interesting. You're not the first teacher, I think you are now the ninth or 

tenth out of the group that I've talked to, and many of the teachers said that one of the 

challenges that they ran into was their PLC. So, what, why, I guess, how is your PLC, a 

barrier to you bringing this to your students? 

Georgia: So, it’s kind of like, we have this routine that we’ve been doing for years where 

we do certain things on certain days, like readings and vocabulary on Fridays. Like a 

kinda consistent weekly routine, and they’re not wanting to get out of the routine to try to 

implement new strategies. It’s kind of hard when it is two against one [...] I haven’t found 

any way to really do it without going too far off of what they’re doing because when 

administration is in the classroom, and I don’t understand this, I really don’t. It’s so 

crazy how when they came out with a professional learning community, that they then 

just came to the conclusion that when they go into everybody's classroom, you should be 

on the same thing (Georgia, Post-CT-UP-S-interview). 

In contrast to most of the other teachers, Maria and Ruth’s change environments 

augmented their high self-efficacy in CT integration (Personal Domain) to initiate and sustain 

CT/science integration. For the past five years Maria has been teaching courses from Project 

Lead the Way’s (PLTW) Biomedical Sciences curriculum (https://www.pltw.org/our-

programs/pltw-biomedical-science). As described by Maria, PLTW provides a full curriculum 

for each of their courses but allows teachers significant autonomy to modify the curriculum to 

match their context. Most of Maria’s CT integration efforts to date have taken place in her 

senior-level Biomedical Innovations course; a problem-based class focused on “Looking at big 
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problems” (Maria, Pre-observation-interview). Due to the fact that Maria’s courses are electives, 

they are not subject to state-mandated testing or pacing. The PLTW provided curriculum invites 

CT infusion, as it is built around students developing solutions to complex, real-world problems. 

Additionally, the class in which Maria implemented CT is composed of advanced students, and 

Maria is the only instructor for that course. Thus, she is not subject to the constraints of a PLC. 

Summing up her teaching context (Change environment), Maria described it as a “Pretty sweet 

deal” (Maria, Pre-observation-interview). 

Ruth, on the other hand, serves in a public, charter, middle school and teaches classes 

where “More than half of the students have individual learning plans” (Ruth, Post-observation-

interview). Because her school is public, and because she teaches the core subjects of science 

and math, Ruth’s students are subject to state-mandated testing. Unlike most other teachers in 

this study, however, Ruth’s administration is highly supportive, and the school is nationally 

recognized for ongoing implementation of an innovative, interdisciplinary, project-based 

curriculum. The vast majority of learning in Ruth’s school occurs through students participating 

in extended, interdisciplinary projects focused on real-world issues such as systemic racism and 

water quality. The school also utilizes a highly collaborative co-teaching model whereby most 

classes are facilitated by two teachers. Thus, teachers are accustomed to collaborating with 

colleagues representing a variety of disciplines to implement new pedagogical approaches, and 

their focus on real-world problem solving is fertile ground for CT integration. Additionally, as a 

result of the school’s educational approach, students are accustomed to working with complex 

and ambiguous problems. 

Domain of practice: Teachers’ self-efficacy with individual CT practices influenced 

integration. Teachers’ self-efficacy in using specific CT practices (Personal Domain) influenced 
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their attempts to integrate CT into their curriculum. Teachers’ reports of their implementation 

efforts (Domain of Practice) reveal that most teachers attempted to infuse their science 

curriculum with CT practices related to problem conceptualization (i.e., Systems thinking, 

Pattern recognition, Problem decomposition), but avoided operationalizing solutions through 

algorithm creation. Teachers’ focus on problem conceptualization and avoidance of algorithms 

may be a result of their relative comfort/discomfort with each set of practices. On the post-CT-

UP-S-survey, teachers were asked to rank six CT practices (i.e., Abstraction, Algorithm creation, 

Data practices, Pattern recognition, Problem decomposition, Systems thinking) according to their 

confidence in bringing those practices to their students. The vast majority of teachers indicated 

that systems thinking, pattern recognition, and problem decomposition were the three easiest 

practices to implement. Conversely, algorithm creation and abstraction were identified by 

teachers as the practices that they viewed as most difficult to integrate. In their post-CT-UP-S-

interviews, a number of teachers discussed their relative comfort with problem conceptualization 

and relative discomfort with operationalizing solutions. Characteristic of most teachers’ 

responses when asked to discuss CT practices that they feel comfortable/uncomfortable with, 

Margaret stated that “The decomposition part I think I feel most confident with. The algorithm 

creation is probably what I still could use a little help with” (Post-CT-UP-S-interview). As was 

demonstrated under the first research question, most teachers that did a partial implementation of 

process-based CT focused their efforts on integrating systems thinking and problem 

decomposition. 

Domain of consequence: Implementation experiences as a feedback loop. As discussed 

above and despite the constraints imposed by oppositional change environments, the majority of 

teachers attempted to implement process-based, unplugged, CT-infused lessons with their 
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students. Ultimately, it would appear that the domain of consequence (Teachers’ implementation 

experiences) was the final determinant of teachers’ future CT integration efforts. As shown in 

Figure 4.4, six of the eight implementing teachers only attempted a single instance of CT 

practice with their students. All but one (Amelia) of these single-implementation teachers 

described their first attempts as being very difficult; describing challenges that include students’ 

lack of background knowledge, students unaccustomed to thinking deeply about complex 

problems, student pushback, and lack of time. Touching on several of these challenges, when 

asked on her delayed-post-survey to describe her students’ response to CT-infused science 

instruction, Billie wrote that 

I got a lot of push back, which was to be expected. They were not in the habit of thinking 

critically and kept wanting to provide simple answers to questions. I found it hard to keep 

them engaged and keep the dialog open so that they continued to consider other options 

and avenues. Taking more time to have the actual background knowledge prior to the 

lesson would have been more beneficial, I think (Billie, Delayed-post-survey). 

Asked in her interview to discuss this issue further, Billie explained that her students did 

not have sufficient background knowledge to develop a coherent system map or to decompose 

the root causes of the problem under consideration beyond one or two steps. When asked about 

her students’ responses in her post-interview, Maya said “They were like you gotta be crazy [...] 

Some of them just looked at me, and like, she’s crazy. I’ll just wait till she finishes” (Maya, Post-

CT-UP-S-interview). Speaking to the issue of time (Change environment), Margaret explained 

that her implementation was hampered by only having a very short time to work on the activity. 

She didn’t have time to push her students through their reluctance to engage. Finally, Sofia 

succeeded in implementing problem conceptualization practices over the course of multiple days, 
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but she was very discouraged by the amount of “Handholding” (Sofia, Post-CT-UP-S-interview) 

that her students required. For the majority of the teachers, the constraints of their change 

environment and the absence of a fruitful first implementation likely combined to dissuade them 

from further CT integration efforts. 

Maria and Ruth’s implementation experiences stand in stark contrast to those of the other 

teachers and are a likely factor in their decisions to attempt ongoing CT/science integration. As 

hinted at throughout, Maria possessed a strong personal domain and implemented CT-infused 

science activities under the best possible circumstances (Change environment). Thus, one would 

hope her implementation would be successful, and it was. Reflecting on her first implementation 

experience (i.e., Effects of space travel on the human body) in her post-CT-UP-S-interview, 

Maria explained how her students “Did amazing”, that she was “Really impressed with what 

they came up with.”, and “They had very little trouble with the algorithms.” Following her first 

implementation, Maria went so far as to debrief the process with her students, and the students 

described the benefits they saw in learning CT practices. The success of her first experience 

induced a positive feedback loop that resulted in Maria adopting process-based, unplugged CT 

activities as a core component of her pedagogical practice.    

In contrast to Maria’s experience, Ruth’s first integration attempt was difficult, but 

fruitful. As previously discussed, Ruth works primarily with middle school students – many of 

whom have IEPs. In her post-CT-UP-S-interview, Ruth explained the difficulties she initially 

encountered getting students to “Dig in” to the systems thinking and problem decomposition 

phases of the process, and she felt sufficiently uncomfortable with leading algorithm creation 

that she asked the author to come co-teach that portion of the unit with her. Despite these 

difficulties, in reflecting on this first attempt during her post-CT-UP-S-interview, Ruth made 
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multiple references to the ways that she believed CT-infused science benefited her students. In 

comparing the CT-infused version of her Fish Kill project with past iterations, Ruth noted that  

Ruth: In the past we have always done a stream study where we go collect data outside 

at a stream, and then they write a report. They’re basically regurgitating because they 

know that if there’s no dissolved oxygen or low dissolved oxygen the stream is not 

healthy. [...] But this year, for the first time in this stream study, they’re actually like, 

able to finally suggest, like, maybe why these numbers are low or high. [Ruth describes at 

length connections students made between the location of the stream and possible 

sources of nitrogen runoff]. 

Author: So, you think that having had them think about the system beforehand helped 

them to make those connections once they actually got in the water? 

Ruth: Absolutely, because then when they got real data, they could interpret that data 

within that ecosystem (Ruth, Post-CT-UP-S Interview). 

In addition to students forging deeper conceptual connections, Ruth explained that students who 

participated in this iteration of the project performed better on associated vocabulary assessments 

and that more of the student teams produced concrete and actionable solutions to their chosen 

problems. Ruth’s hypothesis for the cause of all of these improvements is the work students did 

to understand, visualize, and decompose the problem; then to organize and visualize their 

thinking in the form of an algorithm. Ultimately, though the process was difficult, the enhanced 

student learning outcomes reinforced Ruth’s belief that CT-infused learning is valuable enough 

to her students to implement the practices on a regular basis. 
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Discussion and Implications 

The results of this study reveal that (1) teachers’ elevated self-efficacy in CT/science 

integration and belief in the value of CT for their students (Personal domain) were sufficient 

precursors to motivate initial attempts at CT-infused lessons (Domain of practice), however, 

teachers’ implementation experiences (Domain of consequence) and change environments 

moderated their ability to persist in CT/science integration. (2) Teachers’ comfort in supporting 

their students in practicing problem conceptualization is a good starting point, but ongoing work 

is needed to support them in building the confidence to move students all the way to algorithm 

creation. (3) Implementing a process-based approach to integrating CT in science curriculum 

through unplugged activities shows promise as a strategy for CT/content integration. Each of 

these findings warrants further exploration and will be discussed in turn. 

As discussed by Clarke and Hollingsworth (2002) and echoed by Ketlehut et al. (2020), 

the implementation of new pedagogical approaches (e.g., CT/science integration) is a complex 

process that is governed by a number of interacting domains. Additionally, Bandura (2012) 

explains that self-efficacy in a given activity is highly context dependent. Given the preceding, 

the findings of this work relating to factors that influenced teachers’ attempts at and persistence 

in CT/science integration are not surprising. Of the two teachers that did not attempt CT/content 

integration, one (Jack) was the only teacher with a self-efficacy score below neutral and both 

(Jack and Georgia) were either reluctant to approach their PLC (Jack) about CT integration or 

were actively rebuffed when they presented the idea (Georgia). The remainder of the teachers 

(except Ruth and Maria) did their best to effectuate CT/science integration within a change 

environment that provided neither space in the schedule nor curriculum that was conducive to 

CT integration. In spite of these challenges, the participating teachers had sufficiently robust 
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personal domains (i.e., confidence in their CT-integration abilities and strong belief in the value 

of CT/science integration) to propel them through difficult change environments to attempt 

implementation. As will be demonstrated in a forthcoming manuscript, well-designed CT-PD 

initiatives can enhance both teachers’ value for CT and self-efficacy in CT/content integration. 

Unfortunately, in light of both the findings of this study and the IMPG (Clarke & Hollingsworth, 

2002), value and confidence are not sufficient to sustain ongoing CT integration. That is, 

ultimately, an oppositional change environment – including school cultures and required 

curriculum/assessment – will supersede a teachers’ strong personal domain. Bearing this in mind, 

future PD and curriculum development efforts aimed at initiating sustained and meaningful 

CT/content integration may benefit from focusing on either larger groups within individual 

schools (e.g., Departments or PLCs) or further up district hierarchies (e.g., Curriculum specialists 

or Administrators). Rather than recruiting individual teachers from disparate schools (as was 

done by CT-UP-S), future CT-PD initiatives should follow the lead of Jocius et al. (2020) in 

recruiting interdisciplinary teams of teachers from the same school, Ketlehut and colleagues 

(2020) in focusing on mentor teachers, or Israel et al. (2015) and Cateté and colleagues (2018) in 

taking a schoolwide approach. Efforts at this scale may provide teachers with a critical mass of 

support to sustain ongoing CT-integration efforts. Though, it is possible that widespread and 

sustained CT/content integration will not happen without concerted efforts at both the district 

and state levels (Hsu et al., 2019).  

In addition to focusing CT-PD efforts on teams of teachers that have administrator buy-in 

(Caskurlu, 2021), CT-PD designers intent on supporting teachers in fully implementing a 

process-based, unplugged approach to CT/content integration will need to pay particular 

attention to developing teachers’ self-efficacy in leading students through operationalizing 
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solutions in the form of an unplugged algorithm. As shown through this study, most of the 

participating science teachers felt sufficiently comfortable helping their students conceptualize 

problems through systems thinking and problem decomposition. Only three, however, engaged 

their students in both conceptualization and solution operationalization by creating an unplugged 

algorithm. Thus, whether focusing on unplugged strategies or programming-based approaches to 

CT/content integration, future CT-PD efforts may want to consider providing teachers with 

significant amounts of time practicing algorithm creation in the context of their disciplinary 

curriculum; an approach successfully implemented in CT-PD initiatives based on the Use. 

Modify. Create progression (Lytle et al., 2019) and Code. Connect. Create framework (Jocius et 

al., 2020). 

With regard to the actual strategies participating teachers used to integrate CT with their 

science curriculum, this study provides evidence of the potential affordances of an unplugged, 

process-based approach to CT/science integration through socioscientific issues (Zeidler & 

Nichols, 2009). As seen through the work of Ruth and Maria, in supportive contexts with rich 

curricula that addresses complex problems, operationalizing the Fraillon et al. (2019) CT 

framework as a coherent process for CT-integration provides teachers with an actionable 

framework that supports their students in both conceptualizing problems and operationalizing 

solutions. For both of these teachers, CT integration was feasible, natural, and fruitful; prompting 

them to engage in multiple rounds of CT integration through unplugged strategies. Ruth and 

Maria’s successes lend further support to Kite and colleagues’ (2021b) assertion that curricula 

which engages students in working to understand and address complex and systematic problems 

(e.g., Gentrification (Lee & Soep, 2016), Moral dilemmas (Seoane Pardo, 2018), Housing 

segregation (Yadav et al., 2016)) offer particularly rich opportunities for CT/content integration. 
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Additionally, the unplugged and process-based approach to CT-integration may have been 

particularly valuable to these teachers because – rather than requiring that teachers procure 

devices and teach students specialized software – the strategies they learned (e.g., Systems 

thinking via concept mapping, Problem decomposition via Five Whys protocol, Planning for data 

collection and management, Algorithm writing) could be deployed at a moment’s notice and 

internalized by students as mental heuristics that are useful across a variety of contexts. Given 

the successes of efforts towards CT/content integration through complex social and 

socioscientific issues, further work is needed to develop a body of exemplar integrations for 

reference by both educators and CT-integration researchers. Further, research is needed to 

evaluate the feasibility, utility, and effectiveness of the process-based approach to CT 

integration. 

Unfortunately, as described by teachers in this study, Tatar and colleagues (2017), 

Ketlehut et al. (2020), and Yadav and colleagues (2016), most teachers do not work under the 

ideal conditions enjoyed by Ruth and Maria. More frequently, teachers are forced to contend 

with restrictive curricula and schedules and to be placed under pressure to ensure that their 

students perform well on standardized tests (Yadav et al., 2016). Even operating within these 

restrictive change environments, six teachers – in addition to Ruth and Maria – succeeded in 

bringing meaningful CT experiences to their students by engaging them in systems thinking and 

problem decomposition to understand either the root causes of classroom infractions or the 

causes and effects of anthropogenic environmental degradation. While these teachers did not 

succeed in bringing the full suite of process-based CT practices to their students, they did engage 

them in experiences that Tatar and colleagues (2017) have dubbed proto-computational thinking. 

Though the activities of science students in these teachers’ classes may not have been 
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recognizable to computer scientists as “true” computational thinking, Tatar et al. (2017) argue 

that proto-CT experiences can serve as valuable precursors to full CT-integrated learning. 

Further, within difficult change environments, the unplugged and process-based approach to 

CT/science integration may prove particularly valuable because – as demonstrated by Billie and 

Maya – teachers can deploy individual activities such as concept mapping or the Five Whys 

protocol at a moment’s notice to seize fleeting opportunities (i.e., “Teachable moments”) that are 

ripe for CT integration. Thus, effort is needed to, first build science teachers’ confidence and 

proficiency with each of the major practices of a process-based approach to CT (i.e., Systems 

mapping, Problem decomposition, Planning for and structuring data, Charting algorithms, 

Synthesizing multiple algorithms), then to work with teachers to support them in identifying CT-

integration moments where they can meaningfully deploy unplugged CT activities. 

Conclusion 

Computational thinking is a fundamental component of the future of work, society, and 

democracy (Grover & Pea, 2018). Though there is growing momentum behind efforts to bring 

CT experiences to all students through their required P-12 coursework, very little is known about 

effective strategies for integrating CT with science curricula (Li et al., 2020a). The results of this 

work demonstrate that a process-based approach to CT/science integration that utilizes 

unplugged CT activities can be implemented in diverse contexts to meaningfully engage students 

in CT practice through their science classes. Unfortunately, this work also demonstrates that 

educators’ teaching context exerts a powerful and, often, negative influence on their decisions to 

implement CT-infused science curriculum. Thus, continued progress in efforts to bring CT 

experiences to science students depends on elevating CT-infusion as a priority for stakeholders at 
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the school, district, and state levels; as well as building upon this and similar works to develop 

robust CT-PD offerings for both preservice and inservice science teachers.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

This dissertation was motivated by the reality that CT has become a central component of 

Twenty-first century employment and citizenship (Beheshti et al., 2017; Grover & Pea, 2018; Li 

et al., 2020); meaning that ALL students must have a variety of opportunities to build their CT 

proficiency during their P-12 careers. CT experience for every student can be achieved by 

infusing core curriculum with CT (Repenning et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2016); this integration 

depends on adequately prepared teachers (Yadav et al., 2017). Given that CT is a relatively new 

field of study, however, there is not yet a strong body of literature to guide the creation of CT 

professional development (CT-PD) offerings to make CT-initiating instruction a regular part of 

inservice teachers’ pedagogical practice. To address this need, this dissertation employed three 

interlocking studies to address a single overarching question, How does professional 

development focused on unplugged strategies for integrating computational thinking with 

science curriculum affect inservice science teachers’ ability to bring CT-infused science to their 

students?. The first study used a statewide survey of secondary science teachers to generate 

information about teachers’ conceptualizations of CT, anticipated barriers to CT/science 

integration, and CT-integration-support needs. Study two drew on the findings from study one to 

explore the design, implementation, and impact of a weeklong CT-PD for secondary science 

teachers that focused on a process-based, unplugged approach to infusing science curriculum 

with CT practices. Finally, study three investigated study two’s teachers’ implementation of 

process-based, unplugged CT-infused science activities in their classrooms. These studies 

provide both practical and theoretical implications that advance the existing literature on CT-PD. 

The remainder of this chapter will focus on a summary of the findings and implications of each 
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individual study and a synthesis of the work as a whole; with implications for CT-PD design 

efforts and suggestions for future research.  

Summary of Study One Findings 

Study one – What’s Computational Thinking?: Science Teachers’ Conceptualizations of 

Computational Thinking and Perceived Barriers to CT Integration – investigated 123 secondary 

science teachers’ CT conceptualizations, their perceived barriers to CT/science integration, and 

their CT-PD needs. This study revealed that very few secondary science teachers possess 

understandings of CT and its role in science learning that could be considered informed, and that 

the majority of teachers perceived their lack of CT understanding as a primary barrier to 

integrating CT with their existing science curriculum. Adding to teachers’ concerns about their 

lack of CT understanding was their negative perceptions of their students’ ability to participate in 

CT-infused science activities, and – further complicating matters – teachers identified state-

mandated curriculum and testing regimes as particularly problematic. Though their concerns 

were numerous, teacher participants provided actionable insights pertaining to the types of 

professional support that they would need to address the above-stated concerns. Specifically, 

teachers indicated that any CT-PD program would need to focus on the what and why of CT, 

include opportunities for them to practice CT, include model CT-infused science lessons, give 

them access to CT experts who can help them identify points of intersection between CT and 

their standards-directed curriculum, and give them time and collaborators to write CT-infused 

science lessons. In addition to teachers’ suggestions, the author emphasizes that CT-PD 

developers must direct specific efforts at shifting teachers’ perceptions of their students’ 

academic abilities and supporting teachers in creating curricular scaffolds to support their 

students in meaningful engagement with CT-infused science curriculum 
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Summary of Study Two Findings 

Study two – Computational Thinking Unplugged for Science (CT-UP-S): A Program of 

Professional Development for Inservice Science Teachers – reported on the design, 

implementation, and effects of a weeklong CT-PD for secondary science teachers that focused on 

a process-based, unplugged approach to infusing science curriculum with CT practices through 

socioscientific issues (SSI, Zeidler & Nichols, 2009). The results of the analysis show that 

operationalizing the Fraillon et al. (2019) CT framework in the form of a process-based approach 

to CT/science integration with a focus on unplugged CT instructional strategies significantly 

improved teacher participants’ CT understanding and self-efficacy in CT/science integration. 

The process-based CT approach using the Fraillon et al. (2019) framework also served as an 

effective scaffold for both the design of CT-UP-S and teachers’ creation of CT-infused science 

lessons. Study two further demonstrated the importance of actively engaging teachers in the 

doing of CT within the context of their curriculum (i.e. SSIs) and facilitating a collaborative 

approach to curriculum writing. While many aspects of the design and implementation of CT-

UP-S were promising, study two raised questions about the role of teachers’ understanding of 

scientific concepts in their ability to both engage in using CT in the context of an SSI and their 

ability to write CT-infused science curriculum.   

Summary of Study Three Findings 

Study three – Context Matters: Secondary Science Teachers’ Integration of Process-

based, Unplugged Computational Thinking – focused on ten teachers’ (who had participated in 

CT-UP-S) implementation of process-based, unplugged, CT-infused science lessons. The results 

of the analysis reveal that most teachers (eight of ten) were able to implement some elements of 

the unplugged, process-based approach to CT and that six of the ten achieved CT integration 
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through their science curriculum. Additionally, two teachers began implementing the entirety of 

the unplugged, process-based approach to CT on an ongoing basis. Considered in the light of 

Clarke and Hollingsworth’s (2002) Interconnected Model of Professional Growth (IMPG), it was 

clear that teachers’ change environment exerted considerable influence on their ability to 

regularly implement CT-infused science lessons, and that their initial implementation experience 

(domain of consequence) interacted with the change environment to either increase or decrease 

their likelihood of further unplugged CT-integration attempts. Finally, study three suggested that 

process-based, unplugged CT/content integration strategies may hold a significant instructional 

affordance in that – once the strategy has been internalized – teachers can deploy them at a 

moment’s notice; rather than CT/science integration depending on procurement of technology 

and instruction in specialized software. 

Synthesis & Implications for Practice 

While each of these studies, individually, offer insights that provide important 

suggestions for research and practice pertaining to both future CT-PD initiatives and efforts to 

bring secondary science students CT-infused learning opportunities; taken together, this body of 

work yields important implications pertaining to the overarching question that guided this 

dissertation: How does professional development focused on unplugged strategies for integrating 

computational thinking with science curriculum affect inservice science teachers’ ability to bring 

CT-infused science to their students? The remainder of this section first focuses on the need for 

extensive CT-PD development and dissemination efforts, then discusses implications from this 

work for the design of future CT-PD offerings. 
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The Need for CT-PD Research and Development at Scale 

Given teachers’ lack of exposure to CT (Ling et al., 2017), their lack of CT understanding 

(Kite et al., 2021), low levels of self-efficacy in CT/content integration (Bower et al., 2017; 

Corradini et al., 2017), and their identification of CT understanding as a primary barrier to 

bringing CT to their science students, this study points to the overwhelming need for 

development and dissemination of CT-PD at scale. While the second study and work by Bower 

and colleagues (2017) demonstrate the effectiveness of relatively short-term CT-PD offerings, a 

number of manuscripts (e.g., Corradini et al., 2017; Ling et al., 2017; Study One; Study Two) 

show that exceedingly few teachers have been afforded access to CT-PD of any sort; even fewer 

have had the opportunity to attend CT-PD specifically focused on CT/content integration. 

Initiatives like Infusing Computing (https://www.infusingcomputing.com), Project GUTS 

(https://www.projectguts.org), and Scalable Game Design (Repenning et al., 2015) are presently 

making progress on this front, however, even the most ambitious of these projects will reach 

only a few hundred teachers per year. Ensuring that all inservice teachers are equipped to bring 

CT-infused learning opportunities to their students will depend on identifying CT-PD models 

that may be particularly amenable to implementation at scale; allocation of funding to support 

their development and broad dissemination; and coordination with state and district leaders to 

highlight the importance of CT and to build partnerships that will facilitate provision of CT-PD 

opportunities across a state’s districts. 

Implications for the Design of Future CT-PD Initiatives   

Subsequently, this dissertation provides multiple implications pertaining to potential 

design elements of these future CT-PD offerings. First, as noted by Grover et al. (2020), the CT 

integration community is in need of an actionable framework to guide CT/content integration. 
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Further, Ketelhut et al. (2020) note that – even if a consensus framework were adopted – teachers 

would need concrete examples of the chosen CT framework in action. The CT-UP-S design 

fulfills both of these goals by demonstrating the utility of operationalizing the Fraillon et al. 

(2019) CT framework as a structure to guide the creation of CT-PD offerings that directly 

engage teachers in the doing of CT by working through a sequence of CT practices to both 

understand and develop a solution for a complex SSI (Zeidler & Nichols, 2009). Additionally, 

most teachers who participated in CT-UP-S directly translated their experiences into the creation 

of curriculum for their science classrooms that implemented a process-based approach to CT by 

systematically integrating the practices in the Fraillon et al. (2019) framework. Second, given 

that CT-UP-S teachers both felt more confident in their ability to implement problem 

conceptualization activities (e.g. Systems mapping, Problem decomposition, Pattern recognition) 

and focused more of their actual implementation efforts on problem conceptualization, CT-PD 

designers will need to give special attention to building teachers’ self-efficacy with both creating 

unplugged algorithms to address a SSI and in supporting teachers in guiding their students 

through the algorithm creation process.   

Third, the unplugged and process-based approach to CT integration seems to offer three 

unique affordances. Integrating CT through unplugged activities alleviates teachers’ concerns 

about access to technology and their abilities to both learn and teach new software. In addition, 

decoupling the teaching of CT from programming/technology allows both teachers and students 

to center thinking, as opposed to technology (Li et al., 2020). This would seem to be the case for 

both teachers in study two and students in study three. All of the teachers who participated in 

CT-UP-S emphasized the utility of CT as a mental tool to facilitate problem-solving, and 

students in study three identified the value that they could see in implementing CT practices in a 
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variety of contexts. Finally, the unplugged and process-based approach to CT/content integration 

provides teachers with pedagogical tools in the form of content-agnostic-activities (e.g., Systems 

thinking via concept mapping, Problem decomposition via the Five Whys Protocol, Unplugged 

algorithm creation) that they can immediately deploy whenever they recognize “teachable 

moments.” The ability to infuse classrooms with CT practices on the spot stands in stark contrast 

to “traditional” CT activities that require specialized technologies, planning, and training. Thus, 

CT-PD designers may want to consider unplugged and process-based CT activities as a central 

component of their programs, rather than only using unplugged activities as a precursor to 

programming-based instruction. 

Fourth, educators’ concerns about their teaching context (e.g., Student abilities, 

Standards/Curriculum/Pacing, Administration and PLC support) was a common theme running 

through all three studies. Given that similar barriers have been cited in other CT integration 

manuscripts (Bower & Falkner, 2015; Chang & Peterson, 2018; Israel et al., 2015; Ling et al., 

2017; Lockwood & Mooney, 2018; McGinnis et al., 2020), there seems to be some consensus 

emerging about the challenges that teachers face when attempting to bring CT-infused 

curriculum to their students. Consequently, CT integration advocates will need to devote 

concerted efforts to elevating the importance of CT integration in the minds of school 

administrators and district and state boards of education. Additionally, designers of CT-PD must 

provide teachers access to experts in both CT and the teachers’ curriculum/standards to help 

teachers identify areas of their curriculum that are conducive to CT infusion and to support them 

in writing CT-infused lessons that can replace existing lessons. The creation of replacement 

lessons that directly address states’ content standards is one of the few strategies for combating 

teachers’ perceptions of CT infusion as “something extra” (Yadav et al., 2016).  
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With regard to teachers’ negative perceptions of their students’ abilities to participate in 

CT-infused lessons, Chang and Peterson (2018) recommend the inclusion of information on the 

role of bias in computing. Additionally, considering that teachers requested examples from 

classrooms, the author suggests that CT-PD designers be strategic in their choice of exemplars of 

CT integration; focusing on implementations with students who have alternative abilities 

(Morrison et al., 2020), are from underrepresented groups (Leonard et al., 2016), or are from 

socioeconomically disadvantaged backgrounds (Vakil, 2014). Another potential approach could 

be creating collaborative teams of teachers from the same district or school that can collectively 

problem-solve to adapt CT instruction to the unique needs of their students (Desimone, 2009; 

Eun, 2008). 

Lastly, both teachers’ and students’ content knowledge are an important consideration 

when planning and implementing process-based, unplugged, CT-infused activities. Given that 

the process-based approach to CT integration depends on deconstructing and deeply 

interrogating complex problems, a foundational understanding of the disciplinary content 

underpinning the SSI (Zeidler & Nichols, 2009) seems to be a prerequisite to meaningful 

participation. The importance of teachers’ knowledge of scientific concepts was a surprising 

finding in the second study, and the challenge of students’ insufficient background knowledge 

was both anticipated by teachers in the second study and experienced by teachers in the third 

study. Given that Anwar (2021) experienced similar curricular-knowledge-related challenges 

when supporting teachers in writing and implementing STEM infused lessons, it is possible that 

content knowledge may be a broader concern for initiatives that focus on teachers interacting 

with and writing curriculum for rich and complex tasks/problems. Thus, CT-PD designers who 

chose to follow the CT-UP-S model will need to ensure that teachers have the requisite subject 
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area knowledge needed to fully engage in the PD activities and to write process-based, CT-

infused curriculum for their students. Additionally, CT-PD providers who encourage teachers to 

implement a process-based CT approach will need to help teachers plan strategies for ensuring 

that their students have the required background knowledge to meaningfully engage in process-

based, CT-infused lessons. 

Directions for Future Research 

Bearing the findings of this dissertation in mind, the author offers the following 

suggestions for future research. First, the lack of research on both unplugged strategies for 

CT/content integration and design best-practices for CT-PD focused on inservice teachers is 

notable. Therefore, the author recommends that meta-analyses adhering to the standards 

described by the Campbell Collaboration (https://www.campbellcollaboration.org) be conducted 

for each topic to synthesize what is known and highlight literature gaps that need to be 

addressed. Second, the novelty of the process-based approach to CT integration calls for 

exploratory investigations of the potential affordances and challenges of implementing the 

Fraillon et al. (2019) framework as systematic guide for CT/content integration across a variety 

of disciplines. Psychometric investigations will be needed to further explore the influence of 

process-based CT integration on both teachers’ and students’ CT understanding and self-

efficacy, and a variety of methodologies will be needed to understand the role of 

content/curriculum knowledge in students’ and teachers’ ability to engage with and plan for 

process-based, CT/infused lessons. Third, the author highlights the need for comparative studies 

that explore whether or not specific CT practices may be more or less amenable to integration 

through unplugged activities, and exploratory studies to investigate potential Unplugged/Plugged 

hybrid models that operationalize unplugged activities as more than a precursor to programming. 
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Finally, qualitative studies will be needed to identify topics or “moments” that may be 

particularly ripe for CT integration, and to develop an understanding of how to support teachers 

in both recognizing those moments and deploying appropriate CT-initiating activities. 

Conclusion 

In 2006 Jeanette Wing famously wrote that “Computational thinking is a fundamental 

skill for everyone, not just for computer scientists. To reading, writing, and arithmetic, we should 

add computational thinking to every child’s analytical ability” (pg. 33). Through the ensuing 15 

years Wing and a multitude of other scholars have highlighted the centrality of CT and 

computational literacy to Twenty-first century life and have advocated for the necessity of 

making CT available to all students. Most CT advocates argue that access to CT for ALL students 

depends on integrating CT with disciplinary curricula. A necessary precursor to this integration 

is the development of a significant corps of teachers who understand CT and are confident in 

their abilities to include CT as a core component of their pedagogical toolboxes. Recognizing the 

absence of a consensus framework to guide CT/content integration and in light of the nascent 

nature of the literature pertaining to CT- PD and unplugged approaches to CT/science 

integration, through this dissertation the author sought to explore the impacts of CT-PD on 

inservice science teachers’ abilities to integrate CT with their science curriculum. In sum, the 

results of this dissertation indicate that teachers both need and want CT-PD focused on 

CT/science integration; demonstrates the promise of a process-based, unplugged approach to 

CT/science integration; describes exemplar implementations of process-based, unplugged, CT-

infused science lessons; and underscores the important role that teachers’ context plays in their 

ability to bring CT-infused science to their students. Though this dissertation expands the 

collective understanding of the challenges teachers face regarding CT/science integration and 
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hints at promising new directions for CT integration research and practice, it is but “a drop in the 

bucket.” As so succinctly stated by Li and colleagues (2020), “Integrating CT with disciplinary 

education in STEM has scarcely been explored … There are abundant opportunities for 

exploration in both research and instruction, not because we can build on a solid, existing 

foundation, but because we know so little” (pg. 161). Construction of this solid foundation will 

only proceed as researchers and educators bend and break the boundaries of the currently-

accepted methods of CT integration to demonstrate the possibility of new approaches. With each 

new method developed and disseminated, a new tool is added to educators’ pedagogical 

toolboxes, another brick is laid in the foundation of our CT integration understanding, and 

another path is cut towards a computationally-literate future.   
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Appendix A: Computational Thinking Conceptualizations, Barriers, and Supports 

Questionnaire 

Question Format Logic 

1. Have you heard of computational thinking?  Yes/No Yes - Proceed to 2 
No - Skip to 4 
 

2. Have you had professional development relating to 
computational thinking? 
 

Yes/No Yes – Proceed to 3 
No – Skip to 5 
 

3. Who provided your computational thinking professional 
development? 
 

Open Response Skip to 5 

4. What comes to mind when you hear the term computational 
thinking? 
 

Open Response Skip to 6 

5. How would you define computational thinking? 
 

Open Response Proceed to 6 

6. How important do you think it is to integrate computational 
thinking into science classrooms? 
 

Likert (1-5): Not 
important – Very 
important 

N/A 

7. What role do you think computational thinking plays in fostering 
science learning? 
 

Open Response N/A 

8. Which of the following do you see as being the biggest barriers 
to integrating computational thinking in your current curriculum. 
Select your top 3. 
 

Multiple Selection N/A 

a. I don’t understand CT (Bower & Falkner, 2015) 
 

  

b. My students aren’t academically prepared for CT-infused lessons 
(Chang & Peterson, 2018) 

 

  

c. I don’t understand how CT aligns with my content (Ling et al., 
2017) 

 

  

d. I don’t have room in my curriculum (McGinnis et al., 2020) 
 

  

e. I don’t have access to the necessary Technology (Israel et al., 
2015) 

  

  

f. I’m not comfortable with technology (Israel et al., 2015) 
 

  

g. Lack of administration support (Lockwood & Mooney, 2018) 
 

  

h. I don’t think CT will benefit my students (Author Generated) 
 

  

i. Other 
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9. Please explain why your selections in the previous question are 
the biggest barriers to integrating computational thinking with your 
existing curriculum. 
 

Open Response N/A 

10. What types of professional support would you need in order to 
integrate computational thinking into your curriculum? 

Open Response N/A 
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Appendix B: Chapter 2 Coding Scheme 

 
Definitions of Computational Thinking 
 
Code                               Frequency 
Example Quotation 
 
Specific way of thinking (Category)   46 
 
Thinking like a computer   18 
Thinking in a computer like manner. 
 
Logical thinking    10 
Logical, ordered thinking 
 
Mental calculations    9 
Working out problems in your head. 
 
Computer aided thinking   5 
Using a computer to do your thinking for you. 
 
Higher order thinking    2 
Higher order thinking 
 
Analytical thinking    2 
Analytical thinking 
 
Solving problems with computers or specific CT Practices (Category) 33 
 
Prada to solve problems   10 
A problem solving approach that can be put into an algorithm 
 
Solving problems with computers   9 
Using computers to solve complex problems. 
 
Algorithmic/structured problem solving   8 
Processing a problem in a logical and sequential manner. 
 
Canonical definition    6 
Problem solving using the format a computer could follow. 
 
Related to math or data (Category)   28 
 
Quantitative analysis    16 
Applying numerical analysis to thought. 
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Math    6 
Math 
 
Solving math problems   6 
Solving math problems. 
 
General problem solving (Category)   20 
 
Logical problem solving   10 
Problem solving and answering questions using logistical methods. 
 
Interdisciplinary problem solving   6 
Taking knowledge and content from various areas and combining them to solve a unique 
problem in a unique manner. 
 
Solving problems    4 
A way to problem-solve. 
 
Specific Pedagogy (Category)   5 
 
Project-based learning    3 
Having students engage in problem-based learning. 
 
Engineering design process   2 
The engineering design process. 
 
Unsure    3 
 
Unsure    3 
I don't know. 
 
Computers    2 
 
Computers    2 
Computers 
 
The Role of Computational Thinking in Science Education 
 
To build problem solving skills (Category)  31 
 
Structure for problem solving   22 
Students need a process for problem solving and computational thinking  
could help students develop a process for their problem solving. 
 
Builds problem solving skills   9 
Computational thinking trains students to actively solve problems instead  
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of just memorizing information. 
 
To facilitate authentic science experiences (Category)  28 
 
Facilitates authentic science   15 
Teaches them how science is done in the real world. 
 
Facilitates interdisciplinary problem solving   7 
It would take a transfer of knowledge and making it applicable to approaching  
a solution to the problem. 
 
Real world application   3 
Makes learning relevant to the 21st century; increases scope outside of the  
classroom and into the real world. 
 
Understanding data    3 
It allows them to train their brain to think critically through problems from  
a data focused perspective. Being able to collect and interpret data is extremely important. 
 
To develop student thinking (Category)    19 
 
Develop critical thinking   15 
Improve ability to think logically and improve critical thinking skills. 
 
Supports decision making   4 
Gathering lots of information and make a decision. 
 
To support classroom learning (Category)   8 
 
Deepens conceptual understanding   5 
Being able to solve a problem logically/rationally could help students  
better understand science. 
 
To enrich students    1 
I use it as a discovery class with my advanced students which are those that are  
at or above grade level. It works great with them. 
 
Addresses learning styles   1 
Helps students blend different learning styles. 
 
Builds student ownership   1 
Allowing students to take ownership of their learning let's them be able to  
retain the information because they played a part in deriving the answer. 
 
To support career preparation (Category)   5 
Career preparation    5 
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It prepares students for what they will eventually need to be able to do  
when pursuing careers within STEM disciplines. 
 
Other    4 
 
Other    4 
Students must understand that actions have reactions. 
 
The Role of Computational Thinking in Science Education132 
 
Teacher-level Barriers (Theme) 
 
Lack of CT Understanding (Category)    98 
 
I don't understand CT    53 
I do not know what computational thinking is so I am not sure how to integrate  
it into my curriculum. 
 
I need CTPD    28 
I need to attend some seminars or workshops. 
 
I don't understand curriculum alignment   10 
I don't quite see how it could potentially fit into my curriculum yet. 
 
I don't understand benefit of CT for students   7 
I would need to see how it would benefit my Physics students. 
 
Teacher Perceptions of Students (Category)   28 
 
My students aren't academically prepared   26 
My students struggle in reading and math so getting them to think step by step is very 
challenging. 
 
My students aren't interested in tech   1 
My students are not very interested on technology. 
 
My students are distracted by tech   1 
Many students seem to be distracted by the devices even when technology  
is appropriately used at the student's level. 
 
Discomfort with technology (Category)   6 
 
I am uncomfortable with coding/tech   5 
I struggle with the concept of coding and computer based problem solving myself. 
 
I am uncomfortable with new teaching strategies  1 
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Most teachers are unwilling to try new things. 
 
Systemic Barriers (Theme) 

66 
Curriculum and Testing (Category)   32 
 
There is no room in my curriculum   23 
With the amount of content that must be taught in my class (Biology), there is  
not much time for other materials. 
 
State standards and testing   7 
State testing and curriculum dictates how lessons will be ran in the classroom. 
 
Curriculum focused on content over thinking  2 
I think because our curriculum isn't very thinking based in general it's hard to  
integrate all of the science disciplines that we want students to have. 
 
Access to Resources (Category)   22 
 
I do not have access to technology   17 
I am from a rural area so of course technology and internet access are barriers. 
 
I do not have adequate funding   5 
Access to resources needed which will take monies we do not have. 
 
School Culture (Category)   7 
 
Lack of administration support/ Admin focused on testing  3 
However, even if I did have a good understanding, my administration is,  
generally, not supportive of implementing things that they believe will take  
away from test preparation. 
 
Outside of my school culture   3 
I have been going against the status quo for years only to be forced to adhere  
to common practices. 
 
My classes are too large   1 
Class size 
 
Inadequate planning time (Category)   5 
 
I don't have time to write curriculum   3 
Without time, I cannot develop good resources. 
 
I don't have time to research CT   2 
Unfortunately, I do not have a lot of time to research & try to figure out  
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ways to implement a new a new method at this time. 
 
Professional Support to Overcome Identified Barriers 
 
Overcoming Teacher-level Barriers (Theme) 
 
To Build CT Pedagogy (Category)    74 
 
How to implement/integrate CT   29 
How it can be integrated into the high school classroom. 
 
Model lessons    22 
Lesson plans for biology. 
 
Mentoring    10 
Continuing support for questions or misunderstanding that might arise. 
 
CT best practices    6 
PD based on proven CT experiences. 
 
CT practice    3 
A lot of doing activities myself. I'd need to learn first before I could teach. 
 
Observing CT lessons    2 
Seeing someone model CT in a classroom. 
 
Examples from classrooms   2 
A professional teacher that has done this in their classroom and their outcomes. 
 
To Address Lack of CT Understanding (Category)   63 
 
PD on what is CT    53 
I would need a better understanding of the concept. 
 
Anything would help    6 
Anything would help. 
 
Quality pd    4 
Extensive professional development. 
 
To Address Discomfort with technology     11 
 
Technology support and training   11 
Need technology support and training to properly integrate this into my curriculum. 
Systemic Barriers 

29 
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Overcoming Systemic Barriers (Theme) 
 
To Address Curriculum and Testing (Category)  17 
 
PD on how to align with state standards   9 
PD specifically designed to show how to integrate within state curriculum. 
 
Support from administration   6 
I would need the support of the central office. 
 
Flexibility in assessment   2 
More flexibility in how students are assessed in science: ie, measure science  
literacy skills in addition to science concepts. 
 
To Address School Culture (Category)    6 
 
CTPD for ALL teachers   3 
I need for my 6th and 7th grade science colleague to add depth and  
computational thinking into their curriculums. 
 
Structures for collaboration   3 
There should be integration meeting on CT between Science and Math teachers. 
 
To Address Access to Resources   4 
 
Technology resources    4 
I would need access to laptops. 
 
To Address Adequate Time to Plan   2 
 
Time to write CT-infused curricula   2 
I think I would need the opportunity to critically look at the current  
curriculum and find ways to make CT into lessons. 
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Appendix C: CT-UP-S Daily Activities 

Content, focal question, and primary activity for each day of CT-UP-S. 
 

Overarching Question: How can computational thinking be used to produce solutions to 
complex problems? 

 
Day Question and Fraillon Content “Student” Activity 

 
Monday What is computational thinking  - Brainstorm a list of 

and how can it be used to solve  ecosystems. For each 
 complex problems?  ecosystem, brainstorm a list 

of human disturbances. Select 
an ecosystem and  
disturbance as the focus of 
the week’s project. 

Fraillon et al. Overview of the framework  
     
Tuesday How does CT help us understand - Brainstorm a list of all of 

complex problems? the components of the chosen 
ecosystem, including: inputs 

   outputs, and emergent 
phenomena. 

Fraillon et al.  Conceptualizing Problems - Create a concept map 
1.1 - Knowing about and  depicting the relationships in 
understanding [digital] systems. the system and the 
1.2 - Formulating and analyzing  conversion of inputs into 
problems. outputs.  

- Identify the boundaries of 
the system and rules that may 
govern its functioning. 
- Use the map to identify and 
isolate the human disturbance 
and the chain of interactions 
that lead to an undesirable 

   consequence. 
   - Create a tree chart to 

identify possible reasons for 
the human disturbance. 

     
Wednesday What data do you need to  - Identify multiple forms of 

understand trends and patterns  data that would provide a 
in a system? deeper understanding of the  

   problem at hand. 
   - Develop strategies for 

obtaining the desired data. 
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Fraillon et al. Conceptualizing Problems - Create sample tables to
 1.3 - Collecting and representing organize relevant data and 
 relevant data.  develop potential 

visualizations of the relevant 
data. 
- Discuss how computer 
simulations may  
enhance understanding of the 
problem. 

  
Thursday What sort of algorithms can be - Concisely state the problem 

created to address a problem? to be solved, its contributing 
factors, and stakeholders. 
- Brainstorm a list of 
potential elements of a 
solution.  

Fraillon et al. Operationalizing Solutions - Create a flow chart 
 2.1 - Planning and evaluating depicting a potential  

solutions. algorithmic solution to the 
2.2 - Developing algorithms, problem  
programs, and interfaces. - Present the problem and 

algorithmic solution to 
another team for feedback 
and make revisions.  

  
Friday How can multiple, specific  - Teams pair up, compare 

solutions be synthesized into a  problems and algorithmic 
single, broadly-applicable  solutions, identify  

 solution?  commonalities, and 
synthesize their two 

   algorithms into a single 
algorithm that could address 
both problems. 

Fraillon et al. Operationalizing Solutions - Teams modify the synthetic 
2.1 - Planning and evaluating  algorithm to include a loop 
solutions.  and a conditional statement.  

 2.2 - Developing algorithms,   
 programs, and interfaces.   
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Appendix D: Pre-survey Administered Prior to CT-UP-S 

The following questions will gather information about your exposure to the field of computational 
thinking. 
 
1. Had you heard the term “computational thinking” before learning about this professional development? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
2. Did you do any research on computational thinking as a result of being selected to participate in this 
professional development? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
3. Have you had other professional development relating to computational thinking? 

a. Yes (Continue to 4) 
b. No (Skip to 6) 

 
4. Who provided your professional development related to computational thinking? 

a. Your school district. 
b. Other (Please identify the professional development provider) _____. 

 
5. How were you taught to teach computational thinking? 

a. Through code-based activities 
b. Through code-free (unplugged) activities 
c. Through a combination of code-based and unplugged activities. 

 
6. How would you define computational thinking? 
 
7. How important do you think it is to integrate computational thinking in science classrooms? (Likert) 
 
8. What role do you think computational thinking plays in fostering students’ science learning? 
 
9. Into which of your curriculum topics do you think you could integrate computational thinking? 
 
10. What strategies do you think you could use to integrate computational thinking into your existing 
curriculum? 
 
11. Which of the following do you see as being the biggest barriers to integrating computational thinking 
into your existing science curriculum? Please select your top three. 

a. I don’t fully understand CT. 
b. There isn’t room in my curriculum for CT. 
c. I don’t have access to the technology needed to incorporate CT. 
d. I am not comfortable with the technology needed to integrate CT. 
e. My students are not academically prepared for CT-infused lessons. 
f. I do not think that CT will benefit my students. 
g. My administration does not support curriculum additions that they believe will take time away 

from preparing students for state standardized tests. 
h. I don’t understand how CT aligns with my content. 
i. Other _____ 
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12. Please rank your identified barriers and explain your rankings. 
 

DIRECTIONS: 
 
For each of the following statements, please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree.  
  

Strongly 
Disagree  Disagree  

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree  

Agree  Strongly 
Agree  

Computational thinking involves ...      
1. Solving problems ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

2. Using heuristics/algorithms ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

3. Logical thinking ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

4. Thinking like a computer ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

5. Coding/programming ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

6. Doing mathematics ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

7. Using computers (e.g., office 
tools such as Word and 
PowerPoint) 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

8. Knowing how to use a 
computer ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

9. Using technology in your 
teaching ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

10. Playing online games ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

 
For each of the following statements, please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree. 
 
Even though some statements are very similar, please answer each statement. There are no 
"right" or "wrong" answers. The only correct responses are those that are true for you. Whenever 
possible, let the things that have happened to you help make your choice 
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Directions: Please respond to these questions regarding your feelings about your 
own teaching 
 

  
Strongly 
Disagree  Disagree  

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree  

Agree  Strongly 
Agree  

1. I feel confident that I understand 
CT practices well enough to 
effectively integrate them in my 
science curriculum. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

2. I feel confident that I have the 
skills necessary to integrate CT 
practices in my science 
instruction. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

3. I feel confident that I can 
successfully teach relevant 
science content with appropriate 
inclusion of CT practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

4. I feel confident in my ability to 
evaluate CT activities for use in 
science teaching and learning. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

5. I feel confident in my ability to 
create CT-infused science 
curriculum for my classroom. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

6. I feel confident that I can use 
correct CT terminology when 
directing students’ CT learning. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

7. I feel confident that I can help 
students when they have 
difficulty with CT-infused 
activities. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

8. I feel confident that I can 
motivate my students to 
participate in CT-infused lessons. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

9. I feel confident that I can mentor 
students in appropriate uses of 
CT practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

10. I feel confident that I can 
consistently and effectively 
integrate CT practices in my 
instruction. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

11. I feel confident that I can provide 
individual feedback to students 
during CT-infused activities. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

12. I feel confident that I can 
regularly incorporate CT into my ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
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lessons when appropriate to 
student learning. 

13. I feel confident about selecting 
appropriate CT activities that 
align with my curriculum 
standards. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

14. I feel confident about assigning 
and grading CT-based work. ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

15. I feel confident about collecting 
and analyzing data from student 
CT products to improve my 
instructional practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

16. I feel confident that I will be 
comfortable integrating CT into 
my teaching. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

17. I feel confident that I can be 
responsive to students’ learning 
needs while they are  engaged in 
CT-infused lessons. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

18. I feel confident that, as time goes 
by, my ability to integrate CT 
into my science curriculum will 
improve. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

19. I feel confident that I can 
continue to integrate CT into my 
science curriculum  even when I 
am opposed by skeptical 
colleagues. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

 
42. What do you hope to get out of this professional development? 
 
43. What would you like to learn through this professional development? 
 
44. What was your motivation to attend this professional development? 
 
45. How long have you been teaching science in total? 

a. 1-2 years 
b. 3-5 years 
c. 6-10 years 
d. 11-20 years 
e. 21 or more years 

 
46. What type of science do you primarily teach? 

a. Life science 
b. Earth science 
c. Physical science 

 
47. What level of school do you currently work in? 

a. Middle school 
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b. Junior high school 
c. High school 
d. K-12 school 
e. Other __________________ 

 
48. Which of the following best describes your current school? 

a. Urban - City population of more than 50,000 residents. 
b. Suburban - City population less than 50,000 residents connected to an urban area. 
c. Rural - City population of less than 2,500 residents. 

 
49. What is your gender? 

a. Female 
b. Male 
c. Non-Binary 
d. Other _____ 
e. Prefer not to respond 

 
50. What is your race/ethnicity? 

a. American Indian or Alaskan Native 
b. Asian 
c. Black or African American 
d. Hispanic or Latino 
e. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
f. White 

 
51. How old are you?  

a. 20-24 
b. 25-29 
c. 30-34 
d. 35-39 
e. 40-49 
f. 50-59 
g. 60+ 

 
52. What is the highest level of education you have obtained? 

a. Bachelor’s degree 
b. Some Master’s coursework 
c. Master of Art in Teaching (MAT) 
d. Master of Education (M.Ed.) 
e. Discipline-Specific Master’s Degree (e.g. M.A., M.S., M.B.A.) 
f. Some Ph.D. coursework 
g. Ph.D. 
h. Ed.D. 
i. Specialist Certification 
j. Other _________________ 

 
53. Were you a lateral entry/Alternative licensure teacher? 

a. Yes 
b. No 
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54. Please create a three-digit ID number. This number will allow us to connect all of the materials that 
you submit without connecting the materials directly to you. You will use this number on all future 
survey/artifact submissions. 
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Appendix E: Post-survey Administered at the Conclusion of CT-UP-S 

The following questions will gather information about your exposure to the field of computational 
thinking. 
 
1. Please provide your self-generated, three digit ID. 
 
2. How would you define computational thinking? 
 
3. How important do you think it is to integrate computational thinking in science classrooms? (Likert) 
 
4. What role do you think computational thinking plays in fostering students’ science learning? 
 
5. Into which of your curriculum topics do you think you could integrate computational thinking? 
 
6. What strategies do you think you could use to integrate computational thinking into your existing 
curriculum? 
 
7. Which of the following do you see as being the biggest barriers to integrating computational thinking 
into your existing science curriculum? Please select your top three. 

j. I don’t fully understand CT. 
k. There isn’t room in my curriculum for CT. 
l. I don’t have access to the technology needed to incorporate CT. 
m. I am not comfortable with the technology needed to integrate CT. 
n. My students are not academically prepared for CT-infused lessons. 
o. I do not think that CT will benefit my students. 
p. My administration does not support curriculum additions that they believe will take time away 

from preparing students for state standardized tests. 
q. I don’t understand how CT aligns with my content. 
r. Other _____ 

 
8. Please rank your identified barriers and explain your rankings. 
 

DIRECTIONS: 
 
For each of the following statements, please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree.  
  

Strongly 
Disagree  Disagree  

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree  

Agree  Strongly 
Agree  

Computational thinking involves ...      
1. Solving problems ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

2. Using heuristics/algorithms ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

3. Logical thinking ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
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4. Thinking like a computer ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

5. Coding/programming ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

6. Doing mathematics ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

7. Using computers (e.g., office 
tools such as Word and 
PowerPoint) 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

8. Knowing how to use a 
computer ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

9. Using technology in your 
teaching ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

10. Playing online games ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

 
For each of the following statements, please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree. 
 
Even though some statements are very similar, please answer each statement. There are no 
"right" or "wrong" answers. The only correct responses are those that are true for you. Whenever 
possible, let the things that have happened to you help make your choice 
 
 
Directions: Please respond to these questions regarding your feelings about your 
own teaching 
 

  
Strongly 
Disagree  Disagree  

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree  

Agree  Strongly 
Agree  

1. I feel confident that I understand 
CT practices well enough to 
effectively integrate them in my 
science curriculum. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

2. I feel confident that I have the 
skills necessary to integrate CT 
practices in my science 
instruction. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

3. I feel confident that I can 
successfully teach relevant ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
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science content with appropriate 
inclusion of CT practices. 

4. I feel confident in my ability to 
evaluate CT activities for use in 
science teaching and learning. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

5. I feel confident in my ability to 
create CT-infused science 
curriculum for my classroom. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

6. I feel confident that I can use 
correct CT terminology when 
directing students’ CT learning. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

7. I feel confident that I can help 
students when they have 
difficulty with CT-infused 
activities. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

8. I feel confident that I can 
motivate my students to 
participate in CT-infused lessons. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

9. I feel confident that I can mentor 
students in appropriate uses of 
CT practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

10. I feel confident that I can 
consistently and effectively 
integrate CT practices in my 
instruction. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

11. I feel confident that I can provide 
individual feedback to students 
during CT-infused activities. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

12. I feel confident that I can 
regularly incorporate CT into my 
lessons when appropriate to 
student learning. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

13. I feel confident about selecting 
appropriate CT activities that 
align with my curriculum 
standards. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

14. I feel confident about assigning 
and grading CT-based work. ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

15. I feel confident about collecting 
and analyzing data from student 
CT products to improve my 
instructional practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

16. I feel confident that I will be 
comfortable integrating CT into 
my teaching. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

17. I feel confident that I can be 
responsive to students’ learning 
needs while they are  engaged in 
CT-infused lessons. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
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18. I feel confident that, as time goes 
by, my ability to integrate CT 
into my science curriculum will 
improve. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

19. I feel confident that I can 
continue to integrate CT into my 
science curriculum  even when I 
am opposed by skeptical 
colleagues. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

 
42. Please rank the following CT practices according to how easy you think they will be to integrate 
in your classroom. Rank number 1 should be the practice that you think will be easiest to integrate. 
 Systems thinking 
 Pattern recognition 
 Abstraction 
 Problem decomposition 
 Algorithm creation 
 Data use 
 
43. Please explain your first and last ranking. 
 
44. Rank the practices according to how much you think they will benefit your students. Rank 
number 1 should be the practice you think will most benefit your students. 
 Systems thinking 
 Pattern recognition 
 Abstraction 
 Problem decomposition 
 Algorithm creation 
 Data use 
 
45. Please explain why you believe the practice you ranked as number 1 will most benefit your 
students. 
 
46. Is algorithm creation an essential component of teaching students CT? Why or why not? 
 
47. Which PD activities do you feel most impacted your understanding of CT? 
 
48. Which PD activities do you feel most prepared you to integrate CT into your science curriculum? 
 
49. What were the most useful aspects of this professional development program? 
 
50. What suggestions can you provide to improve this professional development program? 
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Appendix F: Delayed-post-survey Administered Three Months After CT-UP-S 

1. Please provide your self-generated, three digit ID 
 

2. How would you define computational thinking? 
 

3. How important do you think it is to integrate computational thinking into science classrooms? 
(Likert Scale 1-5) 
 

4. Which of the following do you see as being the biggest barriers to integrating computational 
thinking into your existing science curriculum? Please select your top three. 
a. I don’t fully understand CT. 
b. There isn’t room in my curriculum for CT. 
c. I don’t have access to the technology needed to incorporate CT. 
d. I am not comfortable with the technology needed to integrate CT. 
e. My students are not academically prepared for CT-infused lessons. 
f. I do not think that CT will benefit my students. 
g. My administration does not support curriculum additions that they believe will take time 

away from preparing students for state standardized tests. 
h. I don’t understand how CT aligns with my content. 
i. Other _____ 

 
5. Between our PD in August and the first of October, how frequently have you integrated concepts 

discussed during the summer, computational thinking professional development program? 
a. Never 
b. 1-2 Times 
c. 3-5 Times 
d. Weekly 

 
6. How did your students respond to the CT activities? 

 
7. If you implemented the materials that you developed during the PD, what did you implement and 

how did it go? If you did not implement the materials from the program, why not? 
 

8. Did you integrate concepts from the professional development program into other materials for 
your classroom? 

a. Yes (Continue to 6) 
b. No (Skip to 7) 

 
9. Please list the practices you integrated in your classroom and explain how they were used. 

 
10. Did you encounter any barriers to integrating computational thinking in your existing science 

curriculum? 
a. Yes (Continue to 8) 
b. No (Skip to 9) 

 
11. Please describe any barriers you encountered when attempting to integrate computational 

thinking into your existing science curriculum.  
 

12. What sorts of continuing support or professional development would you need to increase your 
confidence in computational thinking/science integration? 
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DIRECTIONS: 

 
For each of the following statements, please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree.  
  

Strongly 
Disagree  Disagree  

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree  

Agree  Strongly 
Agree  

Computational thinking involves ...      
1. Solving problems ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

2. Using heuristics/algorithms ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

3. Logical thinking ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

4. Thinking like a computer ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

5. Coding/programming ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

6. Doing mathematics ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

7. Using computers (e.g., office 
tools such as Word and 
PowerPoint) 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

8. Knowing how to use a 
computer ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

9. Using technology in your 
teaching ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

10. Playing online games ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

 
DIRECTIONS: 

 
For each of the following statements, please indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree. 
 
Even though some statements are very similar, please answer each statement. There are no 
"right" or "wrong" answers. The only correct responses are those that are true for you. Whenever 
possible, let the things that have happened to you help make your choice 
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Directions: Please respond to these questions regarding your feelings about your 
own teaching 
 

  
Strongly 
Disagree  Disagree  

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree  

Agree  Strongly 
Agree  

1. I feel confident that I understand 
CT practices well enough to 
effectively integrate them in my 
science curriculum. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

2. I feel confident that I have the 
skills necessary to integrate CT 
practices in my science 
instruction. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

3. I feel confident that I can 
successfully teach relevant 
science content with appropriate 
inclusion of CT practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

4. I feel confident in my ability to 
evaluate CT activities for use in 
science teaching and learning. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

5. I feel confident in my ability to 
create CT-infused science 
curriculum for my classroom. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

6. I feel confident that I can use 
correct CT terminology when 
directing students’ CT learning. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

7. I feel confident that I can help 
students when they have 
difficulty with CT-infused 
activities. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

8. I feel confident that I can 
motivate my students to 
participate in CT-infused lessons. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

9. I feel confident that I can mentor 
students in appropriate uses of 
CT practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

10. I feel confident that I can 
consistently and effectively 
integrate CT practices in my 
instruction. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

11. I feel confident that I can provide 
individual feedback to students 
during CT-infused activities. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

12. I feel confident that I can 
regularly incorporate CT into my ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
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lessons when appropriate to 
student learning. 

13. I feel confident about selecting 
appropriate CT activities that 
align with my curriculum 
standards. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

14. I feel confident about assigning 
and grading CT-based work. ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

15. I feel confident about collecting 
and analyzing data from student 
CT products to improve my 
instructional practices. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

16. I feel confident that I will be 
comfortable integrating CT into 
my teaching. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

17. I feel confident that I can be 
responsive to students’ learning 
needs while they are  engaged in 
CT-infused lessons. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

18. I feel confident that, as time goes 
by, my ability to integrate CT 
into my science curriculum will 
improve. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 

19. I feel confident that I can 
continue to integrate CT into my 
science curriculum  even when I 
am opposed by skeptical 
colleagues. 

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
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Appendix G: Daily Reflection Journal Prompts 

Day 1 

1. What is CT? 

2. How do you think CT might be useful to your students or in your classroom? 

Day 2 

1. How has your thinking about CT changed? 

2. How do you think the work we did today (systems and decomposition) could be 

implemented in your classroom? 

3. What questions have arisen? 

Day 3 

1. How is your understanding of CT and its relationship to your curriculum changing? 

2. What points of connection are you beginning to see? 

3. What barriers do you anticipate in bringing this back to your classroom?  

Day 4 

1. Do you think integrating CT in your curriculum will benefit your students? 

2. How do you think your students will respond to you engaging them in CT-infused 

curriculum? 
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Appendix H: Chapter 3 Coding Scheme 
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Appendix I: End of Study Interview Protocol 

1. Were you able to implement any or all of the curriculum that you wrote this summer? 

2. If yes, how did it go? 

3. If no, why were you not able to implement the curriculum? 

4. What sorts of challenges (If any) did you encounter while trying to bring CT to your 

students? 

5. In general, how do you feel about your ability to integrate CT with your course content? 

6. Which practices do you feel particularly good about? 

7. Which practices do you still feel like you need to work on? 

8. Have you tried to integrate CT into anything other than the curriculum that you wrote this 

summer? 

9. Are there any big ideas from the PD that you think will impact your teaching going 

forward? 

10. What sort of support would you need in order to bring more CT to your students? 
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Appendix J: Chapter 4 Coding Scheme 

IMPG Domain (Green), 
Categories (Blue), and 
Codes (White) 

Frequency Code Definition Example Quote 

Personal Domain: 
Disposition and CT 
integration self-efficacy 

77 
  

Perceived self-efficacy 26 
  

Low CT self-efficacy 14 Teacher lacks confidence 
in either integrating CT 
(generally) or in 
integrating a specific CT 
practice. 

I think I will struggle to bring this to my 
students because my knowledge is still 
surface level and I don't want to confuse 
them. 

High CT self-efficacy 5 Teacher exhibits 
confidence in either 
integrating CT (generally) 
or in integrating a specific 
CT practice. 

I feel pretty comfortable, and I feel like, you 
know, I don't need to approach this as like, 
you know, they don't need to be making 
computer ready algorithms, right, long as 
they're understanding the basics then they're 
gonna be getting some benefit from it. 

Barrier - Scared to 
change practice 

7 Teacher indicates that they 
are scared to change their 
approach to teaching 

I am afraid to change what I have been 
doing. 

Perceived benefits to 
students 

51 
  

CT is valuable because it 
prepares students to solve 
complex problems 

41 Teacher believes that CT 
will prepare their students 
to solve complex 
problems. 

CT allows students to think about problems 
and the ways they are addressed in the real 
world. It disallows the thought process that 
things can be solved by simply "doing 
something" stopping something" "changing 
something". 

CT could support student 
learning 

10 Teacher believes that CT 
will support student 
learning, however, this is 
expressed as a belief. Not 
spoken from experience. 

This also helps with learning new concepts 
because students are able to learn every 
aspect of an idea and can easily make sense 
of divergent and evaluative questions. 

Change Environment 64 
  

Oppositional school 
culture 

59 
  

Barrier - Lack of support 
from Administration and 
PLC 

35 Teacher identifies either 
their PLC or their 
administration as a barrier 
to CT/science integration. 

My administration would only want to see 
how my students will do in the end of grade 
test. This means if I use this in the 
classroom, I have to also make sure that my 
students would show growth and pass their 
EOG. 
 
and 
 
The major barrier was the pushback I 
received from my PLC teammates. They 
were not open to trying something new that 
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they really do not have a lot of knowledge 
about.  

Barrier - State testing and 
curriculum pacing 

24 Teacher expresses 
concerns related to state 
curriculum, state testing, 
or lack of time related to 
either. 

Time is always a constraint in the biology 
curriculum. 

Supportive school culture 5 
  

Sufficient time 3 Teacher gives evidence of 
a lack of time constraints. 

Author: How long did you work on this? 
Teacher: Like seven to ten days. 

Conducive curriculum 2 Teacher describes her 
curriculum as focused on 
solving big problems or 
gives evidence that 
problem based learning is 
pervasive in their 
classroom or school. 

And so well, I've got two different courses. 
And one we are finishing up a unit about 
space and its effect on the body. And so the 
kids are designing innovations that will help 
help us establish colonies on Mars. And, and 
then the other classes doing vaccines and 
how vaccines work so those are your two IB 
classes. Their honors project lead the way 
classes 

Domain of Practice: 
Implementation 

71 
  

Implementation 28 
  

Integrated 
implementation 

19 Evidence of 
implementation in the 
context of disciplinary 
content 

We are now on chemicals. And I know soon 
enough, I have to discuss with them also the 
effects of chemicals, the harmful chemicals 
in the environment. I know we're gonna do 
that again. And I want them to be able to 
think clearly on that one. I think that one 
right there is, especially when they're solving 
problems like that, like the impact in the 
environment. So what cost is in those things, 
those are the ones that are making them 
think more instead of other things that we 
need to memorize. 

Non-integrated 
implementation 

5 Teachers provides 
evidence of an 
implementation outside of 
their disciplinary content. 

So I haven't yet gotten to the actual 
curriculum that we created specifically, as 
ours that was relating to ecology and the 
very last thing I teach, but I did the first 
week of school, I did something similar to 
what we had done with tardies, I think. But I 
did it with cell phones. 

No implementation 2 Teacher indicates that they 
have not attempted any CT 
activities with their 
students. 

I have not yet actually the lesson plan that 
we made. We haven't gotten to that standard 
yet. Okay. I had great high goals for myself 
to use some computational things with even 
the beginning of school this year and just did 
not, did not carry through. 

Barrrier - Didn't have full 
curriculum 

2 Teacher indicates that 
their group did not 
produce fully-written 
curriculum at CT-UP-S 

I'm not trying to throw my group under the 
bus. We, when we were in workshop, we 
kind of were getting off topic, and not able 
to come to consensus, a true method and that 
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I thought would be ready and available for 
me to go into my place when we can see it. 

Teachers feel confident 
in their ability to 
implement problem 
conceptualization 

25 
  

High self-efficacy: 
Decomposition 

18 Teacher indicates that they 
feel good about 
implementing problem 
decomposition. 

I think I can best model problem 
decomposition with students and assist them 
in this practice. 

High self-efficacy: 
Pattern recognition 

7 Teacher indicates that they 
feel good about 
implementing pattern 
recognition. 

A huge part of my content is recognizing 
patterns, so it isn't a huge leap for me. 

Teachers lack confidence 
in guiding their students 
through operationalizing 
solutions via algorithms 

18 
  

Low self-efficacy: 
Algorithms 

13 Teacher indicates that they 
lack confidence in 
implementing algorithms 
with their students. 

I am still struggling with algorithm creation. 

Low self-efficacy: 
Abstraction 

5 Teacher indicates that they 
lack confidence in 
implementing abstraction 
with their students. 

Abstraction was the most difficult 
component for me, and I think my students 
will also struggle. 

Domain of 
Consequence: 
Experience 

44 
  

First implementation was 
a success 

20 
  

First implementation 
received a positive 
reception from students 

12 Teacher indicates that 
students enjoyed their first 
CT experience or that the 
first implementation went 
smoothly. 

I was really impressed what they [students] 
came up with. 

CT supports student 
learning: Based on 
experience 

8 Teacher provides evidence 
of enhanced student 
learning. 

My co-teacher and I agree that the stream 
study reports were the best we have had. 
Students understood systems that impact 
water quality and fish sustainability in the 
Pamlico Sound. They could connect our 
streams in Raleigh to impacts 250 miles 
downstream. 

Experience - First 
implementation was 
difficult 

24 
  

Significant support 
needed 

8 Teacher indicates that 
students needed significant 
help engaging in CT-
infused activities. 

They required a lot of scaffolding to get 
them to do what I wanted them to do. 
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Took a long time 5 Teacher indicates that 
their first implementation 
took longer than expected. 

It took twice as long as I would have liked. 

Students unaccustomed 
to thinking deeply 

4 Teacher indicates that 
students struggled 
dissecting the root causes 
of a problem. 

The kids, and I'm not so sure why, but they 
are not really used to be asked another Why? 
They just, they just want, just because. But 
why? I think we need to ask them more. So 
they can think more.  

Student pushback 4 Teacher indicates that 
students resisted CT-
infused activities. 

Initially, it was a failure. They [students] 
were like you gotta be crazy. 

Insufficient background 
knowledge 

3 Indicates that students 
lacked the background 
knowledge needed to 
engage in CT-infused 
science activities. 

Okay. Not great. I think one of the things 
that I put in my survey was, I think that kind 
of like, in this was one of the things we also 
talked about over the summer, like having 
that background knowledge. It's kind of hard 
for me to not like lead the students into 
certain answers and like, let them think for 
themselves. But then also, my students will 
just sit there and not do anything or not say 
anything for a while. And then I'm kind of 
just like, Okay, so, you know, give me 
something. Yeah. So having like that 
background knowledge, to kind of get some 
ideas, and then they can start thinking about 
like, giving me like, okay, where are these 
sources? Where, where does this come 
from? Where is this? So they were able to 
give me like one or two things, and then they 
were just kind of stuck. And I didn't want to 
give them answers. But then also, I was just 
like, Okay, this is not enough.  

 


